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ABSTRACT
PASSIVE ACOUSTIC TRACKING
OF DIVERS AND DOLPHINS
This thesis describes work perfonned in the analysis and development of positioning
algorithms for self-noise of a known kind; it also describes the development of short
base-line systems capable of positioning the sources. Many studies of wild cetaceans rely
on tracking the movement of wild animals, often in hostile conditions and with limited
contact with these animals. Advanced technology exists for satellite or radio tracking of
marine wildlife, but this relies on an animal being first caught and tagged. In situations
where random interactions with marine wildlife are to be analysed, it is not practicable to
attach devices to an animal, so it is appropriate to use passive techniques, in which the
animal's self noise is located and tracked.

Present passive systems usually include a long base-line array, which can be difficult to
deploy. The problem may be overcome by reducing the array in size, but it results in an
increase in positioning errors. This study attempts to quantifY these errors and looks into
the practicability of short base-line passive arrays. Two systems are described here, both
for tracking impulsive sounds in real time. The first is for use on pelagic trawl nets, the
other as a prototype high-speed system to prove the different algorithms developed before
and during this study. The prototype systems, each having a minimum of four receivers
positioned in various configurations, have been tested in a tank with a controlled sound
source. The source is a 'pinger', which allows the systems also to be adopted for diver
positioning and tracking.

A survey of unclassified literature has shown characteristics of cetacean acoustic
signatures, which have been utilised in the optimisation of the systems. The physiology
of cetaceans has also been reviewed to help understand the physical limitations of the
systems presented.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

SONAR AND UNDERWATER TRACKING SYSTEMS

The seas throughout history have been feared and respected, and not without reason. The
sea was thought to be limitless in magnitude, inhabited by all sorts of strange and
dangerous life forms. Today, virtually all the oceans and seas are charted and much of the
sea life is known. However, even today sailors respect the sea and although there is little
danger of ferocious sea creatures attacking from below, there are still hidden threats, but
mainly from man. As technologies developed it became a priority to see exactly what was
down there and where.

1.1.1 BEGINNINGS OF SONAR
Although the use of sound underwater has only been extensively exploited fairly recently,
it has been experimented with for centuries. In 1490 Leonardo da Vinci wrote [1]:'Ifyou
cause your ship to stop, and place the head of a long tube in the water and place the outer
extremity to your ear, you will hear ships at a great distance from you.'

The first

recorded regular use of sound underwater was to determine the distance to marker buoys.
In 1826 Colladon and Sturm [2] recorded the speed of sound underwater in Lake Geneva.

They used an underwater bell, striking it at the same instant as a light flashed. By
measuring the difference in time of arrival between the light and the sound, the speed of
sound in water could be calculated. Underwater bells were in use for navigation by 1900,
both as a method of detecting buoys and lightships in fog and as a method of distance
measuring. In 1912, a few days after the Titanic disaster, the British Patent Office
received a patent application for echo-location with airborne sound from L.F. Richardson
[3]. A month later he applied for the patent for its use underwater.
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The outbreak of the First World War increased the impetus of research into underwater
acoustics. A method of locating the direction of a source of sound was being increasingly
used, based on Da Vinci's tubes, but with a pair of tubes to make use of the biaural sense
of direction. Today, there are three main types of transducer in use for underwater
applications. These are: (a) Magnetostrictive, (b) Piezoelectric and (c) Electrostrictive
[4]. Magnetostrictive transducers had been tested with limited success early on but the
discovery of the piezoelectric effect allowed the first hydrophones to be used. In 1917
Langevio used piezoelectric crystals to replace the condenser versions that had been
tested up until then, and in 1918 echoes were received for the first time from a submarine,
occasionally at distances as great as 1500 metres. Meanwhile, a top secret system was
being developed by the Allies, known as ASDlC [4] (Allied Submarioe Devices
Investigation Committee). This was a system of echolocation that could determine the
distance and bearing to an object, thus determiniog its position. In the years since then,
systems have been developed not only for military work but also for civil navigation. In
the United States, the term ASDlC was gradually replaced by SONAR, which stands for
SOund NAvigation and Ranging. This term complements well with RADAR, the term
for the electromagnetic rangiog developed in Britain just before the Second World War.

1.1.2 FROM SONAR TO TRACKING SYSTEMS
It soon became obvious that just knowing the range and an approximate bearing to an

object would not be enough. More accurate methods of locating a fixed or moving point
were needed. This was achieved io a number of ways. ASDlC and standard SONAR
uses directional hydrophones, or arrays of hydrophones to locate the bearing of the return
of an acoustic signal transmitted by the same system. If the target to be tracked is known
and can be fitted with a device (a transponder) that receives and retransmits an acoustic
signal, then with the aid of a spatial array of hydrophones, the position of the transponder
can be fixed without the need for directional hydrophones. This type of system is in wide
use for the localisation of oil bore holes and remotely-operated underwater vehicles [5].
A slightly more challenging problem is to track a sound source without knowing the time
of flight of the sound from source to receiver, i.e. to track an object's self-noise. This is
of obvious use for covert operations and for operations where the user is incapable of
attaching any form of transponder, such as tracking the engioe noise of ships undetected,
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or for tracking the routes taken by echo-locating wildlife. The latter application has been
adopted as the theme for this study, and by imitating signals produced by such animals
any other beacon can be tracked using the same method.

I.2BASIC THEORY OF A COUSTICS UNDERWATER
To design an effective system for acoustic operations underwater, it is important to fully
understand the limitations imposed by the different factors of the environment and
technology. As with most sets of design parameters, some are more critical than others.
The more important factors are explained here.

1.2.1 ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN WATER
In any design of underwater acoustic technology, it is important to be able to predict the

response of a system. To be able to achieve this, the reaction of the sound with the
medium it is travelling through, in this case water, must be characterised. A set of
equations, known as the sonar equations, achieves this. If we consider a point source
emitting sound equally in all directions, then at a distance, r, from the source, the sound
intensity, I, which is equal to the power per unit area, PIA, is

(I-I)
where P is the acoustic power of the source and 4J!'r 2 is the area of the sphere of radius r.

The Source Level (SL) expressed in this form is the intensity of the outgoing wave at a
standard distance (commonly 1 m). If expressed in dB, the Source Level is given by
SL = 10 log I = (l0 log P -11) W I Steradian

(1.2)

Where the factor 11 is 10 log (4 J!'r 2) using 1m as the radius
When the signal is not impeded, it spreads with spherical divergence. It is improbable
that the signal will travel unimpeded. In practice, as sound passes through a medium,
energy is absorbed and converted to heat. The amount is proportional to the density and
temperature of the medium, which includes the water itself, fish, plankton, other sea life
as well as bubbles in the signal path, all of which can scatter the signal.
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Many of these factors are not predictable and make it difficult to draw up rules such that
realistic models can be devised. However, some of the factors can be calculated. When a
source emits sound in water, it transforms electrical or mechanical energy into acoustic
energy by generating an alternating sound pressure that is superimposed on the static
ambient water pressure. The following relation exists between the acoustic power, P, and
the sound pressure, p:
(1-2)
where p is the root-mean-square pressure, p is the density of water and c is the velocity
of sound [6]. Using (1-1) this can be rewritten as:
(1-3)
More commonly the source level is expressed in terms of pressure in micropascals (/lPa).
From (1-1) and (1-4), a conversion factor between intensity and pressure can be
calculated:
1= (1 xIO-6)/ pc

(1-4)

So
SL = 10 log I = (10 log P + 10 log «1 x 10-6

i) + 10 log (pc/4/r»

dB re 1 /lPa

Or
SL= IOlogI= IOlogP+ 170.9 dB re I /lPa@Im

(1-5)

Where 170.8 is conversion factor to give re micro-Pascals at I m instead of W/Steradian
with a typical sea water density of 1030 kg/m3 and sound speed 1500mls.

As sound is propagated through a medium, there is a motion of the particles such that the
product of the root-mean-square (rms) particle velocity and the rms sound pressure is
equal to the intensity
I=pv

(1-6)

which when combined with (1-4) gives:
(1-7)
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and

v=p/pc

(1-8)

To calculate a signal pressure level at any point, the Source Level must be known. As the
signal spreads out there will be propagation losses. These can take various fonns and are
influenced by various factors including temperature, salinity and frequency as well as
distance.

The most significant is spreading loss, due to the sound signal physically

spreading out, i.e.
Spreading Loss = 10 log R2 = 20 log R

(1-9)

1.2.2 ATTENUATION DUE TO ABSORPTION
A significant attenuation loss occurs due to absorption in the water; in general the higher
the frequency the larger the attenuation due to absorption. This loss may be written as

Attenuation loss = 1XR dB
where

(1-11)

a is the absorption loss [7] given by

a= O.1j' /(1+ j')+40j'(4100+ j')+2.75XIO-4j2 /914.4 dB re Im

(1-12)

for a water temperature of 4.4 °C and a salinity of 3.5%.
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A general solution for the calculation of a has not yet been produced. Most engineers
and scientists use a look-up table, as shown in Figure 1.2-1

Combining these equations gives an expression for transmission loss as:
TL=20 log R + aRdB re lm

(1-13)

At short ranges the dominant loss of power is due to spherical spreading but as the range
increases, absorption losses become more significant. This assumes nothing will severely
impede the flow of the signal. In real life the signal reflects from the sea surface and the
sea bed, and reflections. and refractions occur wherever temperature (and therefore
density) changes in the water; these interfaces are known as thermoclines. In some
situations, depending on the water depth, separation of source and receiver, type of
source, source pulse length and so on, the transmission loss may fall towards cylindrical
spreading. However this effect only happens if the acoustic signal is of sufficient length
to allow mixing effects of the reverberant and direct signal.

1.2.3 BACKGROUND NOISE AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
To show the limitations of a system, we need to calculate the physical constraints. For
example, to determine the maximum physical detection range without using special noise
reducing signal processing techniques, we need two pieces of information, the Source
Level and the background noise level.

1.2.3.1 SOURCE LEVEL.
The Source Level is dependant on various factors. For example, an echo-location click
detected from an animal may seem to vary with direction due to the animal's sonar
directivity pattern and the bearing from which the reading was taken [9,10]. Each click is
likely to have slightly differing source levels depending on the animal's activity and its
acoustic environment. The source level of the click may also vary with frequency and the
repetition rate.
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1.2.3.2 BACKGROUND AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL.
The Noise Level at a point is dependent on many factors, including seismic and industrial
activity, distant shipping, ocean turbulence, precipitation, and biological and thermal
noise sources [7,8,11-13].
Any object vibrating under the water surface produces background noise. This can range
from air bubble 'fizz' (cavitation) produced by crashing waves, to stones or sand moving
on the sea bed, to machine noise produced by ships or other man-made sources.
Although it is difficult to predict exactly what the noise level will be at any place at any
moment, it is possible to make some assumptions. In deep water, noise is quite
predictable, and generally it increases and becomes less predictable as the water gets
shallower. Three of the main factors to which the noise can be attributed are; shipping
and industrial noise, wind noise and biological noise, also seasonal variations can be
detected. Figure 1.2-2 shows the ambient noise spectrum in deep water, including a noise
window between 50 kHz and 200 kHz in which the ambient noise is at its lowest.

Noise below 50 kHz originates from the sea surface in the vicinity of the hydrophone and
increases with sea state. Above 200kHz the thennal noise of the sea is dominant.
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The equipment measuring the noise can itself produce noise, for example by water
flowing over it causing vibrations (hydrodynamic noise), or by the vessel towing the
equipment. Noise can also be generated by the local environment, i.e. hydrophone
mountings or by noise in the electronic circuitry. This is known as self-noise.

Ambient noise has been measured in the ocean [13,14] for both shallow and deep water.
Figures 1.2-3a and 1.2-3b show shallow water noise measured in five different areas and
averaged to give a more general solution showing the differences caused by sea
conditions or by weather.
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If the most dominant noise sources are collated into a single graph (Figure 1.2-4) it can

be seen that at Iow frequencies «100Hz) intermittent seismic activities are by far the
most dominant. As we measure further up the spectrum (lOO-1000Hz) traffic noise takes
priority, then weather conditions and sea state become dominant (600Hz -10 kHz and
higher). Above 50kHz thermal noise becomes relevant. As can be seen the average

INTERMITTENT AND LOCAL EFFECTS
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noise level appears to be lower in the frequency band between approximately 10kHz and
300kHz. This is the part of the acoustic spectrum most commonly used in sonar systems
for both man and cetaceans.
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1.2.3.3 NOISE NEAR FISHING GEAR
As stated earlier, machines and other man-made sound sources can significantly

contribute to the overall noise in a sea environment. In particular, in the vicinity of a
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FIGURE 1.2-5 NOISE SPECTRUM OF A FISHING TRAWLER OVERLAID ON THE AMBIENT
BACKGROUND NOISE

fishing trawler, the ship's machinery is working hard to tow the nets which themselves
make noise in the water.

If acoustic equipment is to be positioned near, or in, such fishing equipment the ship's
engines and the noise of the trawl and its associated gear tend to be the greatest
contributor to the ambient noise.

Figure 1.2-5 shows the noise of a typical fishing vessel (RV Tridens) pulling a pelagic
trawl; this has been adjusted to reduce noise from metal objects in the rigging. The lower
line shows the deep-sea noise floor.
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1.2.4 CHANGES IN THE ACOUSTIC VELOCITY IN WATER
In any large expanse of water the acoustic velocity of sound will undoubtedly change
from area to area. In fact, within an area of a few square kilometres with constant bottom
and surface conditions the velocity is similar in the horizontal but changes considerably
in the vertical. When acoustic measurements are to be made in an area it is therefore
important to know these velocities. Three main factors, salinity, pressure and
temperature, affect acoustic velocity in water. In most locations the salinity and pressure
are predictable but it is temperature as a function of depth that is the most variable and
difficult to predict. The vertical section of the sea tends to be split into layers known as
thermoclines. Each layer is often considerably different from those above and below .

.As would be expected, the greatest temperature variations are close to the surface, and so
the velocity stability tends to be worst at the shallow layers, getting progressively more
stable with depth. This is reinforced by fresh water run-off that changes the salinity of
the surface layer when near land or in wet climates. Figure 1.2-6 shows a typical depth
velocity profile with thermoclines, which change within a range of days to many years .

• "'00

i

12,000

FIGURE 1.2-6 SOUND VELOCITY PROFILES [8) SHOWING A) BOTH GEOGRAPHICAL
AND SEASONAL CHANGES RANGING FROM I-ARCTIC THROUGH WINTER TO TROPICAL
SUMMER. B) THE LAYER STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL OCEAN VELOCITY PROFILE
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In practice velocity changes can vary as much as 100 m/s, although the change is gradual.

These changes in velocity bend the acoustic waves and the bending is only predictable if
the depth profile is known. Most positioning algorithms rely on the sound travelling in
straight lines. It is therefore important to predict the errors due to the extended ray path.
Figure 1.2-7 shows a model of a ray along with the sound velocity profile.
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FIGURE 1.2-7 RAy BENDING FROM MATLAB SHOWING A) THE VELOCITY PROFILE
AND B) THE BENDING OF THE SIGNAL (BLUE) FROM THE DIRECT PATH (GREEN)

1.2.5 BIOACOUSTICS
Although man has been utilising acoustic techniques underwater for many years, there is
very much to be learnt from the 'natives'. In some respects, wildlife in the sea has
evolved the use of acoustics to a degree far higher than that of mankind. Much is yet
unknown as to the mechanics behind some of the capabilities of oceanic wildlife, or
indeed the purposes of their actions. A good example of this is the dolphin family, which
is capable of detecting not only the shape or material of a target at distance, but also the
thickness of aluminium containers to an accuracy of 0.2 mm [16J. Snapping shrimps are
also thought to use sound as a weapon, using the vibrations caused by banging their legs
together to stun their prey. Harbour porpoises can penetrate the sea bed with their sound
whilst foraging [17].

Sound is not only used for feeding purposes, for example

humpback whales are known for their deep melodic 'songs' that are thought to be used to
communicate over large distances, and many other cetaceans use the same method.
Many species of cetacean use low frequency sound (typically 1 kHz - 20 kHz [18-20J,
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although recordings have been taken up to 30kHz [21]) to make other individuals in the
group aware of their presence or mood [22].

1.2.6 CETACEAN ECHOLOCATION
Cetaceans have evolved their own SONAR systems in many ways similar to man's
systems. Their abilities are mainly due to the evolution of two parts of their anatomy.
1.2.6.1 SOUND GENERATION

The animal's head has evolved two sound producing organs in its blow hole capable of
producing whistle noises at the lower frequencies and click noises at higher frequencies.
A fatty tissue area in front of these organs, known as the melon, contains areas of
differing densities and serves as a lens to focus the sound into a beam, which is projected
into the water in front of the animal.

Figure 1.2-8a shows the sections that are thought to be linked to the sound generation and
reception of the dolphin. Figures 1.2-8b and 1.2-8c show a simulation of the generation
of the echolocation clicks taking the physiology of the animal into account.

Cetaceans have sound production and detection capabilities over a very large frequency
range in comparison to humans. Certain species produce whistle sounds typically from
3kHz to 24kHz and clicks from about 2kHz to about 140 kHz [25]. The clicks can have a
repetition rate up to 800Hz [26] (althOUgh up to 300 Hz is more common) and a pulse
length in the range of 50 - 100 flS [27] when homing onto potential food. There is good
evidence that cetacean sounds give general information in the wild [26,28-31] and the
clicks are generally used for echolocation [32,33], although it is thought that the high
frequency clicks may also be involved in communication. This is particularly likely in
those animals that do not seem to use the low frequency ranges, for example the harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) [34-37], Commerson's dolphin (Cephalorhynchus
commersonii) and Hector's dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori) [30]. The sounds emitted
from cetaceans have been studied for many years. Early papers describe rasping sounds
being produced [38]. These were detected using a variety of instruments ranging from
conventional echo sounders [39] to microphones above the water [40].
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FIGURE 1.2-9 ECHOLOCATION CLICKS FROM VARIOUS CETACEAN SPECIES
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The typical cetacean echolocation pulse takes the form of a short (30-100 J.ls) [42] raisedcosine type of pulse at frequencies typically between 10 kHz and 170 kHz [43-45], as
seen in Figure 1.2-9. It can clearly be seen that the bottlenose dolphin pulse is the
shortest, with only one cycle. at full amplitude.

This is probably to reduce any

ambiguities as to arrival time of any echoes, and also to allow greater energy to pass into
the water without using up much of the animal's precious life resources. To increase
efficiency and to allow the cetacean to look in particular directions, the sound producing
organs show some directionality. Cetacean families such as Phocoena, in particular the
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), have a high directivity of9° horizontally and 18 0
vertically [46] although these measurements have not been verified experimentally.
Other species, such as the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)

~ave

slightly lower

indexes but tend to use lower frequency sound (70 kHz), giving greater range. Recent
evidence has shown that some dolphins (Tursiops Truncatus) may have a capability of
switching frequency at will, possibly to characterise a target, switching between 40-60
kHz and 100-120 kHz, the higher frequency giving the higher defmition [42]. Such dualbandwidth systems are now also used by man for the same purpose [47].

As with many sonar systems the directionality of the dolphin's sound generation system
reduces as the frequency drops from the optimum. This results in some signal at lower
frequencies being detectable out of the main beam. This is particularly useful in tracking
applications where it cannot be guaranteed that the cetacean will always point at the
receiving array. Figure 1.2-10 shows the directivity pattern of a bottlenose dolphin at
various frequencies.
1.2.6.2 SOUND DETECTION
There are two main theories as to how dolphins detect the high frequency component

used for echolocation. These are cochleal hearing [23] and via the lower jaw and teeth
[48,49].

Cetaceans cannot always use their eyesight to locate each other or their

surroundings, especially in Iow light conditions.

Instead, they probably use a

combination of passive ·tracking (signal intensity, direction and triangulation) as well as
their active echolocation systems to detect ranges.
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FOR SPECTRA WITH MULTIPLE PEAKS, THE FREQUENCY OF THE PEAKS IS
LISTED IN DESCENDING ORDER ACCORDING TO AMPLITUDE[23J.

The echolocation system of cetaceans is far better than of any man-made system at
present. The U.S. Navy uses dolphins to detect· and identify objects under water, in
particular mines [50). Others have tried to simulate the workings of cetacean sonar using
various complex computational methods [51], and the cetaceans' methods of identifying
objects have also been studied [32,33,52].

1.2.7 SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
The use of signal processing techniques to enhance and improve the results of sound
detections has been used for many years. Much can be learnt from techniques designed
for RADAR, many of which are directly transposable for use with SONAR
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1.2.7.1 TIME AND PHASE MEASUREMENT
As mentioned earlier, arrays of transducers can be used to steer an acoustic beam in

desired directions. This is achieved using time or phase delays between each element in
the array. The inverse is also true for receiving signals. By adding differing delays
(proportional to the position of each element) to the incident acoustic signals, the
sensitivity pattern of an array of hydrophones can be made to point in differing
directions. If the time difference is calculated instead, a direction relative to the axis of
the hydrophones can be calculated. This only works if the time of flight of the acoustic
signal is known. If it is not known a hyperbola is described, the source being anywhere
on this locus. This principle can be extended to include range and bearing by adding
further hydrophones, as explained in Chapter 2.

If the receivers are close together or the source is nearly orthogonal to the two receivers,
the time difference will be very small. One technique of measurement in this case is to
detect the phase difference in the signals.

It is imperative, however, that the time

difference should not be greater than one cycle of the signal, as this will result in phase
being calculated between different parts of the signal. Timing measurements must
therefore be taken between identical parts of the same signal on the two receivers.
1.2.7.2 CORRELATION
If two hydrophones receive a raised cosine pulse from any angle other than the

perpendicular, there will be a finite time delay between the arrival times. To calculate the
arrival angle to a high degree of accuracy, calculation of this time delay is critical. The
simplest method of determining this is to detect a level above the background noise and
measure the time delay at this level. For. large arrays this may be sufficient, but to
achieve greater accuracy, or for smaller arrays, small time difference errors can result in
large angular errors (a full analysis of these errors can be found in Chapter 3). To reduce
these errors, correlation can be used. In its simplest form, correlation can be written as
(1-14)
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This method is time consuming to calculate, each single correlation requires 2N
calculations and for a cross correlation needs 2N calculations, where N is the number of
samples taken in a waveform. If there are in excess of 128 data points then it is more
efficient to use fast correlation, which requires l2Nlog, 2N + 8N calculations. The
general equation for fast correlation can be written as
(1-15)

This method uses both the Discrete Fourier Transforms and its inverse, both of which can
be executed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.
1.2.7.3 MATCHED FILTERING AND PULSE COMPRESSION
This is a technique used originally in radar to greatly reduce noise, and to increase time

accuracy for delays between incident pulses. It is based on correlation and is based on
the assumption that the signal is time-limited and has known wave shape. The method
comprises a correlation of the incoming signal, x(i), and the time-reversed replica of the
signal to be detected, h(k), giving
N-l

y(i) = ~)(k)x(i -k)

(1-16)

k=O

The output yields a maximum when the two signals coincide.

Pulse compressIOn

techniques give an optimum performance with a wideband frequency sweep (chirp) and
Pulse Compression of a chirp
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FIGURE 1.2-11 MATCHED FILTER RESPONSE OF AN FM SIGNAL (40MS IN LENGTH).

with a long pulse.
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1.2.7.4 STREAMERS
The technology most commonly used to record the signals incorporates streamers, long

hydrodynamic oil-filled tubes containing numerous hydrophones, which are either
connected together so as to provide a directional line array or are connected individually
or in groups to allow beam steering at a later date. These tubes are designed to be towed
behind a vehicle and stay in a stable straight line.

1.3 TRACKING SYSTEMS AND THEIR USES
Today, the greatest use for SONAR systems is still as echo-sounders or ranging devices
for commercial shipping. The systems nowadays are often used to detect fish in the
water column or the range to the sea-bed for navigational purposes. SONAR systems are
also used for numerous other navigational tasks such as speed over the ground (using
Doppler systems) or for detecting approaching objects and shapes (Scanning SONAR).
Often systems are made to switch frequencies depending on range and required
resolution; the higher the frequency the greater the resolution but the lower the range.
One use of SONAR for commercial shipping is to locate, or relocate, specific areas of
interest on the ocean floor. This may be needed to locate lost items (shipwrecks, cargo or
pipelines) or to accurately relocate known objects (bore holes). For this type of work
high accuracy tracking systems are needed.

1.3.1 TRADITIONAL TRACKING METHODS
In the early days there were few methods of finding lost objects under the sea. If an

approximate location was known, and the water was shallow, divers could be sent to find
wrecks. At first, eyesight was used to find wrecks, often by towing divers behind boats
[53]. However, once the wreck was found a marker buoy or land sightings were often the
only way to relocate it. As SONAR technology improved, directional systems using
arrays and directional transducers allowed greater accuracy in pinpointing and identifying
objects from the surface, and the use of low frequency sound now even allows embedded
objects to be viewed. Various SONAR systems exist which can track an object. Most
rely on physically moving or steering the sonar beam to give range and bearing.
However, the system is not inherently selective in what it detects. Unless a transponder
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is used to produce a strong returning signal at either the same frequency, or shifted in
frequency to cancel other reflections, the system will see all the reflections, producing a
map of the insonified area. To find the bearing many systems steer the transmitted beam
either mechanically (moving the transducer with a stepper motor) or electronically (using
the phase steering method discussed in section 1.2.7). Other methods include the use of a
combination of this method and the array's movement to produce a picture (side-scan).

An important use of SONAR is in the navigation and detection of submarines.

Navigation of such vehicles is dependent on sonar systems and accurate charts.
However, it is also important to be as inconspicuous as possible. The uses for accurate
tracking systems can be summarised into two main categories.
1.3.1.11NDUSTRY/ DIVER SYSTEMS

The majority of the commercial tracking systems are not concerned with detectability of
their signals by third parties. Most systems use a transponder positioned by a diver or
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) in the position to be tracked, whether a moving target
(diver or ROV) or a static target (bore-hole or wreck). These systems rely on a known
time of flight of an acoustic signal from a transponder, the timings giving ranges to a
number of receiving hydrophones. In some cases it is not convenient to place a
transponder on the target, and then reflectors may be used to increase the detectability of
an object using a similar array of hydrophones, the initial acoustic signal being
transmitted from the surface. Some systems are available for tracking fish. These rely on
an acoustic source being placed on a fish and a more complicated algorithm being used to
calculate its position.
1.3.1.2 MILITARY/COVERT SYSTEMS
As stated earlier, a consideration with military systems is non-detectability. If an active
system is used there is a possibility that the signals may be detected by others. The need
to be undetectable has led to development of passive systems, which can detect and
locate sounds created by other sources. The use of spread spectrum techniques (similar
to matched filtering) has allowed active signals to be hidden in noise, with the signal or
its reverberations only being recovered if the source signal is known.
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1.3.2 TRACKING SYSTEMS-PRESENT TECHNOLOGY
The available tracking systems can be grouped under three main headings [5J:
•

Sonar

- systems using traditional ranging techniques combined with transducer

directionality to give bearing and range.
•

Spherical - the use of time of flight to calculate the range to a target, usually using
transponders.

•

Hyperbolic - when the time of flight is unknown, positions are calculated with an
algorithm, usually using pingers or passively.

The spherical and hyperbolic tracking methods can be sub-divided into three categories
dependant on their array size:
i)

Super-Short Baseline (SSBL): This arrangement combines all the hydrophones
into one physical unit with dimensions of the order of centimetres. Such systems
rely on phase measurements within a single cycle.

ii)

Short Baseline (SBL): This is a larger array ranging from I -20m and relies on
phase or time measurements.

iii)

Long Baseline (LBL): This uses a much larger array, often hundreds of metres in
size, usually making use of sonobuoys. The upper frequency range of these is
limited only by the signal attenuation.

Most research in the public domain has been carried out with the oil industry in mind,
with systems to determine the location of bore-holes or objects such as pipelines or the
legs of offshore structures, either used in conjunction with an ROV or divers [5J. The
systems are used to fmd the position of a moving object in relation to a fixed object or
mother ship, or to position a ship, ROV or diver near a fixed object, i.e. a bore-hole
usually marked by a beacon.

Most acoustic tracking systems work by having a stable array of hydrophones, spatially
separated, such that the arrival times of any impulse produced by a beacon can produce a
position using mathematical models, often to high accuracy (± O.lm). If a transponder is
used, it is possible to track with three hydrophones in three-dimensional space, assuming
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the transponders are on the surface or on the sea-bed. A pulse can be used to activate the
transponder and as long as the processing time of the transponder is known the distance
from the transponder to each hydrophone can be calculated, then triangulation is used to
fmd the position. Many systems of this type are commercially available.

If a beaconlpinger is used, the mathematical solutions for the position become more
complicated [54] because the time of transmission is not known and so absolute distances
cannot easily be calculated. An extra hydrophone is required in this instance. Some
systems are available commercially, mainly for use in the fisheries industry.

Each of the above categories has some advantages over the others. The system proposed
later in this thesis uses a Short Baseline array, which derives its position from the
difference in time of arrival, dt, of the acoustic signal at the hydrophones.

Carrier f:-equency.

FIGURE 1.3-1

This

to

A PULSE ARRIVAL IN A SSBL SYSTEM SHOWING HOW PHASE
CAN DETERMINE THE ARRIVAL ANGLE. IS)

information allows bearing and distance to be determined. The use of Short Baseline is
convenient, but as with all such systems, its defmition is reliant on the accuracy of the
time differences measured. As the array gets larger the percentage error due to
quantisation is reduced (see section 3.1 for a full analysis).

To make the system compact enough to use on smaller vessels, a Super-Short Baseline
can be used. Instead of array spacings of 5-20m [5] as in Short Baseline, Super-Short
Baseline typically uses three sensors placed in a single transducer. The method depends
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on the relative phase angle of an acoustic pulse arriving at several hydrophones, as shown
in Figure 1.3-1; the phase angle corresponds to the direction. If the depth of the beacon is
known the position can be calculated easily.

If a transponder is used the range

infonnation can also be calculated.

If the size of the array is not limited, a Long Baseline system can be used. This works by
having an array of transponders at known positions on the sea-bed. Each transponder
replies to a specific frequency and is interrogated by a transducer mounted on the hull of
a ship or an ROV. The ship can be made to interrogate the array to find ranges to the
transponders and hence to find its position. Calibration of the transponder positions can
be perfonned in a number of ways using extra transducers or with one of the other
systems, but once in place the system is not dependant on external equipment.

l.4ACTIVE TRACKING SYSTEMS -ALGORITHMS
An active tracking system is one that generates its own acoustic signal. As the user has

control over when the ping occurs and what fonn the ping takes, they can detennine the
time of flight of the ping and therefore the range of any returning signals. Assuming the
source position and the velocity of sound in the water is known, an array of receivers can
detennine the position of a transponder or an object reflecting the signal.

1.4.1 SPHERICAL TRACKING SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICS OF
INTERSECTING SPHERES

In a two-dimensional space, if a single source transducer (or projector) sends a ping to a
transponder, which instantaneously returns the pulse, the time difference between the
signal emission and reception corresponds to the range of the object by the equation
d

= c.At , where c is the velocity

of sound in the medium. The transponder could be

anywhere on a circle around the transducer.

If two transducers are used, spatially

separated, then two circles can be drawn around them. Where these circles intersect are
the two possible locations of the transponder. Clearly there is an ambiguity but this can
be removed by adding a third transducer (Figure 1.4-1).
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In three-dimensional space we must now consider spheres instead of circles. It can be
seen in Figure 1.4-2 that with three source transducers there is still an ambiguity, which
may be el iminated by add ing a fourth transducer out oflhe plane of the other three. If the
array is placed in a position where one of the ambiguities is not possible, i.e. at the
surface or sea-bed, then the total number of transducers can be reduced by one.

A set of eq uations for tracking in three-dimensional space

IS

known as the spherical

method.
Tmn!,porldcr
<i>

2 receiver
Q nmbiguity

I
f

-----

......

-

F IGURE 1.4-1 TWO DIM ENS IONAL SPA CE SHOWING LOC I OF POSSIIlL E
POSITIONS OF A TRANSPONDER.

1.4.2 ACTIVE SOURCE/ REVERBERATION
The method described in 1.4. 1 relies on a transponder to return a known signal. It will
also work on reflected signals, and with some algorithmic adj ustments can be made to
work with the source being spatiall y separated from the receivers. Other methods of
acti ve tracking are to use directional systems such as side-scan and move the receiver
such that bearing and range can be collated to locate the target. This system allows
additional information of the target to be collected, which may provide useful for
identification [55].
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FIGURE 1.4-2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE SHOWING THE NEED FOR A
FOURTH TRANSDUCER

1.5 PASSIVE TRACKING SYSTEMS -ALGORITHMS
A passive tracking system can determine the position of an acoustic source without itse lf
emitting an acoustic signal. The acoustic source could be anything from an engine noise
to a marker beacon or even natural marine life noises such as cetacean echolocation. This
project has the ultimate aim of tracking cetacean echo-location clicks or other acoustic
sources producing similar sounds. There are a number of studies associated with this
project [56-58] , as well as others that are similar [59-61]. Most independent studies have
been in a static situation and have relied on LBL systems, which simplifies the timing
circuitry. Such systems suffer from problems if cetacean echo-location clicks are
detected, as they tend to be directional at the peak Source Level frequencies, and at lower
frequencies where the signals are less directional the SL of the source is reduced. This,
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combined with the inter-hydrophone spacings used in LBL makes such a system not ideal
for click tracking, but good for tracking the lower frequency whistles .

in many circumstances LBL is not appropriate, for example in any dynami c situation, e.g.
on a boat. In this case the array must be fitted to the bow of the vessel, or towed behind
the vessel. in this situation SBL or SSBL system s are more suitable . This necessitates a
higher accuracy of the timing information.

R,

o

.. 0 ···················

A)

·········..·0

B)

C)
FIGURE J.S-I THEORETICAL LINES OF SOLUTIONS FOR A PARTICULAR TIME
DIFFERENCE CASE. A) 2- D IMENS IONAL CASE WITH 2 HYDRO PHONES. B) 2 D IMENSIONAL CASE WITH 3 HYDRO PHONES AND C) 3 - DIMENSIONAL CASE WITH 2
HYDRO PHONES.

1.5.1 THREE DlMENSIONAL ARRAY ALGORlTHMS
Unlike the active case, where ranges are known, the time of sound emission is unknown
in the passive situation. The tinle of flight of the signa l is therefore unknown and has to
be calcu lated. This usually entails the use of an extra hydrophone. Unlike the active
case, spherical algorithms cannot be used. instead, any difference in arrival time of an
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acoustic signal between hydrophones in two-dim ensional space corresponds to a parabola
around the hydrophones, as in Figure \. 5-1 a. The source can be shown to be on this
parabo la.

By adding more hydrophones furth er parabolae result and tbe intersections

show the possible soluti ons (Figure 1.5- J b). In the three-dimensional case these
parabolae become paraboloids and instead of intersecti on points, ellipses are fo rmed
(Figure 1. 5- lc). The algorithms for such systems are developed and analysed thoroughl y
in Chapter 2.

1.5.2 THREE DIMENSIONS FROM TWO?
In the practica l case of a moving baseline where the array is mounted on, or towed
behind, a vessel, it is often very difficult to get a stable hydrophone in the th ird dimension
as this means having a protrud ing hydrophone in moving water. W ith adequate
hydrophones it is possible to track an object in three dimensions using a two-dimensional
array. The array will suffer from an ambiguity in the missing dimension, but if the array
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FIG URE 1.5-2 FLAT ARRAY, AMBIG UITY ELIMI NATED WITH A FIFTH HYDROPHON E

is on the sea-bed or surface, the ambiguity can be eliminated. If the array is situated midwater, it would be possible to eliminate this ambiguity using a single hydrophone, as
shown in Figure 1.5-2. The same time accuracy is not needed for tbis device, as it is not
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involved in the tracking process. This device also does not require the same position
stability as the main array. The algorithm for this system is also analysed in Chapter 2.

1.5.3 REVERBERATION METHOD
In some cases it is not possible to deploy an array of bydrophones. If conditions are
correct, a simple method of retrieving some data of tbe position of a sound source is with
the use of standard sonobuoys or hydrophones. The method uses the reverberations of
the sound from the surface and the seabed. A system has been developed [57,62,63]
whereby the received sounds are analysed in terms of the frequency and time differences
between distinct patterns. With the time differences between the first, second and third
arrival of a signal, the range and depth of a signal source can be calculated, as shown in
Figure 1.5-3. With two such devices a source can be positioned in one of two positions;
with three, the exact three-dimensional position can be ca lculated (assuming the positions
of the hydrophones are known) .

E

8,

= 180 -

8,

cos8, = - cos 8,

H

B

G = 28

=2( H -

A)

D ::::; vel X l rev1
F = vel Xl rev2
B
v

- _ . Direct
- - I Reverberation

FIGURE 1.5-3 REVERB ERATION METHOD, WITH CALCULATION OF RANGE AND DEPTH

Using the cosine rule and the dimensions shown in Figure 1.5-3:
£ ' +C' -(C+D)'
Cos 8,

2EC
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and

C 8 - C 8 _G'+C'-(C+F)'
os , - - os I 2GC

(1-17)

Equating these equations gives:

G'E-F'E+E'G-D'G
C=
2(GD + EF)

(1-18)

and

e = COS-I (4A2 -2CD-D')
I

.

.

(1-19)
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1.6 NEW USES FOR PASSIVE TRACKING SYSTEMS
Although there are undoubtedly many passive-tracking systems used for military
purposes, mostly unpublished, there are many uses for similar systems in the commercial
sector. There is a need to understand the movements of animals underwater. Analysis of
such data can lead to more effective harvesting of the oceans, or greater protection of
endangered species. Minute acoustic tags placed on fish allow researchers to study the
spawning habits and migration of many species, allowing them to show the fishing
industries where and when to fish. It is generally thOUght that most fish cannot detect the
acoustic signal of the tags [64]. If, however, animals can hear at the frequencies used for
tracking, it is important that the system is acoustically passive. The methods used to date
to locate cetaceans have mainly involved radio and satellite tagging of individual
animals, although some acoustic tags have also been used. It has been shown that this
does not appear to affect the animals' behaviour [61]. It is not guaranteed, however, that
one animal will behave in an identical fashion to another.

1.7 A FISHERIES PROBLEM - A TECHNICAL SOLUTION?
During the last fifteen years there has been increasing concern about the environmental
effects of industrial activities.

These concerns also extend to the fisheries industry.

Questions have been raised as to the size of cetacean by-catches in particular fisheries.
By the end of the 1980s it had become clear that some fisheries were endangering marine
mammals [65-67]. A European Commission study (named CETASEL) to look into the
problem and to find possible solutions was initiated, the aim being to discover the scale
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of the cetacean by-catch problem in pelagic trawl nets.

This entailed the use of

underwater vehicles equipped with cameras and the development of an underwater
acoustic tracking system that could be attached to the trawl. The data obtained was
expected to show the behaviour of cetaceans around the trawl and then possibly identify a
reason why, or if, there are critical moments when the cetaceans are caught.

The

cetacean species thought to be at risk [68] from this type of trawl are the bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops lruncatus), common dolphin (Delphinus delphis), Atlantic white-sided
dolphin (Lagenorhynchus aculus), white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirostris)
and harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena). Some of these have been studied in detail,
others have little written aoout them.

The cetacean that appears to set the acoustic

limitations of the proposed system is the harbour porpoise, as the directivity of this
particular species' echo-location clicks is narrow and fixed at a high band of frequencies.

This sets the minimum range, R, for the system to work at (depending on array size as
o.

FIGURE 1.7-1 MINIMUM RANGE BETWEEN AN ECHOLOCATING HARBOUR PORPOISE
AND AN ARRAY

demonstrated in Figure 1.7-1), which is given by

R=

M

(1-20)

2: tan -I (8/2)

Cetaceans have been studied in various environments [41,69-72] and the source level of
up to 166dB re 1!IPa at I m is generally accepted [70,71] for the harbour porpoise and 217
to 220dB re 1!IPa at Im for the bottlenose dolphin [41,72].
Comparing these figures with the noise figures in section 1.2, adjusted for the bandwidth
of the receiver circuitry (47dB/llIz), the absolute maximum range of the tracking system
following a harbour porpoise transmitting with a SL of 166dB is 1890m. If the in band
sounds of the pelagic trawl are taken into account, the range is reduced to 400m. This
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FIGURE 1.7-2 DIMENSIONAL DIAGRAM OF A PELAGIC TRAWL, SHOWING THE
RANGE FOR THE HARBOUR PORPOISE AND THE BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN.

will cover the majority of the pelagic trawl, which has dimensions shown in Figure 1.7-2.
A full table of values for the different species of interest can be found in Table 2-1.

Some problems arise with this physical set-up. The trawl is very large and if a threedimensional SBL array is attached (which is in itself difficult as a rigid structure carmot
be used) it is difficult to achieve enough stability in the third dimension. The trawl can
also be anything up to a kilometre behind the ship. The signals need to be sent to the ship
with a large bandwidth to achieve the accuracy desired.

With these limitations in mind this thesis concentrates on the development of SBL
systems capable of tracking wild cetaceans around the pelagic trawl.
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1.8 THESIS STRUCTURE
The first three chapters of this thesis follow the same layout, with each of the different
tracking system types being analysed in greater depth in each chapter. This chapter gives
a general background to the systems.

Chapter 2 describes the algorithms used and

develops some new algorithms. Chapter 3 presents simulations and performance models
ofthe algorithms.

Chapter 4 describes two systems developed for this project that are capable of running the
algorithms described, and is followed in Chapter 5 by two case studies describing the
testing of the systems. The results of these studies are compared with the theoretical
performance in Chapter 6 and from these results conclusions are drawn as to the
suitability and success of the algorithms considered.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY
As stated in Chapter I, two forms of tracking algorithms exist for tracking short impulsetype signals: spherical algorithms for tracking triggered active sources, and hyperbolic
algorithms for tracking passive or unpredictable sources. This chapter describes the
theory of each of these in detail, and for the passive case presents a number of methods of
achieving the desired solutions. Chapter I discussed a number of systems available for
tracking cetaceans.

Not all are suitable when the limitations of this project are

considered. To reduce the number of tracking methods to be analysed for this study,
some limits must be imposed on the number of the variables. These include species of
animal, form of signal to be detected, minimum and maximum range of signal and the
size and shape of the array. Some of these choices have been made by consulting experts
in the field, from published literature or first hand by experiment, while others are from
simulation results reported in Chapter 3.

2.1 PRE-DEFINED PARAMETERS
For the effective design of a tracking system capable of coping with most situations
presented in a particular environment, some parameters must be pre-defined. In this case
these consist of physical environmental parameters and user-specific parameters.

2.1.1 PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS
Depending on the method of deployment of the array of receivers, there may be
limitations on the size and shape of the array. If the array is to be static and fixed, i.e.
attached to a fixed platform, it is possible to keep the receivers in fixed positions relative
to each other. This means a three-dimensional array is feasible. If the system is to
operate with the minimum possible number of receivers to produce a unique solution, it
must have at least three receivers for two-dimensional tracking arranged in a two-
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dimensional configuration, or four receivers

In

the three-dimensional case, usually

arranged in a three-dimensional configuration. In the static case it may be possible to
place the fo urtb receiver in the third dimension, i.e. out of the plane of the other three. If
this is possible, it allows a number of algorithms to be used in the tracking process. in
the dynamic case, with a moving baseline, it may not be simple to place the fourth
receiver out oftlle plane, in this case the information obtainable from the third dimension
is limited and other algorithms must be used . The working environment and the quality
of the receiving equipment set the maximum range of the system. Assuming a source is
transmitting at its maximum source Leve l (SL) the maximum range can be defined by the
following equation (explained in 1.2.2):
TL = SL - NL - DT
where TL = 20LogR + uR, NL = combined noise (eLectronic & environmental) and
DT= Detection Threshold. It is si mpl est to show the range with respect to the signal-tonoise ratio in graph.ical form (figure 2.1- 1), where each. separate line shows the values for
a different frequency.
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Taking the Noise Levels shown in Figure 1.2-2 and the maximum cetacean source levels
discussed in section 1.2.5, a set of ranges can be calculated using the Figure 2.l-1 (as
shown in Table 2-1) for different environments. Shallow water conditions may give a
greater noise value, in which case the range will be less.
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theoretical
range, m

uPa'lHz
7400

1 uPa'lHz
114

4160

6550

114

3380

7230

114

4000

6550

114

3380

75
@70kHz
75
_@70kHz
75
(a) 70kHz
75
@70kHz

10

77
@140kHz

2550

109'

530

10

77
@140kHz

1540

109

250

10

75
@70kHz

730

114

20

.

[6]

Deep water Max.
noise, dB theoretica
re
1 I range, m

10

114

TABLE 2-1 MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE RANGES FOR DIFFERENT CETACEAN SPECIES

Further references for the SL of cetaceans can be found in Section 1.2.7.
The minimum detection threshold must be taken into account, however; for each dB @
70 kHz this amounts to approximately 40m.

If a trawl produces impulsive noise

I SL's are re li!Pa@lm, and noise is reli!Pa'/Hz. (Deep water noise is adjusted for the system bandwidth
of 50kHz (47dB//Hz))
2 SPL of trawl detected using trawl system to be found in section 4.1.
3 White sided dolphin figures are assumed to be the same as Bottlenose Dolphin
4 Trawl noise was measured only up to 100kHz, the figure is projected from the trend at 100kHz
S Very limited data available and may be limited by recordings
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(clinking chains, etc) the detection threshold must be raised to prevent the system
tracking the trawl rather than the desired sources.

2.1.2 PARAMETERS SET BY POTENTIAL USERS
The main parameters to be set by the user are to identify and characterise the source, in
particular the SL, the frequency, duration and type of pulse. This will allow the tracking
system to distinguish between the many acoustic sources in the working area and to filter
the desired source. Other important factors include the beamwidth of the source. A
typical dolphin echolocation click typically has a beamwidth of 10° to 15°, limiting the
minimum range of the source to the receiver. It is essential for the signal to be detected
on all receivers. The spacing of the receivers must therefore be as close together as
possible to allow the smallest minimum range to the source. Most cetaceans, however,
emit a lower level signal at lower frequencies and these tend to have a lower directivity
and can be used to detect the animal out of the main beam. If these signals are used the
minimum range is less, and the system is less dependant on the animal facing the array.
When a cetacean is concentrating its echolocation on a target, it tends to send pulses as
frequently as possible. The repetition rate is then inversely proportional to the range R to
the target from the cetacean, i.e. C/2R, where c is the sound velocity in the sea.
Repetition rates ofthe clicks vary from 1 Hz to over 1000 Hz. To track all these points is
unnecessary, so a maximum repetition rate must be set. Typical adult cetaceans swim at
speeds up to approximately 8m/s, so to give a reasonable idea of their movement, it is
necessary to monitor their clicks at up to 2 times per second, although higher update rates
may give extra information.
In some cases, such as in the dynamic case, the attachment of the receivers may be

complicated, for example in analysing cetacean movements around a trawl net it may
only be possible to connect stable receivers in one plane. In this case, algorithms for a
flat array must be used as this is a special case, and using conventional algorithms a
solution is not possible. Other limitations can include the maximum rate of data transfer
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from the receIvers to the timing circuitry.

If the transfer medium has maxImum

bandwidth limitations, the accuracy of the algorithms will be limited. Analysis of this
will be performed in Chapter 3.

2.2 ACTIVE TRACKINGALGORITHMS
If the time of flight of an acoustic signal is known, and the velocity of sound in the
medium is also known, the distance the sound has travelled can be calculated. When the
position of the receiver is known, the position of the transmitter can be predicted to be
anywhere on the surface of a sphere around the receiver. If several of these receivers are
spatially separated, each receiving the same signal, each will have a corresponding
sphere, and the intersection of these spheres will correspond to the possible points of
transmission. Figure 2.2- I shows the situation where three receivers are positioned in a
plane. I! can be seen that with just two receivers there are two possible solutions. If three
receivers are used, the ambiguity is removed.
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F IGURE2.2-l POSITION-FIXI NG IN TWO DIMENSIONS, KNOWN ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TIME
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Errors in measurements may be interpreted as errors in the radii of one or more of these
circles.

This produces different effects depending on the spatial positions of the

receivers. In Figure 2.2-1 circles I and 3 cross nearly orthogonal to each other and
circles I and 2 have a small angle of interception. In the latter case a small error in
measurement will produce a larger error in the position. Using the dimensions shown in
Figure 2.2-1 the position of the transmitter can be calculated as follows [7J:
The equation of each circle is

Taking into account the spatial offsets we get three equations:

(2-1)

(2-2)

(2-3)
Subtracting pairs of these equations gives:

r, 2 -r[ 2 = 4ax

(2-4)

(2-5)
From this the solution can be found:
2

x

r, -r[

2

(2-6)

4a

and
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(2-7)

In the underwater tracking situation these equations only really apply in shallow water. If
tracking is to be achieved in deeper water the third dimension must be taken into account.
Instead of circles, spheres must be constructed to develop the algorithms. Three receivers
may give an extra ambiguity in the third dimension, as Figure 2.2-2 shows. A fourth
receiver must be added out ofthe plane of the other three to eliminate this.

,
FIGURE 2.2-2 POSITION-FIXING IN THREE DIMENSIONS,
KNOWN ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TIME
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Again using the dimensions shown in Figure 2.2-2 the position of the transmitter can be
calculated. In the simple case where the array is flat:
The equation for a sphere is

r''''x'+y'+z'

(2-8)

So equations (2-4) to (2-6) apply if z '" O. If x and y are substituted in (2-8) we get:

z '" ±~Ij' -(x-a)' -(y-b)'

(2-9)

This method of tracking, though the simplest to calculate, has one large drawback. The
algorithms rely on the exact time of transmission. ill some cases this parameter is not
available and other methods must be used. This form of system is used worldwide in the
tracking of man-made acoustic sources, or animals equipped with a transponder. The
accuracy of such systems is dependent on the time accuracy, and the positional accuracy
ofthe receivers. Analysis of these parameters is presented in Chapter 3.

2.3 PASSIVE TRACKING ALGORITHMS
If the time of transmission of a signal is not known, spherical algorithms do not apply.
illstead a hyperbola is formed around each pair of receivers the, loci of which indicate the
possible solutions.
Using dimensions shown in Figure 2.3-1 we can show that the arrival time difference
between RI and R2 correspond to a distance dl2 where
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(2-ID)

Source

y

P

Rz

,

1

I(

)1

,

X

FIGURE 2.3-1 POSITION-FIXING IN TWO-DIMENSIONS,
UNKNOWN ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TIME, TWO RECEIVERS

From the geometry of the situation, we see that d J2

= dJ'-d2 , so by Pythagoras' theorem
(2-11)

and
(X_i)2 + y2

=d/

(2-12)

This implies that

(i + X)2 + y2 = [ dl2 + ((x _i)2 +

Chapter 2
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which can be rearranged as

41x - d12 2 = 2dI2 (X _1)2 + y2

I

F

(2-14)

Squaring both sides of (2-9) yields

161 2x 2 +d12 4 =4d122(X2 +12 + y2)

(2-15)

which can be parameterised and rearranged to give

x2 y2
1=-+p2 l

(2-16)

where

2 _

and q -

d12 2 - 412
412

Equation (2-16) is the general definition of a hyperbola, consisting of two curved loci
symmetric to each other as shown in Figure 2.3-2. Due to the squaring of(2-14) in order
to obtain this equation,' the resultant expression does not contain the necessary
information to determine which side of the receivers the source is on. This ambiguity can
only be removed by repeating the exercise with another pair of receivers and finding the
intersection.
If further pairs of receivers are positioned to allow multiple loci, the intersection of these
loci will produce the solutions. This process of solving the multiple equations can be
performed in a number of ways, some of which are shown in the following sections.
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source

RI

~-------------------- ----------------~

R,

FIGURE 2.3-2 POSITION-FIXING IN TWO DIMENSIONS,
UNKNOWN ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TIME - HYPERBOLA

2.3.1 ABSOLUTE ALGORITHMS FOR TRACKING USING HYPERBOLAE
In the two-dimensional case, instead of intersecting circles as with the active case, the
intersection of the hyperbolae determines the possible positions. In this case, however, it
is possible to have more than a single ambiguity for each pair of hyperbolae. The fourth
receiver removes the majority of the ambiguities, although some are still possible. The
vulnerable areas for these ambiguities can be calculated (as shown in section 3.3) and in
most cases removed with the use of a fifth receiver.

To calculate the position of a source, each hyperbola must be calculated from the time
differences available. The total number of hyperbolae can be shown to be:

N hyP
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where N hyp is the number ofhyperbolae and N R is the number of receivers.

If additional 'redundant' receivers are included in the system it is possible to choose
which hyperbolae will be used, thus in some cases reducing the complexity of the
calculations. The solution of the intersections of a minimum of three hyperbolae rapidly
becomes extremely complicated and lengthy, and a general solution is very difficult as
there are numerous exceptions when, instead of a hyperbola, a line creates a single set of
solutions. In [8] a solution for the general two-dimensional and three-dimensional array
was solved using a method in which the spherical solutions are subtracted to eliminate the
range and instead give the range difference, and hence the time difference. In effect, each
subtraction of circles or spheres produces a hyperbola or hyperboloid respectively.
Similar equations are produced for each pair of receivers and these can be solved
simultaneously as presented in the following section.
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FIGURE 2.3-3 SOLVING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE USING CIRCLES
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2.3.1.1 Two-dimensional equation set
Using the dimensions in Figure 2.3-3 the equation for the circle around each receiver can
be shown to be:

Subtracting pairs of circles creates a hyperbola and eliminates the need for a time of
transmission, giving:

(2-18)

(2-19)

After simplification we obtain

,z

~(X-X2)2 + y2

Substituting R

2x(x2 -X,)+(X/ -x/ -c 2 ill,
2cill12

(2-20)

2X(X2 -x,)-2y'y, + (x,' + y,' -x,z -c2111322
2cM32

(2-21)

= 111'2 gives
11132

x
(2-22)
which is in the fonn:
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x=Ty+S

(2-23)

Substituting (2-23) into (2-20) we obtain

(2-24)

if K == XI'

-

+(S-x,)'

x,' - c' At,,' then (2.24) can be expanded and rearranged to give

K2 +4KS(x, -xl )+4S'(x,

_XI)'

4c'At"

o

(2-25)

which is a quadratic equation in the forrnAy2 + By + C == 0, the solution of which can be
calculated as follows

y==

-B±.JB' -4AC
2A

(2-26)

This method gives two solutions for y -space, which when substituted in (2-23) will result
in two solutions. If the time delays for each solution are calculated, the correct answer
will yield the measured delay. As with the spherical case, if the third dimension is
introduced, an extra layer of complexity is added.

Instead of hyperbolae we must

consider hyperboloids, the intersections of which give a ring or 'hyperboloidal section' of
solutions, as shown in Figure 2.3-4.

Once again a number of ambiguities can be

generated, most of which can be removed with an extra receiver out of the plane.
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~-

-

----------

The solution for this situation is again one main algorithm with a number of special cases.
Using the spherical equations as a starting point, once again the positions can be
calculated as follows[8]:
2.3.1.2 Three-dimensional equation set (method I)
A full expansion of this algorithm can be found in Appendix A. As in section 2.3.1.1 the
solution is found by considering spheres around each receiver, giving four equations:

(2-27)

(2-28)

(2-29)

(2-30)

Subtracting pairs of these to give hyperboloids, hence subtracting (2-27) from (2-28):

2
2Y(Y2 - YI)+2z(Z2 -ZI)+ Y1 -Y/ +Z12 -z/ -c 2Atl/
2cAt12
(2-31)
Subtracting (2-29) from (2-28)

Jx' +(y- y,)' +(z-z,)'

- 2xx, +2y(y, - y,)+22(2, -2,) +x,' - y,' + y,' -2,' +2,' -e'M" '
2eAt"

(2-32)
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Intersecrio11

Source

Hyperloidical section
4'h receiver removes amlJiguity
FIGURE 2.3-4 TRACKING ALGORITHMS IN T HREE DIM ENS IONS WITH AN UNKNOWN
ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TIM E - HVPERBOLOIDI CAL, EAC H PAIR OF HYP ERBOLOIDS PRODUCES A
RI NG WHOSE INTERSECTION GIV ES THE SOLUTION
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Subtracting (2 -30) from (2-28)

Jx ' + (y - y , )' + (

)' = -2xx,+2YY'-Y4)+2z(z,- -Z4
(

Z - Z,

)

,

,

,

,

+X 4 -Y, +Y4-Z,-

2cc,("

(2-33)
Equating these and making the substitution

_ C;(12
K ,--C,("

yields y as a function of x and z
(2 -34)

y = ax+ /3z+<p

(2-35)

(2-36)

y=EX+OZ+ fJ,

where

a=

(y, - y,) - K, (y, - y,)

<p= K,(x J

Y=

2

2

-

2

2

2

,
,
'
''' __ K , ( X4 - y, + Y4

Chapter 2
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2)

K ,(z, -z, )-(z, -z,)
(y, - y,)- K,(y, - YJ)

2

2

2

2

y , + YJ - z, +z, -c C,!" -(y, - y , +z, -z, -c
2[(y, - y ,)- K,(y, - y,)]

K , x4
(y, - y,)-K,(y, - Y4)

'I'

f3 =

(2-37)

-2,

,

;=

(2-40)

,

' A

' )

2

2

(2-39)

K , (z, -Z4)-(Z, -z,)
(y, - y,)-K, (y, - Y4)

('

,

,

,

+Z4 -c u!42 - y, - y, +z, -z, -c
2[(y, - y,)-K, (y , - y,)]

Theory

(2-38)

C,!12

(2-41 )

,

C,! 12

2

(2-42)
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c=

(-K3X4 +X3)

(y, - Y3)-K3(y, - Y4)

(2-43)

22222

K 3 (z , -Z4) -(Z,

U=

-Z3 )

(y, -Y3)-K3(y, - Y4)
2

(2-44)

22222222

f.1= K 3(X 4 - y , + Y4 -Z, +2 4 - c ~1 42 )-(X3 - y , + Y3 -2 , +2 3 -c ~t 32
2[(y, - Y3)-K3(y, - Y4)]
(2-45)
Equating (2-34) and (2-35) gives:

x=

('11- rp) + z(1; -

(3)

(2-46)

a-r

Substituting this into (2-36) gives z as a function ofy

z=

[ c(1; -

a-r
]
f.1(a - r)-c('II - rp)
y+
/3) + u(a - r)
c(1; - (3) + u(a - r)

in the form z

= Gy + W

(2-47)

(2-48)

Similarly from (2-46) and (2-36) we obtain

X=

1;-/3
]
u(l{f-rp) - f.1(I;-(3)
y+
[ c(1; - (3) + u(a - r)
c(1; - (3) + u(a - r)

(2-49)

= Ty + S

(2-50)

which is in the form x

Knowing x and z in terms of y we can substitute equations (2-48) and (2-50) into (2-3 1)
giving a quadratic in y
Ay' + By+ C = 0
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where

(2-52)

(2-53)

C = (W -z, )' + y , ' + s'

[2W( Z , -Z, ) + y ,, - y , , +Z, , -Z, 2 -C , A ' ]'

U'"

(2-54)

Enough information is now available to calculate the co-ordinates in tenns of x, y and z.
Both the two- and three-dimensional equation sets produce some dual solutions, some of
which can be eliminated simply using the original timing infonnation, others are equally
valid and rely on the user' s intuition. The equation set contains a number of singularities
and fails in a number of cases, usually due to a divide-by-zero operation caused by two
main factors:

When a time difference !'.I is zero, i.e. if the source is orthogonal to the centre line of a
pair of receivers. In software, ignoring this case or biasing the solution slightly so that
this case does not arise can eliminate this.

If the array is two-dimensional, this case can be ignored if the array is fixed. If it is not
fix ed, or a flat array is specifically needed, a new set of equations must be generated, as
shown in section 2.3 .2

This algorithms set is fully modell ed and simulated in Chapter 3, where the sensi ti ve
areas are plotted.
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_ _ _J

2.3.2 ABSOLUTE METHOD FOR A FLAT ARM Y (METHOD 2)
The solution described in section 2.3.1 fails in certain situations. If the four receivers all
fall on one plane, (2-38), (2-41) and (2-44) generating a value for~,

p and

fJ

reli es on

subtracting the z values of pairs of hydrophones, i.e. (z , - z, ) - (z , - z,) which, since
all the z-values are the same, results in zero, which in turn is a divisor in equati on 2-47
and 2-49 for z and x.

Theoretically, it is possible to get informati on of the third

dimension from a two-dimensional array in three-dimensional space. There is, however,
a single ambiguity, resulting in the mathematics being incapable of detecting if the source
is above or below the plane of the array. Hyperboloids formed around each pair of
rece ivers will still intersect in three-dimensional space. To calculate a general solution
for this specific case is ex tremely complex and lengthy due to the expression having two
sol utions for each pair of receivers. III certain cases the solution is greatly simplifi ed.(9)
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FIGURE 2.3.-5 CA) ARRAY CONFIGURATION FOR RECTANGULAR FLAT ARRAY
CB) DIMENSIONS FOR GENERAL SOLUTION
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Taking the case illustrated in Figure 2.3-5a and the dimensions shown in Figure 2.3-5b it
can be shown (similar to equation (2-14)) that:

Ifd = a - b

41s - d ' = 2d((s _I)' + r'

This

formula

uses

to

I

)2
its

(2-55)

advantage

the

fact

that

c> O,c? ldl ,lsl? ldl

and

sign(s ) '" sign(d). This allows (2-55) to be restated as :

41s - d '

(2-56)

4d

Equation (2-55) is therefore adopted as the description of the locus.
As there is some redundancy in the receiver configuration shown, we choose pairs of
receivers aligned with either the x or y axes for simplicity. Applying equation (2-56)
yields the following four equations.

4mx -

d12 ,

2d12

4ny - d"

j(cx-m)' +(y -n)'

+z' )~j

(2-57)

((y - n) 2 +(x - m) 2

+z 2 ),-

'I

(2-58)

,

2d"
4mx - d J4

2

(2-59)

2d"

4ny - d31

2d31

Chapter 2
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The ri ght hand sides of equati ons 2-57 and 2-58 are similar. Combining their left hand
sides produces:

x= d 12 (d 12 d 42 + 4ny-d4,' )
4md42

(2-6 1)

Equations (2-59) and (2-60) cannot be di rectly combined as in (2-6 1) as their right hand
sides are not similar in this case. If, however, one considers the ri ght hand sides of these
equations, they can be seen to represent the di stance from the source to rece ivers four and
one respectively.
Thus, from equat ion (2-58)
o

4mx-d34 -

--~"'--

2d34

=

distance fro m source to 2 + d"

distance from source to receiver 4

I

(2 -62)

((x_ m )2 +(y-n) ' +Z ' )2 +d"

and from equation (2-60)

4ny- d31

,

---'---"'- =

distance fro m source to receiver I

=

distance fro m source to 2 + dl2

I

((x _m )2 +(y - n) ' +Z ' )2 +d12

(2-63)

Combining equations (2-62) and (2-63), the following equati on is obtained

(2-64)
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Combining equations (2-61) and (2-64) produces the followi ng expressions for x and y

x = d 12 d" (d" dJl - d "d"
- + 2dJl d" - d Jl' - 2dJl d 12 + d"-' )
4m(d Jl d 12

-

d" d,, )

(2-65)

(2-66)

Substituting equ ati ons (2-65) and (2-66) back into (2-57) provides the following
expression for the magnitude of z;

r
,

Izl =[(4m~~,:122r - (x- m)' - (y- n) '

(2-67)

Limitations and a full simulation of thi s algorithm can be found in Chapter 3.

This

formula is limited in that it relies on the receivers being fixed in a particular
configuration. If they are not in th is configuration the simplifi cations made are invalid
and the method fa ils. This method relies on the array being rectangular, whi ch in practice
is difficult to achieve if the array is not fi xed. A general soluti on has not yet been found.

2.4 INACCURACIES IN MEASUREMENTS
Both methods described in section 2.3 lead to finding a position in terms of the interreceiver timing informati on and receiver position. Both algorithms are imperfect, in that
a single solution cannot be found or singularities result in no solution. Thi s may he due
to timing differences being zero, or pairs of timings being equal. In practice, errors occur
in the measurements that result in the hyperbolae not quite meeting in a single point but
in a zone around the actual point, as shown in Figure 2.4-\.
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FIGURE 2.4-1 EFFECT OF TIMING INNACURACIES RESULTING IN NO ABSOLUTE SOLUTION

This means there will probably be an absolute solution very infrequently. To take this
into account mathematical techniques such as averaging, centre of mass or least sq uares
fit may be utili sed, which effectively find the nearest acceptable solution to all the
individual equations . In the case of the algorithms described in section 2.3.2 one method
of performing the average is to find the centre of mass.

This effectively allows

weightings to be placed on the results from each pair of receivers, depending on
confidence of each pair's accuracy, and will then find the point with the minimum
distance to all the solutions.
To implement this, the axes are changed in the algorithm such that four readings are
taken. The error from any particular receiver pair will result in the point in a slightly
different place for each set of axes. The weighted mean of all the points can then be
found and taken to be the answer. This method of finding the mean can also be applied
to the method described in section 2.3. I. In this case each set of x- and y-axes are not at
right angles to each other, but positioned in parallel and orthogonal to each pair of
receIvers.

It is also possible tbat an extra receiver will eliminate some of the

singularities, or improve the accuracy of the system with a source in the sensitive
positions.
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2.4.1 TRACKING USING EXCESS RECEIVERS (METHODS 5 AND 6)
Section 2.3 showed how sets of spherical equations for each pair of receivers could be
subtracted to remove the absolute timing information, thus creating a hyperboli c equation
set, which with manipulation can produce the pos ition of the source. Using this method
three-dimensional tracking can be accomplished with the use of four receivers.

ff,

instead of manipulating the equati ons to remove the unknown range/absolute timing
infonnation of the source, the equati ons are Iinearised with the range information still
included, a set of three simultaneous equations can be created for a 2-dimensional
situation or four equations for the 3-dimensional case (the extra equation being for the
timing variable). To create these linear equations an extra receiver is required such that
time differences can be used, i.e. each pai r of receivers produces an equati on in the set.
The equation set can be solved by applying standard matrix methods[ I 0].

2.4.1.1 LINEA RISING TflE EQUA TIONS
Defi ning the situation:

r" r" 'i ,.. .r"

Position vectors of the receiving array

1'" 1', ,1') .. .1'"

Relative arrival time of the signal at the receivers, where 1', = 0

c

Speed of sound in the medi um

s

Source position vector

T,

Time of travel from the source to the first receiver at r,

The time taken for the signal to arnve from the source to the first receiver can be
speci fied (using Pythagoras) as

(2-68)
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which is in the form

Ax' + By'

= R'

(2-69)

i.e. the equation of a circle. This can also be written as:

Ils- r,.II' = (cT,)'

(2-70)

and for subsequent receivers:

115 -

r"II' =c' (T, H

(2-71)

") 2

Ifwe now subtract (2-70) from each of the others as in section 3.2.1 we get

115 -

r" 11 '

- lis - r,ll' =c2(T, H

,)2 -

(2-72)

c'T, '

which can be converted into a linear form (in two dimensions) as fo llows

([5 -r"L' + [s -rJ/)- ([s -r, L' + [s-r, V) =c' (r, ' + 2T"T, +T"' - T, ' )

(2-73)

which in terms of x and y yields

L

l(s-r,,)' +(s-r,)' l +l(s-r,,)' +(s - r,)' =c' (2T"T, +T,,' )

(2-74)

Thi s is the equation of a hyperbola in a slightly different form from (2- 16). We can
further manipulate (2-74) to give

and
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2s' (r, -r"} - 2e' -r,,T,

=Ihll' -llr"II' + e ' -r",

(2-76)

Thi s is the general form for the parabola. However, it still contains

T"

the time of travel

from source to receiver, which must be eliminated or calculated. We may now re-write
th e probl em in a linear matrix fom1

2[1j -

r,L

2[r, -r,1.,

2[r, - r, ]"
2[,.I - r 3)']

,

- 2e ' -r

[st]
, [
, -,

- 2e' -r3

Ihll' -Ihll' + e' -r,'
Ihll' -\hll' +e' -r,'

. [st =

,

2[r, - r,,_,1, - 2e -r
2[r, - rJ y - 2e' -r

T,

"

(2-77)

Ih 1 ' - 1 1', _,11'+ e' -r
Ihll ' -llr"II' + e' -r,, '

n_ , '

Which is in the fonn A,m=x. Th e inverse of ma tri x A can be found using sta ndard matrix
techniques and tbus the equations can be solved as m=A-',x.

2.4,1.2 L EAST SQUA RE ERRORS

ln practice, timing errors and singu larities will result in exact so lutions occurring rarely.
The matrix form of linear equations allows a number of techniques to be applied in the
soluti on of the equation set. One such method, Singular Value Decomposition (S VD)
so lves sets of simultaneous equations and also allows the user or software to change some
parameters such that singularities can be compensated for and a form of least squares
error reduction can be applied.

This method is, as the title suggests, a method of

decomposing a matrix that contains singularities, i.e. in certain areas there are infinite
so lutions, as is the case in this circumstance.

SVD can be stated as [11]: Any MxN matrix A, whose number of rows M is greater or
equal to its number of columns N. can be written as the product of an M x N columnorthogonal matrix U, an N x N diagonal matrix W with positive or zero elements, and a
transpose of an NxN orthogonal matrix V, as foll ow s:
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A

u

(2-78)

By repl acing wN with I I wN the inverse of A can be calculated

(2-79)
If a singularity occurs, i.e. the lines do not meet in a single spot,

Wj

values are zero,

therefore I1 Wj are infinite. The method of SVD replaces the infinity with zero, thus
effectively ignoring the parameter and allowing a least squares fit of the other points. If
the matrix A produces a

Wj

that is non-zero but very small the matrix is ill-conditioned,

the I lw 's will approach the limit of the computer's floatin g point precision. In this case,
replacing the I lw with zero will allow the method to work; the value is probably
produced by rounding errors.

Thi s will in effect ignore the singularity and take the

shortest so lution vector, i.e. the nearest point where an intercept occurs. in thi s case, the
corresponding va lues of V form a null-space of the equation, i.e. A.m=O, and so can be
used to fonn a set of equations that can be added as linear combinations on to a soluti on
for the original equation to span the solution space.

The method can only give a single solution when there are as many unknowns as
equations, i.e. in the two-dimensional case, three unknowns (x, y, T) and three equations
(made up of subtracting each receiver from the reference receiver) and therefore four
receivers. It is possible to use more receivers, the only difference in this over-determined
case being the shape of the matrices and the order.

If the matrix is under-determined, as would be expected, a set of solutions is produced.

This method, although over-determined, is versatile and practical and with use of the
SVD algorithm, calculations can be made quickly over the whole solution space.
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2.4.2 TABULAR METHOD (METHOD 4)
With the advent of faster computers and readily availab le memory all at a lower cost than
ever before, a more basic method of tracking has become feasible . The method works by
creating a large array where each element corresponds to a point in space around the
receivers. Each element of this array holds a number of parameters, each relating to a
time difference between two receivers, i.e. if there are four hydrophones there wi ll be six
time differences per element. For a given set of time differences, the computer searches
for tbe corresponding element, which can be translated to a position in space. In tbeory
this method is simple, but the limitations lie in the size of the space to be monitored and
the speed of the computer in searching the array. For a real time system the search time
can be greatly reduced by using sorting techniques. lnstead of generating and searching
the spatial array, a set of tables called bins is generated for each receiver pair. A bin
contains all the possible positions for a particular time difference on that receiver pair.
Effectively, this means storing all the positions in the spatial array of the hyperbola for
that time difference. Bins are generated for each possible time difference. When the time
differences are observed, the bins for each received time difference are compared and the
positions that are present in all the time bins are the correct so lutions. This method vastly
reduces the amount of data to be sorted.
This method does not suffer from most of the ambiguities generated by the mathematical
methods. It does, however, suffer from errors due to quantisation. Firstly, if the time
accuracies are not exactly the same as those recorded, tllen a solution will not be found.
This is easy to overcome by creating a zone around each point in space in which the
closest point is used. If the time differences are not accurate enough a number of
solutions wi ll be possible, reducing the accuracy of the predicted source. If the
quantisation of space is too fine in comparison to the time difference accuracy, a number
of points will be detected. There is therefore an optimum spatial array size related to the

timing accuracy, but unfortunately this is not linear. A time difference may correspond to
a single element near the array, but as tbe source moves away the timing accuracy
limitation means that the surface of the hyperbola becomes thicker and so inaccuracies
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are greater at greater ranges. Figure 2.4-2 shows the error becoming larger in the
particular areas. A full analysis can be seen in Chapter 3. In fact, by sorting by time
differences rather than spatial positions the array becomes non-linear and each spatial
array element changes in size and shape.
This method is time consuming in the set-up stage, i.e. when the bins are generated, but
once generated a solution can be reached very quickly. If a dynamic array is used the
system will need to be recalibrated at regular intervals, depending on the movement of
the array. Ca lculation of the source position is quick in any configuration, unlike the
mathematical solutions that may need to change algorithm depending on the
configuration. This method may also hold advantages in envirorunents with a varying
sound velocity profile. If the velocity profile is known before the table generation stage
it can be compensated for in generation and then ignored at any later stage.

value s

..

- - - - Ti m e differenc e - erro r

- - - - Act ual tim e difference

- - - - Ti m e diffe re nce + erro r

F IGURE 2.4- 2 ERROR MARG I N DUE TO TIMING ACCURACY
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2.5 OTHER TRACKING METHODS
2.5.1 THE R EVERBERATION METHOD (METHOD 7)

A

E

<
H

B

C+ D

9,

A

--

9,

~
C

So urce

G

C+ F
B

D ireel
I Reve rberat ion

F IGU RE: 2.5-1 RANGE: AN D DEPTH C AI..18RATI ON WITH ONE RE:CEI VE R

As mentioned in Chapter I , it is possible in some circumstances to find the range and

depth of a source from a single receiver. Taking the situation in Figure 2.5- 1 the range:

(}, = 180 cos (},

G

(},

(2-80)

=- cos(},

(2-8 1)

=20 =2(H -

A)

(2-82)

D =cx ' rev]
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(2-84)

Using the cosine rule:

£ '_
+C
' - (C+D) '
cos e, = _
_----'c-_-'-2EC

(2-85)

and

cose, =-cose,

C'

+c' -(C+ F) '

=-----'-----'--

2CC

(2-86)

Equating (2-86) and (2-85) gives:

C=

C' E-F' E+E' C-D ' C
2(CD + EF)

(2-87)

and

(2-88)
In this particular case it is poss ible to track in three-dimensional space with just three

receivers. As range is known, the circular two-dimensional tracking algorithms shown in
Section 2.2 can be utilised to find the position of the source in two-dimensional space.
The depth information can then be used for the third dimension, but there are problems
with this method however. The method relies on reverberations from both the surface and
the seabed, and fails if either is not present. In some cases the reverberations may be very
close to the direct signal, and this is particularly true if the receiver is close to the surface
or the bottom. In this case it would be simpler to use a third or fourth reverberation, if
present, as shown in Figure 2.5-2. In this case the algorithm must be modified, and a
general solution can be reached.
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If we plot the rays as in Figure 2.5-1 but include the two and three reverberation case as
in Figure 2.5-3 we can see that the main algorithm is still valid, but the values for E and
G change.
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In this case we can replace E and G in (2-87) with the value of A and B for the particular
reverberation measured. Considering pairs of measurements where the direct signal is
considered as ro the first surface reverberation as r, and the first bottom reverberation as
r 2 then the values for E and G can be calculated as follows:

For rn-+odd ==;, En = (n + I)A + (n -l)B

(2-89)

G = (n-1)A +(n+1)B

(2-90)

For rn-+~'n ==;, En

= G = nA + nE

(2-91)

It is possible that it may be useful to use two surface reverberations and ignore the

adjacent bottom first reverberation, i.e. r, and rJ • The geometry of the situation allows
for this and G can be substituted by an E from a different reverberation.
This reverberation method provides a useful tool when the number of receivers is limited,
but it does have drawbacks. It relies on a clear resolution of the reverberations, which are
usually achieved by viewing the signal in the frequency domain in the form of a
spectrogram.

Once the initial direct signal is detected the time differences to the

reverberations are measured. It is necessary to identifY whether the reverberation is from
the surface or the bottom. This can be achieved by observing the relative phases of the
direct signal and the reverberation signal. If the signal has reflected from the surface it
will be phase-inverted. If this cannot be measured (if the signal is a continuous wave it
may be difficult to determine phase) it must be assumed there are two solutions,
calculated by swapping the values for D and F. It is sometimes possible to discern which
solution is correct if further information is available.
The need for human intervention in the identification process makes the technique longwinded and laborious, especially if three hydrophones are used to provide exact position
information.

The largest errors are derived from inaccuracies in timing information

_ between the direct and reverberated signals (analysed in Chapter 3). It is possible to
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automate this system, with the use of pattern recognition techniques, and correlation to
find the reverberations, but this is outside the scope of the project.

2.6 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Theoretically, each of the five sets of algorithms has advantages over the others. The
method described in sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1 require complex calculations, but are robust
to changes in the receiver separations. The method described in section 2.3.2 relies
heavily on the array being fixed in a rectangular formation. This method is capable of
measuring a position in three-dimensional space using an array spanning only two
dimensions. The method, described in section 2.3.2, also includes a crude form of error
reduction from errors caused by timing inaccuracies.

This may prove critical in a

practical system for which perfect measurements are unrealistic. In theory hyperbolic
I

systems behave very well in long baseline cases where the source is inside, or near, the
array. As the source moves outside the array the error margin increases. Spherical
systems suffer from a similar problem but the error is smaller. This is due to the effect of
a timing error on the accuracy. Inside the array the loci of the hyperboloids or spheres
cross each other at a large angle, often approaching a right angle. Outside the array the
angles become smaller and decrease faster with the hyperboloids than with the spheres.
This small angle effectively means that a small error in timing will move the predicted
position of the source by a large distance. The method described in section 2.4.l uses an
efficient method of calculating the nearest position when errors in the system or
limitations of the system dictate that no unique answer exists. This method in itself has
disadvantages in that it requires an extra receiver channel, and like section 2.3.2, also
requires a receiver in the third dimension. The reverberation method described in section
2.5.1 has been successfully used in situations where only one or two receivers are
available. It relies on reverberations being present and to be accurate in depth, it also
depends on knowledge of which reverberations are present.
Depending on the circumstances of use, any of the systems can be used, and at this stage
none appear better than the others. To decide further on which algorithm to use in the
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various case studies discussed in Chapter 5 it is necessary to model the algorithms to
observe their response to the likely error conditions.

2.7 LIMITATIONS AND PARAMETERS FOR THE SYSTEM
This chapter has introduced a number of parameters that affect the configuration of a
passive tracking system. These are placed in the Table 2-2 below, and where possible,
values for the parameters are inserted from the theoretical situation described in the
previous two chapters.

As can be seen from the table, a number of parameters cannot be set purely from theory
Of

recommendation; instead simulation should provide these values, and the results from

which will obviate the need for specific types of equipment or variable settings.

Parameter

Value

Dependant upon

Reference

Array size Max, Min

O.lm-4m
(preferably fiat)

Species, Mounting

1.7

Range Max, Min

3m-500m

2.1.1

Array_Sha~e
Array Size
Sample rate

Simulation
Simulation
Simulation

Species, Received
frequency, SL and
Signal/noise & trawl size
Mounting, Al~orithm
Species, Sample rate
Array size, Mounting

HydrojJhone type
Detection Frequency

Simulation
40kHz

Algorithm
Array Type

Simulation
Simulation

3.1.3.4
3.4.x.l
3.3.x.2
3.4.x.2

-1.2.6

Mounting,
Mounting, Array size,
Species
Mounting
Algorithm, hydrophones

3.8
3.6

TABLE 2-2 SHOWING THE PARAMETERS SET BY THEORY.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the algorithms presented in Chapter 2 and
perform error analysis on each to find sensitivities to change in its parameters. Once
these are found the design process can continue, and the sensitive areas can be marked or
eliminated by other methods. From this analysis it should be possible to make a decision
as to the most appropriate algorithm for any particular tracking situation.

3.1 ERROR ANALYSIS
To exhaustively test all the algorithms for all situations is long-winded and thought
unnecessary for this project. Instead the main error contributors are considered. [1]:
a)

Slant range errors due to
i)

Environmental errors, i.e. variations in velocity of sound due to
temperature, salinity and pressure;

ii)

Electronic errors, recognition and response time delays;

iii)

Residual timing errors, caused by phase shifts in the electronics or random
timing errors due to noise;

iv)

Curvilinear acoustic ray paths;

v)

Image interference due to interference.

b)

Baseline errors due to errors in initial calibration, i.e. position of array.

c)

Multiplicative errors for speed of sound in slant-range measurements.

d)

Square law errors from quadratic equations.

e)

Transducer motion during reception.

A number of these errors will be constant and predictable (e.g. residual timing errors,
baseline errors due to calibration and algorithmic square law errors), and therefore if
quantified for a particular system they can be compensated for. Other errors have upper
limits set by design (e.g. a-ii and e). The other errors tend to be random, but parameters
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defining the likely limits can be set for these and simulations perfonned for worst-case
situations. The analysis will be perfonned in the following stages:

3.1.1

VERIFICATION OF THE ALGORITHM BEING TESTED

For this analysis a spatial array will be created. For each position in the array the correct
timings will be calculated assuming the source is in that spatial position. The algorithms
will then be made to calculate the position for each set of timing infonnation. This will
show any errors or duality in the algorithms. To display this infonnation in a fonnat that
is easy to understand, space will be sliced into layers, and the layers representing the
extremes will be plotted together with the zero z co-orcIinate slice (effectively the twodimensional case).

3.1.2 TIMING ERRORS
Small timing errors will then be introduced, and errors in output will be analysed. This
analysis will give an idea of areas sensitive to the algorithm, and also an idea of the
necessary sampling speed for the system for any given accuracy requirement.

3.1.3 RECEIVER POSITION ANALYSIS
A range of receiver positions will be tested to see how array configuration affects
tracking accuracy. Small errors in these positions will also be introduced to see the effect
of inaccurate calibrations.

3.1.4 VELOCITY PROFILE VARIATIONS
Until now a constant velocity profile has been considered, but in practice this is never the
case. Acoustic velocity will vary with depth and in some parts of the water column it is
possible to predict the velocity, although near the surface this is often not the case.
Variations in temperature and salinity tend to make the velocity vary in quite a short time
period. Figure 3.1-1 shows the three profiles that will be simulated to see the effect of
the errors generated. The fourth profile is a constant velocity profile included to show a
baseline for the simulation method.
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FIGURE 3.1-1 VELOCITY PROFILES CONSIDERED IN SIMULATlONS A) TYPICAL OCEAN,
B) STABLE DUE TO PRESSURE, C) EXTREME, D) CONSTANT.

Analysis of each of these profiles will be performed by calculating the ray-path from
source to the receiver through the water COIUDUl. The time difference between the time of
flight from source to receiver in the constant velocity case and that with the profile will
be calculated. The errors in position can then be calculated.

For each algorithm considered in the previous chapter each of the reported analyses
(3.1.1-3.1.4) will be performed allowing comparative analysis. So as not to make this
chapter too long many of the results have been placed in Appendix B and only those
showing the trends have been included here.

3.2 ACTIVE TRACKING ALGORITHMS
The simulation of these algorithms is outside the scope of the thesis. Simulations of these
algorithms can be found in the literature, notably [I].
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3.3 DIRECTLY-SOLVED PASSIVE TRACKING ALGORITHMS
3.3.1 ABSOLUTE METHOD - LIMITED RECEIVER POSITIONING (METHOD 1)
The full algorithm simulated in this section can be found in section 2.3.1 and results in
the following terms.
Ay2 +By+C=O
X=

(from 2-51)

l;-fJ
]
y+ <Y(IIf-tp)-J1(I;-fJ)
[ c(1; - p) + <Y(a - y)
c(1; - {3) + <Y(a - r)

(from 2-49)

a- y
] y+ '-fJ-":(a:-----'y~)---C(7_IIf----'tp..:..)
~
c(1; - fJ) + <Y(a - y)
c(1; - fJ) + <Y(a - y)

(from 2-47)

and

..

z=[

where the symbols are defmed in section 2.3.1.
From these results the predicted positions of the source can be calculated.
3.3.1.1 No ERROR SIMULATION
If the signal is generated, the difference between the actual position and the estimated
position can be calculated, and a plot of the errors in space can be plotted.
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A lgorithm : I Direct method for 3D array
(ref2.3. 1)
Array dimensions (m): 20x20x I 0
Definition (cells): 10 1
Dime nsions (m): 1000x l000

Vertical slice (m): 100

Vertical slice (m): 0
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F IGURE 3.3-1 A ERRORS IN ALGORITHM
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DUE TO COMPUTER LI M ITAT IONS IN A 20M ARRAY

Figure 3.3· 1A shows the en·ors over a space of a square km . The maxi mum errors in thi s
case are in the region of 10- 9 , although the white areas on the diagonals do rise to 10"
before they become ambiguities. An ambiguity can be seen in the Om section a long the
line perpendicular and orthogonal to the receivers, which are placed in the middle of the
surface in a tetrahedron configuration. Each of these lines is actually a plane along one
of the surfaces of the tetrahedron. The lOOm section shows a di stinct triangle in the
centre where the ambigui ty planes have moved farther apart.
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Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array
(ref 2.3. 1)
Array dimensions (m): 2x2x2 Tetra
Definition (cell s): 101
Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000
Vertical slice (m):O

Vertical slice (m): 100
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These diagrams serve to prove the algorithm is working and the limitations due to the
algorithm, the PC and software simulation . In effect, this is tbe best we can expect from
the algorithm.

To check the effect of different sizes of receiver spacing the spacing is altered and wc
again perform a baseline simulati on (Figure 3.3- 1B). in this case we should expect to see
a simi lar pattern of ambiguities and the error will be increased. As expected, Figure

3.3. 1B sbows a simil ar ambiguity pattern and tbe maximum error is I 0-7 , a factor of 10
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differenl from Ibe 20m-spaced array.

The lOOm section shows three distinct lobes

fonning. If we now decrease the array furlher we should observe a similar trend (Figure
3.3-1 C).
Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array
(ref2.3 . 1)
Array dimensions (m): O.2xO. 2x0.2 Tetra
Definition (cell s): 101
Dimen sions (m): 1000xlOOO
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Again as ex pected, the maximum error is 10-5 and in the lOOm section the ambiguous
areas are larger.

These simulations contain no element of frequency , so tbe lobe

behaviour is not connected to phased array theory, but is a true feature of the algorithm.
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To create a more real istic impression of the performance of the algorithm, it is necessary
to adjust the parameters thought to have the largest effect on its output.

These are

adj usted one at a time to see the effect.

3.3.1.2 TiM ING ERROR
The most likely parameter to have a significa nt effect on the a lgoritlun is the timing
errors. These errors are most likely to be ca used by time quantisation, i.e. sample rates of
the data co ll ection systems. lf a system co llects data at a rate of I kHz, the maximum
timing accuracy will be I ms. The simulations in Figures 3.3-2 A-D show the positional
error caused by sample rates of 100MHz, 10 MHz and 100 kHz in spatial sl ices aro und
the array corresponding to relat ive depths of Om and lOOm.

Figure 3.3-2A shows the best case for a 2m array (other array sizes can be fOWld in
Appendi x 83).
definition of ±
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Here a sampling rate of 100MI-Iz has been used, giving a maximum

0.005~s
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Algorithm : I Direct metbod for 3D array

Algorithm : I Direct method for 3D array

(ref2.3. 1)

(ref 2.3. I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I 000

Vertical sli ce (m): 0

Verti cal slice (m): 100

Timin g e rror (Ils): 0.00 I

Timing error (fls): 0.001
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The results of thi s simulation (Figure 3.3-2A) look simil ar to those of Figure 3.3- 1A, but
the maximum errors are larger, typically 0.501 al 50001 (gelling larger near the
ambiguities) .

In this case the x-ax is ambigu ity is not obvious, possibly due to

quantisation of the simulation . If we now decrease the sampling rate by a factor of 10 to
10M I-jz (± 0.05I-1s) we get Figure 3.3 -2B.
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Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

Algorithm: I Direcl method for 3D array

(ref2.3. 1)

(ref2.3.I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cells) : 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Vertical s lice (m): 0

Verlical slice (m): 100

Timing error (/1s): 0. 10

Timing error (ps): 0.10
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-------------------------------

As can be seen the error has risen by a factor of 100 and the ambi guities (defined in this
case as errors greater than lOOm) have grown . Again, decreasing the sampling frequency
to 100kHz (± 5115) we get figure 3.3-2C.
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Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

(ref2.3 . 1)

(ref 2.3 . I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x l

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cell s): 101

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000

Dimen sions (m): IOOOx I 000

Veltical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Timing error (,IS): 10

Tim ing error (,IS): 10
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This time the error has risen so much that the res ullant solutions are too much in error to
use. Thi s impl ies the accuracy of the algorithm with sampling frequency is exponential ,
as found in prev ious simulations of this algorithm [2].

Quantization effect averaged over 20 test points
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3.3. 1.3 R ECEI VER POSIT/a NA L E RRORS
Another facto r likely to have an effect is the positional error of the receivers, since the
algorithm reli es on an accurate knowledge of their positions. The resu lting computed
errors are shown in Figures 3.3-4A to 3.3-4C.
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Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

(ref2.3. 1)

(rcf2.3.1)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20x I 0

Array dimensions (m): 20x20x I 0

DefiJlition (cell s): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimension s (m): 1000x l 000

Dimensions (m): 100 Ox I000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in position (m): 0.02 (0.1 %)

Error in position (m): 0.02 (0.1 %)
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Figure 3.3-4A shows the familiar amb iguities, but there is now an obviolls error due to
the positional error of the receivers. In this case all the receivers have been moved by a
simil ar amount such that there is no exaggeration in any particular direction as would be
seen if only one receiver were to be moved. Even at thi s small error margin (0. 1%) the
error is large, showing that the algorithm is sensi tive to thi s kind of error. If we now
increase the error we would expect the ambiguities to quickly grow (Figure 3.3-48) .
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A lgorithm: I Direct method fo r 3D arra y

Algorithm : I Direct method for 3D array

(ref2.3.1)

(ref2.3 . I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Defi nition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000x 1000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in Position (m): 0.02 (1 %)

Error in position (m) : 0.02 (1%)
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Figure 3.3 -4B shows, as expected, errors that quickly rise to over lOOm, serving to prove
that this algorithm is extremely sensitive to posi ti onal errors. Further increasing thi s error
may seem pointless but is included to show that thi s is a real trend .
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Algorithm: I Direct method for 3D array

Algori thm : I Direct method for 3D array

(ref2.3. I)

(ref2.3. I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cell s): 101

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000

Vertical slice Cm): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in Posit ion (m): 0.2 (10%)

Error in Position (m): 0.2 ( 10%)
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~---------------- --- --

3.3. 1. 4 E RRORS DUE TO THE VELOCITY PROFILE
If the array is close to the surface and tracki ng a source some distance below, or vice
versa, the change in the velocity of sound in the water cause the errors shown in Figure
3.3-5 A-D.

Profile A Atlamic Profi le

Profil e A: T iming errors
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Profile 8 Constant gradient profil e

Pro fil e 8: Timing errors
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Profi le C Exaggerated profi le

Profile C: Ti ming errors
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To prove that the algorithms calculating these erro rs are correct a constant velocity
profil e is presented to the simulation.

The errors resulting show the limi t of the

computers ca lculations.
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Profi le D

Profi le D: Ti ming errors
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The values given by these simulations can be used in collaboration with the simu lations
for ti me and posilional errors 10 give the error facto rs. To demonstrate the effect of these
errors, an algorithm has been chosen and s imulated with these errors incorporated .
A lgorithm 2 was chosen and the resul ts of the ve locity profi le simulation can be seen in
section 3.3.2.4.
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3.3.2 ABSOLUTE METHOD FOR A FLAT A RRA YS (METHOD2)

As shown in section 2.3.2 the position of a source with respect to a symmetrical flat array
can be ca lcu lated usi ng the following equations.

x

d12 d 34 (d34 d 31 - d 12 d 42 +2d3l d 42 - d 3l ' - 2d3l d 12 +d42 '
4m(dll d" - d 42 d 34 )

)

(fro m 2-65)

(from 2-66)
and

1Z 1= [( 4I11X - d 12 ')' - (x - m)' - ( y - n
2d

)'Jt

(from 2-67)

12

Again we wi ll simulate the a lgorithm, inserting e .Tors for tim ing, position and velocity
profi le.

3.3.2.1 No ERRORS
With no errors in the parameters other than thc lim itation of the processor a positional
error plot can be ca lcul ated. Figure 3.3-6A shows the positional errors for this algorithm
when the receivers are placed in a si ngle plane. The errors are in the region 10.9 and the
x- and y-axis ambiguities can be clearly observed. In this case, the errors are due to time
differences equating to zero, causi ng the equation set to fail.
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Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for F lat

array (ref 2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000x 1000

Dimension s (m): lOOOx l OOO

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vcrtical slice (m): J 00
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If we now reduce tbe size of tbe array by a factor of 10 we get maxill1tUTI crrors in the
region of 10''.
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Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat
array (ref2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cells) : 101

Dimensions (m): 1000xl000

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I 000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m) : 100
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The shape of the error surface, as would be expected, is symmetrical aboul the four
receivers, and the middle area out to a radius of 20001 shows very liltie effect. Further
reducing the array size by a factor of 10 has no effect on the error surface, but the
maximum error increases to 10'S. As there is no receiver oul of the plane, the error
surface pattem is very similar for the 10001 sect ion.
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A Igoritllln: 2 - Absol ute Method for Flat Algorithm : 2 - Absolute Method for Flat
array (ref2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 0.2xO.2xO.1

Array dimensions (m): 0.2xO.2xO. 1

Definition (cells): 101

Defi nition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000xlOOO

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Vertica l slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100
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In swnmary, the size of the array seems to bave little effect on the shape of tbe error
surface, but has a factor ofal least ten times the change in size in accuracy.

3.3.2.2 TiM ING ERRORS
Again, errors are introduced to tl,e parameters of tbe algoritllln. To allow comparison tl,C
same errors are introduced as in section 3.3.1, starting with 100MHz
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Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat
array (ref2.3 .2)

array (rcf2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m) : I OOOx I 000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Timing error (IlS): 0.00 I

Timing error (IlS): 0.001
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Figure 3.3-7 A shows a further ambiguity on the diagonals, which would be expected as
this gives a time difference of zero on the di agonal pairs. The maximum error is in the
region of Srn , althougb at the extremes th is is in the region of ISm. Reducing the
sampl ing rate to lO MHz gives Figure 3.3-7B. Here the clTor can be seen to be larger by a
factor of ID, with the maximum error being approx imately 5001 at 500m. The diagonal
ambiguiti es (set to be limited at l OOm) arc also lll uch larger. Reducing the sample rate to
100kHz (Figure 3.3-7C) shows furth er increases in tbe error margin, to such cffcct that
the ambiguous areas become dominant.

•
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Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat A lgorithm: 2 - Absol ute Method for Flat
array (ref 2.3.2)

array (rer 2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x l

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definition (cclls): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000xl000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Vc.1ical sli ce (m): 0

Vertical sliee (m): 100
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Algorithm: 2 - Absol ute Method for Flat

A lgorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

array (ref2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2xl

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cell s): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Tim ing error (ps): 10
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3.3.2.3 R ECEI VEII P OSI T/ONA L Ellllolls
It is assumed that inserting an error in one receiver position wi ll produce max imum error
with this algorithm, as thi s wiLl remove the symmetry upon which the algorithm is based .
Placing an error comparab le to those in section 3. 3. 1 (0. 1%- 10%) gives Figures 3.3-SA to
3.3 -SC.
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Algorith m: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

Algoritlml: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

array (ref 2.3 .2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Definition (cells): 10 I

Definition (cel ls): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000x I 000

Dimens ions (m): 1000xJ 000

Vertical s lice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in position (m): 0.02 (0. 1%)

Error in position (m): 0.02 (0. 1%)
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Figure 3.3-SA s hows the accuracy aro und the receiver in error reducing fastest (top lell
side of the diagrams). It can be expected that this will continue as the error is increased.

Algorithm : 2 - Absol ute Method for Flat Algorithm : 2 - Abso lute Method for Flat
array (ref2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2

Array dimensions (m): 2x2

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): 1000x 1000

Vertical slice (01):0

Vertical slice (m): lOO

Error in position (m): 0.02 ( 1%)

Error in position (m): 0.02 ( 1%)
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Figure 3.3-88 clearly shows Ihat a small movement in the position of one oflhe receivers
results in almost lotal collapse of tbe algorithm. This implies thal the method needs a
fixed array or frequent re-calibration. Iflhe error is extended further 1010% we can see
(Figure 3.3-8C) Ihat Ihe algorithm has failed and the positions are unusable.
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Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

Algorithm: 2 - Absolute Method for Flat

array (ref2.3.2)

array (ref2.3.2)

Array dimensions (m) : 2x2

Array dimensions (m): 2x2

Definition (cells): 10 1

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in position (m): 0.2 ( 10%)

Error in position (m): 0.1 ( 10%)
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3.3.2.4 ERRORS DUB TO THB VELOClTl' PRonLB

The errors due to velocity profiles were demonstrated in section 3.3. 1.4. To demonstrate
the effect on a typical algorithm, tbe values have been entered into tbis algorithm and the
results are show n in Figures 3.3-9A-F
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Figures 3.3-9A and B for Profile A show a typical oceanic depth velocity profi le and the
errors due to the bending of the sound waves.

Both A and B show the same errors

altho ugh A appears to be slightly less stable.
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Profi le B di fference errors t' 2, 20m

Profi le B Algorithm 2, 20m
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Profile B di fference errors t12, O.2m

Pro fil e B Algorithm 2, O.2m
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Figures 3.3-9 C and 0 for Profile B show the effects of a profile affected only by changes
in pressure due to deptb. The pressure gradient is ex trapolated from the stable pressure
change in the deep ocean. One rather odd thing w ith th is simul ation is that the max imum
erro r is actually larger for thi s situation than in at ty pica l oceani c profil e.
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Profile C difference errors 1,2, 20m
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Profile C difference errors t1 2, 0.2m
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Figures 3.3-9 E and F for Profile C show a greatly exaggerated profile, which

IS

unreal istic but serves to show the ex tent of the errors induced by velocity profile error.

Finally, to provide a baseline for the method used in this simulation, Profile D is used to
show tbat errors are of a similar order to those in the previous baselines.
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Profile D Algorithm 2, 20m spacin g,

Profile D Algorithm 2, 20m spacing,

flat array , full definition

flat all"3y, low definition
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The simulation shown in Figure 3.3 -10 gives a maximum error in the region 10.3, which
is much larger than the previous baselines but is still within acceptable limits. The error
is a result of quantisation errors induced in the generation of the error times (J m
quantisation in the velocity profile) .
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3.4 COMPENSATING PASSIVE TRACKING ALGORITHMS
The method simulated in this section is more robust and compensates fo r some of the
parameters being adjusted in simulation. In particular it is designed to reduce the nu mber
and size of the ambiguities. Two methods have been simulated, although onl y the SVD
method is reported here. Full results can be found in Appendix B.

3.4.1

MATRIX -SOLVED DIFFEREN TIAL EQUA TIONS USING SIN GULAR VA LUE
DECOMPOSITION METHOD

The formula for this method is too complex to be summarised here (a full explanation is
presented in section 2.3.2), but it is basically

m=A-'.x
where m is the positional matrix, and A and x describe the lineari sed matrix of
simultaneous equations for the hyperbolae.

This method compensates fo r any

singu larities, and unlike the other methods, it should - theoretically - not fa il , although it
can still give large erro rs.

3.4.1.1 NO ERRORS
With no inserted errors we get error the plots shown in Figure 3.4- 1A to E.
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Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref2.4. I)

(ref2.4. I)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20xl0

Array dimensions (m): 20x20x I 0

Deflllition (cells): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): 1000x I 000

Vertical sli ce (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100
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As stated, this method should have

nO

ambigu ities due to singularities; instead, a ' nearest

so lution ' is found . The method does not perform miracles and as Figure 3.4-1 A shows
the solutions provided by the x- and y-ambiguities are far from ideal. The fact that there
is a solution can prove to be very useful when it comes to implementation, as the error
srate will not cause a processor error. The maximwn error of thi s algorithm is in the
region of I O·s, which is on a par with the ot her algorithms.
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Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref 2.4.1)

(ref2.4.I)

Array di mensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Defin ition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000x l000

Dimensions (m): 1000xl000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100
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Algoritllm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6

Cref2.4.I )

Array dimensions (m): 0.2xO.2xO.1

Array dimensions Cm): 0.2xO.2xO.1

Definition (ce lls): 101

Definition (cell s): 101

Dimensions Cm): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Vertical slice (m): 100

Vert"ica l slice (m): 0
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Figures 3.4-1 A to C show a similar trend to the algorithms in sections 3.2 and 3.3, with
the error increasing by a factor of approximately 100 as the array size is reduced by a
factor of 10.

3.4.1.2 TiMING ERRORS
With timing errors inserted as in previous sections we also see similarities betweell the
algorithms, as shown in Figures 3.4-2A-C.

Figure 3.4-2A shows similar behaviour to the other flat array algorithms with a max imum
error of I m at 100MHz. There is linle difference at a distance of lOOm out of the plane
of the hydrophones.
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Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref2.4. I)

(ref2.4. I)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m) : 2x2x I

Definition (cells): 101

Definiti on (cell s): 10 1

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000

Vertical sli ce (m): 0

Verti ca l slice (m): 100

Timing error (I-'s): 0.00 I

Tim ing error (fLS): 0.00 I
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With a 10MHz sampling rate (Figure 3.4-28) the error is larger (10-100 limes), but the
ambiguities (over lOOm error) are as before.
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Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref2.4. I)

(ref2.4. I)

Array djmensions (m) : 2x2x I

Array djmensions (m): 2x2x I

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cell s): 10 I

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m): 1000x I000

Vertical slice (m) : 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Timing error (~IS) : 0.10

Timing error (I1S): 0.10
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If a sampling rate of IOOkJ-l z is now considered the workable area is agai n severely
reduced and although the algoritlllTI still fun ctions the results are useless.
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Algorithm: 6 Matri x SV D Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref2 .4.I )

(ref 2.4.1)

Array dimens ions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m) : 2x2x 1

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cell s): 10 1

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m): 1000xlOOO

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m) : 100

Timing error (I1S): 10

Timing error (I1S): 10
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3.4.1.3 R ECEI VER POSIT/aNA L ERRORS
Adjusting the position of one of the receivers to give an error we frnd once again that we
have similar results to those for the other flat array algorithms.

Figures 3.4-3A-C show

that tbe algorithm is velY sensitive to thi s fo rm of error.
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Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

Algorithm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(ref2.4. I)

(ref 2.4.1)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20x I 0

Array dimensions (m): 20x20x J 0

Defin ition (cells): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): 1000xJOOO

Vertical s li ce (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error in position (m): 0.02 (0. 1%)

Error in pos ition (m): 0.02 (0.1%)
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Algorithm: 6

Algorithm : 6

Array dimensions (m) : 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Defi nition (cells): 10 1

Defin ition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Vertical slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error ill position (m): 0.02 (I %)

Error in position (m): 0.02 ( 1%)
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Algori thm : 6 Malrix SVD Method

Algorilhm: 6 Matrix SVD Method

(re f 2.4. I)

( ref 2.4. 1)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Definiti on (cel ls): 10 1

Defin itio n (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I 000

Verti ca l slice (m): 0

Vertica l sli ce (m): 100

Erro r in position (m): 0 .2 (10%)

Error in position (m): 0.2 ( 10%)
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3.4.2 T ABULAR METHOD (METHOD 4)
3.4.2.1 No ERRORS

This method can be split into two major sections, (a) the generation of a spatia l array and
sorting into timing bins, and (b) the determination of a posi tion from received time
differences.

a) Generation of the spatial table alld sorting

Pythagorean mathematics cau he appli ed for the determination of tbe time differences in
the simple case. The physical distance between the elements in the initial table is defmed
by the worst-case situation of tbe timing differences. These occur orthogonal to the
receiver pa ir at the greatest range, i.e. at the edge of the defined area with maxim um x, y
and z. The difference in timings between concurrent elements of the table in these areas
defines the necessary inter-element ra nge and hence the required table size. Once the
table dimen sions are known the time differences for each spatial element are ca lcu lated.
The table is then sorted by timing. Tbe size definition of the tab le also corresponds to a
timing definition. For each receiver pair a set of bins is created, each with the minimum
timing definition . The table is then s0l1ed, and the receiver pair timing contained in the
posi tional array is used as the bin in which the position (x, y, z) is placed. This method
produces a large number of timing bins, each contai ning relatively few positions.

b) Determination ofa position
To determine the position, the set of bins for the receiver pair is sorted. The bin nearest
the received timing difference is taken; this is repeated for each pair of receivers, and the
resulting bins are then compared for like solutions. If more than one soluti on is found,
both are recorded; if none are found this may be due to the source being out of range or
due 10 errors in timing, causing the position to be placed in one of the surrounding bins.
This can be part ly compensated for by considering groups of timing bins rather than
individual bins, although this tends to generate mUltiple solutions.

If plotted, these

groups of positions describe the hyperbolae on wh ich the source is positioned. Further
processing of the data to fmd where the hyperbolae meet gives a more accurate position.
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As stated, the major limitation of this method is the size of the initia l table required .
Changing the shape of each physical cell in the table may reduce the size. The greatest
definition is required in onhogonal regions; if these are made smaller then the number of
points can be reduced.

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref 2.4.2)

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4 .2)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Definition (cells): 2 1

Defmition (cells): 21

Dimensions (m) : 1000xl000

Dimensions (m): 1000xl000

Vertical sl ice (01):0

Bearing Error

Table: 100 x 100

Table: 100 x 100
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If a ve locity profi le is to be compensated for, the algoritlun must be changed slightly.
Instead of using Pythagoras to calculate the range, and hence tbe time, a mode! of the
acoustic fli ght path must be used and the changes in velocity accounted for. This extra
calcul ation increases the calculati on time but does not effect the tracking time.

Figure 3.4-4A shows the error surface generated using thi s method with no error inserted.
Errors are larger and dimensions above ± 200m are greatly in error. Figure 3.4-5B shows
the effect of varying the array size.

[n

terms of accuracy the method is of little use above

200m fro m the receiver array, but the figu re in the top right shows the errors in bearing to
the source. These are very low, in fact near zero except within the array. Thi s means that
the method can possibly be used for full tTacking at low ranges and as a bearing at the
greater ra nges.
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Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Algorithm : 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x.2

Array dimensions (m): 2x2

Defi nition (cell s): 101

Defi nition (cells): 10 1

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m) : I OOOx I 000

Vertica l slice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m) : 100

Table: 100 x 100

Table: 100 x 100
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E RRORS IN ALGOR IT HM 2 DUE TO COMPUTER LI MITATIONS, 2M ARRAY

If we now reduce the array size to an ultra-short baseline and perform the same
simulation we see very similar results

ID

range and slightly more quantisation in the

bearing (sti ll w ithin ±2 degrees).
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Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (rcf2.4.2)

Array dimensions (m) : 0.2xO.2

Array dimensions (m): 0 .2xO.2

Definition (cells): 21

Definition (cells): 2 1

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I000

Dimensions (m) : IOOOx I 000

Vertical s lice (m): 0

Bearing error

Table: 100 x 100

Table: 100 x 100
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3.4.2.2 TiMIN G ERRORS

I f we now intToduce timing errors as before we see that instead of maximum positional
errors the algorithm has problems finding some positions. Thi s may be due to there being
more than one correct solution and the wrong one being selected (although filters are
added to remove such ambigu ities).

Figure 3.4-5 shows the worst case of a 100kf-lz

sampling rate, demonstrating that the algorithm has problem areas, although bearing is
still good except where other algorithms have been found to contain ambiguities.
Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Bearing

Definition (cells): 101

Array dimensions (m): 2x2x I

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I 000

Definition (ce ll s): 101

Vertica l slice (m): 0

Dimensions (m): IOOOxlOOO

Timing error (Ils): 10

Vertical slice (m): 0
Ti ming error (Ils): 10
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FIGURE 3.4-5 ERRORS INALGORJTHM 2 (2M) DUETO TtMtNG ERRORS, SAMPLING AT 100MHz
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3.4.2.3 RECEIVER POSIT/ONA L ERRORS

If receiver posit ion a I errors are introduced we find little effect with small errors (Fig ure
3.4-6A), but as we increase these (Figure 3.4-68) we find some increase in the error
surface, although little increase in the bearing si mulation .

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Array dimensions (m): 20x20

Bearing

Definiti on (cells): 101

Array dimensio ns (m): 20x20

Dimensions (m): IOOOx I000

Defi nition (cells): 101

Vertical slice ( m): 0

Dimensions (m): 1000x l000

Error in position (m): 0.0 I

Vertical s li ce (m): 0
.Error in positi on (m): 0.01
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Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (rer 2.4.2)
Array dimensions (m): 2x2
Definition (cells): 101
Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000
Vertical slice (m): 0
Error in Position (m): 0.1
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FIGU RE 3.4-6B ERRORS CAUSED BY [% ERROR IN RECEIV ER POS ITION WITH 2M ARRA Y

[n the worst case tl1e bearing simulation (Figllfe 3.3-6C) shows vi rtually no increase in
error (less ilian [ degree).

This serves to show that the method, although not very

accurate in position, is still excel[ent at findin g a bearing to the target.
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Algorithm: 4 Tabular Method (ref2.4.2)

Algorithm : 4 Tabular Method (ref 2.4.2)

Array dimensions (m): 0.2x0.2xO.1

Array dimensions (m): 0.2xO.2xO. I

Definition (cells): 101

Defi nition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): I OOOx 1000

Dimensions (m): I OOOx I 000

Vertical s lice (m): 0

Vertical slice (m): 0

Error in position (m): 0.01

Error in position (m): 0.0 I
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3.5 OTHER TRACKING METHODS
3.5.1 THE REVERBERATION METHOD (METIlOD 7)
Us ing the formulae in section 2.5. 1

= COS -I( 4A '

8

- 2CD- D' )
4AC

(from 2-89)

C ' £ - F' £ + £ ' C - D' C
2(CD+ EF)

(from 2-88)

I

and

C=

we can get a range and depth of the source.

By varying the timing accuracy and the

ve locity profile we can identity the errors caused.
3.5././ No ERRORS

As Figure 3.5- I shows there is an error associated with this ranging method, in the range
3

of 10. m. The g raph shows the errors below the receiver, while those above the receiver
are identical but mirrored.
Algorithm: 7 Reverberation
Depth lOOm
Definition (cells): 101
Dimensions (m): 1000m
Vertical slice (m): 100
The err or p!'ofile

o

FIGURE 3.5-1 No ERR ORS
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3.5. 1. 2 TiM ING E RRORS

If we now insert a timing error in tbe si mulation due to, for example, sampling rate or ray
bending, we get Figure 3.5-2, which shows the errors due to timing definitions of 100 Hz
and I kH z.

These va lues are relevant, as thi s method relies on transformin g to the

freq uency domain to identify the source and its reverberation, and tools to achieve better
defi nition are rare.

Algorithm: 7 Reverberation - Timing error

Algorithm : 7 Reverberation - Timing error

Depth: lOOm

Depth: l OOm

Defi ni tion (cells): 10 1

Definition (cel ls) : 101

Dimensions (m): 1000

Dimensions Cm): 1000

Error: IDOlS

Error: I illS
The em:1I pt'orl6e

The errOl' profile
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Algorithm: 7 Reverberation - Recei ver error

Algorithm: 7 Reverberation - Receiver error

Depth: lOOm

Depth: lOOm

Definition (cell s): 101

Definition (cells): 101

Dimensions (m): 1000

Dimensions (m): 1000

Vertical sl ice (m): 100

Vertical slice (m): 100

Error: Im

Error: 0.1111
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FIGURE
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3.5-3 POSITIONAl ERRORS

3.5.2.2 POSIT/ONA L ERRORS IN TIlE VERTICAL

If we now place ass ume an incorrect vertical position of a transducer we get the results
shown in Figure 3.5-3, sbowing that the algorithm is less sensitive to this form of error
than timing errors. The major error is directly between the receiver and the sea-bed or
surface.

3.6 COMPARATlVEANALYSIS
The simulations shown in this chapter are the culmination of many simulations run with
many of the parameters varied. There is not space, nor is it relevant, to show all the
results here; however, some of the more interesting results from the algorithms are
presented and some others are more extensively documented in Appendix B. The four
algoritluns presented all have advantages over the others and all are best suited for
particular situations. Algorithm I is the only algorithm to use a three-dimensional array
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L-___________________________________________________________ __

and although algorithmically complex, it is reasonab ly easy to implement. The algorithm
is reasonably robust to errors in position and timing error.

Summary of algorithms:
Al gorithm
I

Description
method

Absolute

A direct method developed for use with tetrahedron arrays
derived by subtracting spherical equations to remove time of

for 3D arrays

flight
2

3D

method

Absolute A direct method for finding a target in three dimensions using a
for

20 20 square array.

rectangular arrays
3-4 Tabular methods

A two stage method, a calibration stage, calculates the possible
timing differences, and sorts tbem by time. The second stage
retrives the most likely positions from the time differences

5-6 Excess receivers

A simultanious equation method, using a matrix of equations for
each hydrophone and solving them simu ltaniously using
inversion methods (SVO)

7 Reverberation

A method of finding range and depth using a single hydrophone,
relying on

time differences between direct and reverberated

signals

Algorithm 2 is very simple to implement but suffers badly from errors in position and is
therefore best suited for fixed arrays such as boat-mounted systems; it also lacks direction
information as to whether the source is above or below the array . [fthe array is mounted
near the surface or near the bottom the infonnation is not needed . Otherwi se a further
receiver is necessary; this must be placed out of the plane of the other receivers to detect
the direction. Thi s limitation is true of algorithm 6, which is robust if not accurate. The
table method (Method 4) lacks in accuracy but can give very useful information at low
sampling rates, and if combined witb the reverberation method it can give accurate
bearing and range, hence position, although at present only after post-processing.
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The choice of algorithm is therefore difficult unless the applicati on is known . If the
system is fixed or needs to be flat, algorithms 2 and 6 are best unless the timing accuracy
is severely limited, at which point algorithms 4 and 7 are suited. I f the array cannot be
fixed but must be flat , algorithm 4 and 7 are best. lfthe array is to be dynamic, algorithm
I seems best.

3. 7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FINAL SYSTEM
Ideal Parameter limits
Parameter

Value

Depen dant upon

Array size Max , M ill

20m-2m

Species, mounting

Range Max, Min

500m average

Spec ies, received freq. S Land

signal ! noise ratio
I-Iydrophone Sensitivity

As high as poss ible

Sea state , noise, SL

Array Shape

Flat square, or tetranedron

Maumin g

Sample ra te

> 10MHz Update ~ 800 Hz

Array size, moun ting

Hydrophonc type

Omni-directional

Mountill g

Detection Frequency

30kH z - 120kHz

Mountin g, Array size. species

Algorithm

Algorithms 1, 6

Array fo rmat

Array Type

Tetrahedron or Flat sq uare

Algorit h m, hydroph ones

3.8 References in Chapter 3
[1 J Mi lne PI-I, Unden11ater acoustic positionil1g systems, London: E & F. N. Spon Ltd, 1983.
[2J

Cogg'rave CR, Performance Al1a/ysis a/3D undenvClter fracking system 11sing compurer simulation
techniques, cd. Woodward B. CETA SEL I, pp. 4 t-4l , Oct I, 1996, Inte mal Report, Department of
Electron ic and Electrical Engineering, Loughborough University, UK.
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
The aim of this chapter is to implement the theory discussed in the previous chapters
by the use of electronic design and computer software. Two systems were deve loped
and tested and some of the tracking strategies discussed in the previous chapter wi ll
be implemented in software to produce a full system capable of tracking impulsive
acoustic signals.

The tracking system can be split into two main blocks, the data capture systems using
mainly hardware or a combination of hardware and software, and th e tracking
algorithms and display, using PC-based software .

4.1 DATA CAPTURE SYSTEMS
Two methods of capturing the data were tried. The tracking algorithms rely on
accurately measuring the timings between arriva ls of impulsive signals on a number
of chann els. Being a passive system, the time of fli ght of a pul se is immaterial, the
important informati on being the inter-pul se timing information. The timing accuracy
required depends on the array size and the required tracking accuracy. The two
methods designed provide a medium accuracy system (-500kHz bandwidth), and a
very hi gh accuracy system (20 MHz bandwidth). Both methods take into account tbe
possibility of reverberation , which could possibly confuse the tracking algorithms.

4.1.1

FILTERED AMPLITUDE METHOD

The filtered amplitude method can provide timing accu racies in the worst case of up
to 1 / 4fo, where fo is the frequency of the pulse or leading edge of the impulse. A
typical value of a wide beamwidth dolphin click is approximately 40 kH z, so at thi s
frequency the worst-case accuracy will be ± 6.25 I1S.
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4.1.1.1 PRINCIPLE
Th is method of data capture relies on timing dle ri sing edge of the pulse. The signals

srnp

Pod

I

I

I

r - ,- - - - - - - ,

• .",t::=li;ck Detector and
~
Time Reference
Extraction

Transmission
Modulator

2 km to
cable to ship

.-----,,1
PC1
Data Capture and
Logging Computer

Demodulator and
Signal Condltiorung

RS232

PC2 Tracking
Computet

FIGURE 4.1-1 BLOC K DI AGRAM OFTHE FILTERED AMPLITUDE METHOD

from the receivers are amp lifi ed and sharply filtered , and after removal of ambient
noise the incoming signals are detected using a comparator. The output of the
comparator is time-stamped and a monostable holds the output high for a fixed
blanking period allowing any reverberations to pass undetected. When all channels
have received a time stamp the times are subtracted and the resulting values are the
inter-channel arriva l times. Figure 4. 1 shows a block diagram of the system.

4.1.1.2 METHOD
The filtered amplitude method has been implemented as a two-stage system. Tbe first

stage comprises the signal conditioning system. This takes the wideband signa ls from
the receiver as an input, and outputs TTL pul ses of which the leading edges provide
the timing information of the incoming pul ses. The second stage feeds the pulses (up
to six in this implementation) into a PC via the parallel port, and calculates the interpul se timings by using the PC's clock. This timing data is transferred to a second PC
for the algorithms to calculate a position.
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The Signal condition ing section consists of four main blocks as shown in fi gure 4. 1-2 .

•• AI••

-','-

-

Noise
filte r

Prc-amp 40dB

HPF
4kHz

r-----

BPF
30-80kHz

-

TIL

f-----< conditioner

FIGURE 4.1-2 SIGNAL CONDITIONING HARDWA RE

The pre-amplification section consists of filters and low noi se pre-amplifiers. A gain
of 40 dB is added to the signal and a single-pole high-pass filter is tuned to remove
low frequency shipping and ambient noise. Thi s circuitry is positioned close to the
receiver transducer to reduce the likelihood of electromagnetic pick-up at the sensitive
end of the system.

The signa ls from these preamplifiers then pass to an underwater pressure housing
containing band pass fi lter sections des igned to pass on ly the omni-directional part of
the cetacean click. This removes any low frequency vocali sations of the cetacean and
reduces the noise by allowing the system to work in one of the quieter areas of the
noise spectrum . Phase shifts due to the filters can be ignored with this system as the
signal s and filters are identical, so that the time lag wi ll be uniform across the
channels. The likelihood of the received signal being that of the cetacean rather than
any unwanted factors is now greatly increased and the signal timings can be
measured .
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To measure the ambient noi se level, the signals from the filters are rectified and then
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FIGURE

4.1-3

SIGNALS THRO UG H THE CIRCU IT.

appli ed to a low-pass fi lter with a very long time constant. This averages the noise and
provides a DC level. This DC level has an offset added as shown in Figure 4. 1-3, to
allow for perturbati ons, and this signal is then compared wi th the main filtered signal
containing the cetacean echolocation clicks. The result of this comparator is a TTL
pu lse of a simi lar width to that of the click.

To remove the reverberations of the clicks, usually from the sea surface, sea-bed, or
nearby objects, a blanking period is included after the comparator. This is achieved
with a monostab le, which effectively stretches the length of each received click to
reduce multip le triggering by the same click.

Measurements of the inter-pulse times are performed by a dedicated PC at the surface
(signal transmission techniques are discussed in section 4.3). This PC uses the system
clock to time the arrivals of pul ses at the pins of the parallel port. The code for this
section removes any multi-tasking by the PC and dedicates the processor entirely to
the timing process. The accuracy of the system depends on the speed of the parallel
port, but is typicall y 5-lOfLs. Each time a pul se is detected, it is time stamped and
dated and sent to the RS232 communications port of the PC. Th is sends the
information to th e main tracking computer without using the central processor.
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4.1.1.3 LiMITATIONS

The major limitatioD of the system is the max imum achievable accuracy. The system
was designed for a particular scenario (see section 5. 1) where the limjtations were
acceptable; however, as the simul ations show, a bandwidth of 500kHz does not yield
acceptable error margi ns except with large array sizes (LBL). The system is neat in
that it does not requi re compl ex processi ng underwater, but any adj ustm ent of
parameters within the underwater system is limited (i.e. filter bandwidth, noise-trigger
offset). The accuracy of the time difference was imposed mainly by tb e meth od of
pul se detection. The system relies on the detection of the fi rst rising edge of the pulse
at a particular threshold. If the amplitudes of the incoming signals are di fferent (a very
likely scenario), the level detector detects higher up the rising edge of the lower
amplitude pul ses. By ensuring all channels have a simi lar amplitude, therefore
triggering at the same point of the rising edges of the pul ses, the noise fl oor is also
adj usted on each individual channel, which means they do not detect at the same
point. A better method of detecting the pulse is therefore needed to increase accuracy.
4.1.1.4 T ESTING
Testing the system was performed on the bench using a dolphin simu lator package,

with a PC to em ulate a cetacean swimming in space and producing echolocation
cl icks at a pre-programmed rate. The timings were calculated for given array
dimens ions and the pulses were produced via the parallel port. The display of the
simulator can be seen in fi gure 4 . I -4. Th is allowed signa ls to be injected into the
circuit at the output of the comparator to test the transmission system or di rectly into
the timing computer PC l. The software also had the fac il ity to send tbe RS232
message to the tracbng computer PC2 to test just the algorithm stage. Further results
ofthe system can be seen in Chapter 5.
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4 .1-4

DISPLAY OFCETACEAN ECHOLOCATION CLICK EMULATOR

4.1.1.5 R ECOMMENDATIONS

The process of designing and testi ng the system highlighted a number of limitations.
The working environment imposed some limitations, as did the principle of operation.
The system provided the greatest possible accuracy for the conditions imposed. The
next stage in the development of the system was to remove some of the limiting
factors and to redevelop the system with greater flexibility so that it is capable of
running in a high definition mode in addition to the low frequency mode, as
described. The system would benefit greatly from a capabi lity to adjust the important
parameters from the surface. Such parameters would be preamplifier gain, the break
points of the filters and the level of the detection threshold on the comparator.
4.1.2 CORRELATION METHOD
To improve the previous system such that the recommendations of section 4.1.1.5

were taken into account a slightly different approach had to be taken. The first system
was limited in time accuracy by the point of detection of the amplitude of the
incoming signal. If instead the same cycle of the incoming signal were detected it is
then possible to match the pbase of the incoming signal relative to the other channels.
In this case the time accuracy cou ld then be vastly improved, and could in principle be
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as accurate as the sample rate of the digitiser for the correlator. This section describes
such a system using a correlation technique with a few short cuts.

4.1.2.1 PRINCIPLE
Signals arriving from the receivers are stored in memory as they arrive, the channels
of data are then correlated with each other and the peak of the correlation is then
detected as the time of arrival. The duration between these peaks is the inter-pulse
timing required by the algorithms. To ensure the signals are similar enough to produce
a good correlation, it is important that the same frequency component of the incoming
signal is received. To achieve this, sharp band-pass filters are required.

4.1.2.2 METHOD
It was decided that this system would have as high an accuracy as was possible within
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FIGURE 4.1-5 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE COMBINED CORRELATION/AMPLITUDE SYSTEM

the constraints of budget and technology. A 20 MHz sampling system was considered
feasible. To achieve this high sample rate it is impossible to use most
microprocessors. Instead a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or a
Programmable Logic Device (PLO) was considered. These devices are capable of
working at more than 100 MHz and although limited in functionality, they were
considered to be capable of performing the tasks for this system. It was decided to use
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a PC to perform the correlation process. However, to have a real time correlator for up
to eight channels working at 20 MHz was considered unachievable. There is little
point in correlating all the data arriving at the receiver if the desired part of the data
can be detected, however coarsely, and is of a predictable length, as is the case with
cetacean echolocation clicks. Instead the click can be detected using a filtered
amplitude method, as described in section 4.1.1, and a window of data is captured at
this time. The capture window has to be rolling, so that at the time of click detection,
a pre-set window time can be generated before the amplitude trigger. This allows the
whole click to be recorded and not just the section after the trigger. Performing this
operation means the amplitude circuit records coarse timings that can be finely tuned
by the correlation. Figure 4.1-5 shows how the signal is detected. If the system is
working at 20 MHz sample rate, it looks for a pulse approximately 300l1s in length at
40 kHz. As figure 4.1-5 shows, it is necessary to have the window larger than the
pulse so as to catch the begiuning of the pulse and to allow for errors created by the
amplitude detection method. This means approximately 600 I1s of samples are
recorded and correlated. This amounts to correlations of two channels, each with
12000 samples, which are achievable in near- real time.
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FIGURE 4.1-6 ROLLING WINDOW TO PREVENT MULTIPLE CLICK DETECTION
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The hub of this system is the PLD controller, which serves as a form of processor
with the task of organising data capture, capturing the trigger times, and keeping a log
of which channels triggered at which time. It must also count the pulses such that it
can indicate to the PC when a new data set is valid. Like the previous system a
blanking period is required to prevent the system re-triggering on reverberations. In
addition to this the system can be made to check each time as it arrives to check if the
time period between the timings is feasible. If the time between the first and last
arrival is greater than the greatest possible timing (due to receiver spacing), as shown
in Figure 4.1-6, then the first arrival is removed and a new one recorded. This reduces
the possibility of different pulses being received in the same capture window. The
internal structure of the PLD contains four main blocks, each performing separate
tasks and capable of running simultaneously. By allowing simultaneous operations,
the speed of operation can be increased, the only limitations being safeguards to
prevent simultaneous access to the controller peripherals such as the memory and the
PC ISA bus. Figure 4.1-7 shows a block diagram containing the inner structure of the
PLD.

The housekeeping of the controller gives the user greater control of such things as
gain and filter characteristics. Gain adjustment is achieved with the use of digital
potentiometers. Wiper values can be programmed directly into the potentiometer
giving different gain values as required. The software can therefore perform the
function of an automatic gain control by monitoring the incoming signal. The filter
characteristics can be adjusted using a serial link to the controller. It is then possible
to change the passband of the band-pass filter by software control. This is particularly
useful for the diver tracking implementation of the system, as the variable filter band
allows multiple pingers to be operational simultaneously, each operating at a different
frequency. The users can then select which pinger they wish to track.
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4.1.2.3 LIMITATIONS
This system is much more robust than the first system; however, the coding method is

limited in its multiple pinger mode. The variable filter is 4th-order and the number of
pingers is limited by the useable bandwidth and by the bandwidth needed for each
pinger. The system is also limited in the repetition rate in real-time mode. Transfer of
the data to the PC takes some time approximately IOms per channel, but more
significant is the time taken to perform a correlation in software. The implementation
of a DSP capable of performing the real time correlations would improve the speed,
but would also significantly increase the cost of the system.
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4.1.2.4 TESTING
Testing procedures are as follows:

a) Test the circuits by injecting a dolphin-like click. Test that the times are accurate
and that parameters can be changed in the circuit.
b) Tank test one channel of the system, and check that the data correlates and that the
software controls the hardware adequately.
c) Tank test four channels ofthe system. A source is accurately placed in the tank
and a dolphin like click is emitted into the water. Four accurately placed receivers
collect the data and store. The stored information can then be correlated and
compared with the true value.
The hardware, once tested, is interfaced with the tracking algorithms and the complete
system can then be tested.
~2TRACKlNGSOFTWARE

The software is written in Pascal in the Delphi environment. It is Windows-based and
uses the multi-tasking properties of Windows 95+ to perform multiple operations
simultaneously where necessary. Two versions of the software have been created. The
first uses solely the array method, whereas the second is primarily to capture data for
post processing, but is also capable of all the near-real time methods discussed.

4.2.1 ARRAYMETHOD
This software is designed to operate with the low definition data capture system. The
look-up table system described in section 2.4.2 was coded under Microsoft Windows
95 using a mixture of Borland Delphi 2 (pascal) and C++.

The code was later

transposed to Borland C++ Builder. By the use of threads, these packages offer multitasking, allowing a number of processes to be performed simultaneously. This feature
is essential for the tracking system due to the necessity of calibrating and tracking in
real-time. Although Delphi 2 is a user-friendly package allowing object-orientated
software to be developed under Windows, its complexity tends to slow the software,
so for this application a large amount of the background processing was coded in C++
and Assembly language.

The software has four main processes running continuously.

These processes

calibrate the system, run the tracking algorithm, read the information from the serial
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port (data from the data-logging computer), and run the clock, which becomes
complicated due to the speed restrictions of the PC. Data arrives from the array in real
time and all data needs to be displayed; at the maximum click rate of the system this
can mean up to 667 clicks per second on all five channels. If this happens at the same
time as the calibration, the machine may be unable to process the data in real time. To
allow for this, the system has two clocks, one showing real time, the other showing
the time of the data. If the data is too fast, this clock slows to match the time-stamps
on the data. This clock then runs in real time, and clocks out the received data at the
correct track time, i.e. if the clock slows due to a data overload, and then falls to an
acceptable rate, the clock stays in time but 'slow'. The software also contains a 'fall
back' mode, which is only capable of producing crude vectors to the source. This
works by placing the received click differences in coarse bands and giving sectors for
the source location. At worst, this supplies 16 sectors, and as the confidence in the
accuracy of the time differences grows so do the number of sectors. The following
sections explain the logical flow of each of the main threads:

Channel no.

Date

Time hh:mm:ss

f.ls

FIGURE 4.2-1 SINGLE CLICK TIMING MESSAGE

(a) Data-capture thread. The' data-logging PC receives two main pieces of
information, clicks from the five hydrophones, and calibration data from the
calibration controller hardware. The data from each channel is processed in the datalogger and is passed in the format shown in Figure 4.2-1. The normal data is stored in
a large rolling buffer, which can be accessed by the other threads. When the buffer is
full the data overwrites; however by that stage the data should have been used and so
this has no effect. If calibration data is received it is passed in the same format but an
extra channel (number 6) is used to indicate the special nature of the data, which is
placed in a separate buffer and handled when the calibrator becomes available.

(b) Calibration / sort thread. Calibration of the array may happen at any time,

depending on the stability of the array. The calibration is initiated by the hardware
and always follows the same procedure, shown in Fig. 4.2-2. Each time a calibration
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ping is transmitted the start-of-pulse time is transmitted and converted to a time / date
stamp by the data-logging PC. A header is inserted, indicating that the data is
calibration data. The next five pieces of data are the timings from the five
hydrophones. Each one is given a header with its channel number and then the time
infonnation is passed. This happens three times, as each pinger is activated. The
software perfonns some basic checks on data validity, and then begins the main
calibration routine. Figure 4.2-3 shows the logical process of array calibration.

I P11 Data R110at~ H210at~ H31Dat~ H41Data IHslData IP21Data IH1IDat.IH21 Data IH31 DatalH41 D.taIH~ Datal
I P3[Datal H11Dat3 H21Dat~ H31Data IH41Dat4 Hsl Datal

FIGURE 4.2-2 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
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User parameters Set i---+idefinition defined by user
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/ max accuracy of system.

Calculate time of flight of
signal, for each spatial
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each hydrophone,

.-----<: Is the system stable? '>---y",
No

Calculate time
differences for each pair
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dH13, dH14, dH15,
dH23, dH24, dH25,
dH34, dH35, dH45

Calculate time
differences for each pair
of hydrophones, dH12,
dH13, dH14, dH23.
dH24. dH34

Sort the time differences
into bins of ascending
time difference i.e 4 U 5,
gives array positions
1,34,56,78 etc.

Release this data to
the other threads

FIGURE 4.2-3 LOGICAL CALIBRATION PROCESS
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The timing data arriving in the calibration receiver buffer can easily be converted to
distances between the different sets of hydrophones. These distances are then
converted into three-dimensional co-ordinates in x,y,z, with hydrophone I as the
datum point. From this information the new look-up table can be generated. Pre-set
information by the user determines the size of the space around the tracking array to
be scanned. The accuracy of the timings defines the maximum definition of the lookup table. A user-defined accuracy is used to predict the number of zones available.
For each of these zones the distance to each hydrophone is calculated using threedimensional trigonometry from the times of flight, which are calculated using an
assumed velocity of propagation. The difference between each of the hydrophone
signal arrival times is then calculated. Six values result (ten if H5 is used) for each
spatial position on the table. For speed in the tracking thread, these values are sorted
into timings. Each timing band (i.e. if accuracy is 1f1 s then the bands are separated
with 1 f1 s spacings), named a "bin", contains all the possible positions for that
hydrophone at that time. Effectively, each bin describes a paraboloid for that
particular time difference.
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FIGURE 4.2-4 MEMORY Vs ACCURACY OF DATA

A two-table system is used throughout operation. On initial start-up the first table is
generated from approximate values. Once calibration data has been generated, this
table is made available to the tracking thread, and the old one is replaced by the next
calibration. Figure 4.2-4 shows the amount of memory required for the look-up table,
using all five hydrophones to generate the table as the accuracy of the incoming data
varIes.
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(c) Tracking thread. The main calculations are performed during calibration. The
tracking procedure is quite short, which is ideal for real-time performance. Figure
4.2-5 shows the flow diagram for this thread.
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FIGURE 4.2-5 CALIBRATION FLOW
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The system perfonns validity checks on the data as it arrives . It then takes the first
pair of time differences and compares the appropriate time bins. The positions present
in both bins represent the intersection of the paraboloid surfaces for tbose three
hydrophones. This may result in a large number of positions depending on the
accuracy of the timings. This table is then compared with the next set of time
difference and the intersections are again found. This process is repeated for the six
time differences, or ten time differences if the fifth hydrophone is used. The resulting
position or positions are centred on the area from which the echolocation click
emanated. This position is translated from a look-up table address to the x,y,z coordinates and is placed in the position buffer for the display thread and logged. As the
accuracy of tbe timing data is reduced the number of locations increases, but the
position of these points tends to follow a vector towards the source .
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F IGURE 4.2-6 DISPLAY METHODS

(d)

Display thread. There are various methods of displaying three-dimensional

information on a two-dimensional screen, as shown in Figure 4.2-6. These include the
use of pseudo-tbree-dimensional grapbics, i.e. size and diagonal displacement, or the
use of colour or error bars to show the third dimension. Other methods include
splitting the third dimension from the other two, i.e. plan and elevation, or by the use
of high technology methods such as virtual reality and stereo vision or colour /
polaroid glasses.
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As the system is designed as an analysis tool it is important to be able to detect ranges
accurately. This rules out all these methods except the simple plan / elevation method.
The display thread adopts this method, and di splays each source as a dot or vector on
a scaleable background. Other parameters needed from the user are entered in a pagesized section, which temporarily becomes unava ilable when the system is in use.
Figure 4.2-7 shows the display. The system regularly monitors the position buffer
generated by the tracking thread . The info mlation is synchroni sed with the track time
and clocks Ollt the infoffi1ation to the di splay by a time-stamp on the data. In this way
everything happens in pseudo-real time. The display also shows the status of the
system, including time between calibrations and distances between hydrophones.
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FIGURE 4.2-7 DISPLAY

4.2.2 HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEM SOFTWARE
This software, designed to run with the hi gh definition system, is programmed under
Windows 95, using Pascal and Delphi, and uses multi-tasking to perform the vario us
tasks simultaneously as required . The threads running on this software depend on
which algorithm is in use. In continuous use are the threads for correlation, data
transfer, and the system control, the data logging and display. This software is not
fully developed and for most results so far the data has heen post processed using
MatLab; however, it is a simple task to implement most algorithms directly into the
software to provide a near real-time track. Time limitations have prevented this.
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4.2.2.1 TIME DIFFERENCE EXTRACTION
The system described in section 4.2. 1 uses the amplitude of the arriving pulses to
determine the time of arrival and hence the time differences. By sampling the whole
signal it is possible to do direct signal comparisons and hence use correlation to find a
more exact time difference. Correlations have been calculated using standard FFT
teclmiques. Each echolocation click is estimated to be 3-600

~s

long, which if

sampled at 20 MHz gives 12000 data points. Cross·correlation of four of these (three
correlations) in MatLab takes a number of seconds. Encoding these directly into the
Pascal software or using machine code greatly reduces this time period. To ensure that
optimal use is made of the sampled data, several real data points have been processed
manually using MatLab and extra stages have been added to the time extraction
process.

The time differences are extracted in the following stages:
a) The incoming signal is band-pass filtered to the expected range (Figure 4.2-SA).
b) Using a low-pass filter the noi se leve l of the channel is detected.
c) An offset is added to the noise value and when this value is crossed, this is
deemed to be the start of the incoming click.(Figure 4.2-SB&C green/light blue).
d) When a signa l is detected a preset time sample is recorded (with a pre-tri gger), i.e.
12000 samples.
e) This signal is sent to the PC together with the same time period of memory from
the other channels.
f) The pairs of signals are cross-correlated to give a time difference.
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FIGURE 4.2-8 PROCESSING STAGES :
(A) BOTH RAW SIG NALS,
(8) RXI WITH CALCULATED DETECTION LEVEL (GREEN), DETECTED PULSE TIME (BLUE),
AND TIfE CORRELATIO N BIN (RED)
(C) AS FOR (B) FOR RX2
(D) AMPLITUDE DETECTED SIGNALS OVERLAID (BLUE AND GREEN)
(E) AMPLITUDE SIGNALS AND CORRELATION-D ETECTED SIGNAL (GREEN AND RED)

Problems may occur if the signals have some interference, tbe peak correlation
may not correspond to the correct cycle of the signal. In Figure 4.2-9A the peak
should be in the middle of the correlation but is actually one cycle later. In this
case the correlation is rectified and low pass filtered to give an envelope of the
signal. The peak of this signal is then more likely to be close to the actual peak
cycle of the original correlation. Thi s peak is then used instead.
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g) To ensure full utilisation of the samp le rate the peak correlation cycle (Figure 4.2·
lOA) is then re-correlated with a half sine wave of the same length (Figure 4.2lOB) to fmd the centre of the peak. It is therefore possible to re-sample the
correlation to give an interpolation of this signal to increase the accuracy by a
factor 0 f two .
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FIGURE 4.2-10 SECONDARY CORRELATION TO GET INTE RPOLAT ED CORRELATION PEAK

h) The time of this peak is the time difference hetween the channels as shown in
Figure 4.2-8E (green and red).
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4.2.2.2 DATA TRA NSFER

As described in section 4.1.2.2 the system consists of two data capture sub-systems.
The first sub-system, as described in the previous system, detects the vo ltage level of
the envelope of the pulse, and when this exceeds a predetermined point the time is
recorded. Once the signal is captured on all channels the PC downloads these channel
numbers and the corresponding times. Each of these is 18 bits long and takes virtually
no time to download (0. I Sms).

The second sub-system consists of a user-definabl e length circular buffer with a
maximum of 65536 data points (3.3 ms). When a click is detected, this buffer is filled
with the click data and a user-definable number of data points before the trigger (pretrigger) is enab led. When the buffers are full for each channel, the PC uploads this
data.

Data is transferred from the tracker memory directly via the PC [SA bus,

allow ing data to be transferred at rates of up to 100kbit/s .
4. 2.2.3 SYSTEM CONTROL

The system has shared control of the tracking system , and in data capture mode the
system itself control s the data capture and timing processes. When the required
number of pulses has arrived the system indicates the presence of new data to the PC
using an interrupt. The PC then takes contro l and downloads the times and channel
numbers. It then checks if first and last arrival times are possibl e. This relies on the
user programming the largest spacing between receivers (usually the diagonal). If the
time difference is too great this indicates the system has not detected the same pul se
on all the channels. This could indicate that the end of the previous pulse may have
been detected, that noise is interfering with the triggering, or that there is more than
one pulse in the water. In this case the PC wipes the first pulse from memory and
instructs the system to continue capturing. This is repeated until a valid pu lse occurs.
At this stage the PC down loads the memory, and processes the data. As the capture
stops whenever the correct number of pulses occurs, the system cannot rely on the
pre-trigger if a fal se click has occurred. If this bappens more than one time the system
resets and start collecting anew.
4. 2.2.4 DATA LOGGING

Data is stored in binary format, which when full data sets are stored amowlts to
approximately 150 kilobits per click. Memory is stored initially to RAM and then to
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hard disk when approved. If correlation is performed in software this quantity of data
is vastly reduced, since onl y the time differences and the collection time need to be
stored.

4.2.2.5 DISPLAY
The data capture system display is very efficie nt. Si nce there is little to be displayed,
on ly status and the control parameters are permanently on the screen, together with
the control buttons. The software contains a display option allowing a user-defined
number of points to be viewed on screen.

Status

Label3
Label1

Stop

Gel Counter

counter

0340

chnurn1
cl'lnum2
chnum3
chnum4

Get ch numbers
dnld1
dnld2
dnld3
dnld4

I
I

Dnload times

memory status

download memory data

10

l]

I

Save

datapoints
FIGURE

4.2-11

BASI C DATA CA PTUR E SOFTWA R E SHOWING ONLY STA T US I NFORM AT I ON

The user can also display the position of the ping with respect to the array in the xy,
xz co-ord inate system when the tracking algorithms are used in real time. Figure 4.2II shows the basic data capture system software display that enables the user to
capture and down loading of data but without displaying the data itself

Figure 4.2-12 shows the more elaborate software that incorporates di splays for the
raw data and the window control algorithms, as well as the tracking algorithms.
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FIG URE 4.2-12 F ULL TRAC Kl NG SOFTWARE.

For pure demonstration of the system functionali ty and display of individual points it
was considered sufficient to plot the positions of pings in two dimensions using
MatLab. In this case a reference can be included showing the true position of the
source and hyperbola can be shown indicating the possible positions for each time
difference. In thi s case the output will be as in Figure 4.2-13
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FIGURE 4.2-13 SPATIAL PLOT OF AN AREA WITH RECEIVERS (RED RINGS), ACTUAL
POSITION (GREEN RING) AND THE PREDICTED POSITION (BLUE CROSS)

4.2.2.6 ALGORITHMS

Three of the algorithms discussed in Chapter 2 and simulated in Chapter 3 are
implemented for this system. Choice of algorithm depends on the array configuration
In

use.

4.2.3 LIMITATIONS
The development of these systems has occurred over a period of eight years and has
been an evolutionary process. The initial data capture system described in section
4. 1. 1 was developed under considerable time pressure in parallel with the processing
algorithms. This led to the system not being optimum for the situation. When time
pressure reduced, the system was reviewed and its faults were highlighted. The
principal faults were the limitation in bandwidth and hence in tracking accuracy. The
work situation for this technology was extremely harsh and the streamer solution
showed weaknesses when the trawl entangled. Annoured cables were introduced, but
cable stretching resulted in frequent faults.

Noise from the trawl itself often caused fal se triggering and this was near impossibl e
to eliminate. As a result very few results exist from this system, partly due to lack of
cetaceans (thirteen weeks of sea time resulted in less than two hours of data).
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The second system was designed chiefly to prove the algorithms . It relies on accurate
positioning of the receivers and the array being reasonably near the Pc. It is primarily
designed as a prototype, not for production. The tracking system suffers from noise
problems due to poor layout. This in turn reduces the effect of a high sample rate
again reducing the accuracy. Professional production of a second generation of this
system wi ll increase the accuracy of the results. Further development of the system
control and filters to reduce the amount of false information is possible without major
hardware changes.

Time restrictions have limited the amount of water testing this system has received,
however bench tests and tank tests show its capability, and data collection using other
data capture systems helps to show its potential.

4.3 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Various other considerations need to be taken in the production of a working system,
all of which is not documented here. Some of the more important ones are as follows:

4.3.1 CALIBRATION
As mentioned in section 4.2.1 the implementation of the low-accuracy system
included a dynamic array. This consisted of two streamers made to fly side by side,
with a single hydrophone slightly above one of the streamers. These streamers were
made to be stab le in non-turbulent water flow conditions; however, a small amount of
movement was expected. As simu lations showed, a small movement in the receivers
of such a system can result in significant changes in the ca lculated position of the
source. It is therefore necessary to measure the locations of the hydrophones and
continue doing this throughout tracking operations. Algorithms were developed to
calcu late these positions using a low powered acoustic source enclosed in each
streamer.

Click generation hardware: To provide a means of ca libration, a click generator /
pinger is placed in each streamer. Each time these are activated in tum, a simulated
dolphin click is generated at 40 kHz that shou ld be detected by a ll five hydrophones.
Since the position of the source is known in relation to one of the transducers (the
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pinger is within 5cm), the exact time of transmission is known and by taking the time
of arriva l at the other four hydrophones, the distance from the source to each
hydrophone can be calculated. This cycle repeats for each of the streamers, and so the
ranges shown in Figure 4.3-1 are known. From this information the angles between
the hydrophones can be calculated, allowing the co-ordinates of each hydrophone
relative to the others to be calculated. The control of the pingers (when to generate a
ping, and for how long) is taken by a PAL in the main pressure housing. This also
transmits similar information to the surface via a sixth channel , allowing the PC to
accurately calculate the time of fli ght to each hydrophone.

As Figure 4.3-1 shows, by activating each individual pinger at a known time,
di stances between each bydropbone and the pingers can be determined. As these
pingers are fixed relative to at least one hydrophone, the distance between the
hydrophones can be calculated using trigonometry.
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FIGURE 4.3-1 CALCULATION OF DISTANCES BETW EEN HYDROPHONES

From these distances the exact co-ordinates of each hydrophone can be calcu lated as
follow s:
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FIGURE

4.3-2 TH E NON-PARALLEL CASE.

e, , 101, can be determined by the cos ine rule.
Assuming a non-parallel case, shown in Fig ure 4.3-2, and taking the coordinates of
hydrophone I as the reference datum, we have:

lOll

= e,

- 90

L = ccosel

M=Cs inel
101,

= 1012 -(90- lOll )

N = Bcose,
0= Bsine,

Again 8,, 1016 and 101, can be found using the cosine rule.

~'
Q~
p
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,
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R
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From this:
p = / cos( ISO - B, )

R = TcosB,

Q = / sin(l80 - B,)
S

= H cos( ISO -

B, )

T = H sin(ISO - B, )
U

= T sinB,

From all thi s information, each hydrophone can be located in x, y, and z.

Hl =(O, 0, 0)

H2=(-A,0,0) H3=(M, L, 0) H4=(-N, 0 , 0) H5=(S, R, U)

4.3.2 TRANSMISSION AND PRE-DISTORTION
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In the situation described in Chapter 5 (CETASEL), the transmission link provided the

major limitations of the low accuracy system and so had be used as efficientl y as
possible. The 2km coaxial cable atten uated any high frequency signals passed along
it. It was tested during sea trial I and found to attenuate signals strongly above
100kHz. A max imum transmi ssion frequency of 100kHz was therefore adopted. Even
in this frequency range it was found necessary to add pre-distortion at the upper end
of the range, as shown in Figure 4.3-4. This illustrates that the signa ls are preemphasised to the opposite of the cable attenuation, providing a flat response at the
surface. The disadvantage is that noise can also be amp lified.

Six channe ls of timing information are passed up the cable, five carry timing
information whi ch has to be sent at as high a frequency as possible to reduce timing
errors. There is a lso one channel of audio information limited to a band of 4 - 25kHz
containing information about trawl no ise, cetacean whistles and the low freq uency
element of cli cks including their envelopes. These signals are sent directly up the
cable with the six channels of timing data being amplitude modulated at 10kHz
spacings below 100 kHz. Figure 4.3-5 shows an FFT showing the six channe ls of
data and aud io signals
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FIGURE 4.3-5 SPECTRUM OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM I N USE AT SEA

Two modulation methods were tried, one with 90% and the other with 100%
modulation. To decrease the random delay during demodulation a Phase Lock Loop
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(PLL) circu it was designed. This relies on a local osci llator keeping in phase with the
transmitter. With 100% modulation the receiver osci llator has to search continuous ly
for the correct frequency . Thi s is done with a ramp-like search over a user-specified
range. When a signal arrives, the time for the local osci llator to lock is dependent on
where in the search the system is. This error is unpredictable and leads to large timing
errors (measured to be up to 16ms). Us ing 90% modulation a residue signal is always
present, keeping the PLL demodulators continuously locked, removing these errors.

The simplest method of generating the modulation frequencies required for this
operation is to generate a look-up table with each of the five frequencies. This table is
continuously sent to a DAC and is amplified whenever a signal is received from the
associated click circuit. The transmi ssion system is shown in Figure 4.3-6.
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FIGURE 4.3-6 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TRANSMISSION SECTION

Space considerations, and the number of channels involved, meant that the only way
to implement the system was to use surface mount technology. This reduced the size
of the circuitry from about five circuit board disks to three, allowing the wbo le system
to be built into a proven Sirnrad Netsonde pressure housing. The risk of water ingress
was thereby reduced and also made tbe unit a practical size for deployment.
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4.3.3 DIVER AND PINGER TRACKlNG
The system is optimised to track echo- locating cetaceans. The nature of both the
systems is such that they can track any impulse or click. If a diver were to carry a
pinger, producing an echo location type click, there is no reason the diver cannot be
tracked in the same way as the cetacean. Thi s cou ld be parti cul arly usefu l for
monitoring divers from the surface, or indeed for monitoring the progress of an
ROV/AUV. If the detection filter characteristics can be changed the system can be
made to di stinguish between sources so that a number of divers or veh icles could be
tracked simultaneously. The design of the high accuracy correlating system has taken
these potential uses into account and has a software adjustab le filter on the trigger
mechanism. This allows the user to track pingers of differing frequencies. The system
is designed to take pingers with frequencies of 30 to 140 kHz at 10kHz steps, i.e.IO
pingers. This could be improved with sharper fi lters or if pul ses were coded.

4.3.4 HIGH-NOISE SITUATIONS
I f noi se becomes a limiting factor, for examp le if the range to the dolphin / diver is
large, it is possible to increase the SNR using signal processing techniques. Matched
filtering allows a significant SNR improvement. It is not suited to the click-tracking
situation. However if the cetacean is producing voca lisations, it may be poss ibl e to
track these also. Matched filtering relies on a frequency change with time. Typical
dolphin whistles provide thi s pattern. If the first section of the whistle is captured by
the system, it should be possible to use these techniques to improve the accuracy. It is
however dependant on the initial signa l be ing detectable by at least one channel. This
method is even better suited to the diver case where the frequency pattern of a
particular pinger will be known. In this case the trigger filter will need to be a realtime correlator, correlating the input with the expected signal. In this way signals
cou ld be recovered from within the noise. Pulse Compression techniques could also
be emp loyed to improve the SNR. It must be noted that there is a trade-off with this
technique . The signal to noise gain is proportional to the time-bandwidth product, so
if short pulses are used, as is the case in the high-speed system. The signa l to noise
gain is limited. If the signal is made longer the correlations also become longer and it
takes longer to process the data.
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Chapter 5
CASE STUDIES
This chapter considers three practical systems as case studies and describes their
specification, development and implementation.

It also presents some results

obtained with each system.

5.1 PROJECT CETASEL: BY-CATCH REDUCTION OF
SMALL CETACEANS IN PELAGIC TRAWLS.
The by-catch of marine mammals, particularly cetaceans, occurs to varying degrees
in a number of commercial fisheries. The extent of the problem in gill-net fisheries
is well known [I J but the by-catch of cetaceans in pelagic trawls has only recently
attracted serious attention [2 , 3J.

The species shown to be at greatest risk from

pelagic traw ls in North-East Atlantic waters are the common dolphin (De/phinus

de/phis), Atlantic white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus oculus), and the whitebeaked dolphin (Logenorhynchus albiroslris) [4].

A study project funded by the European Commi ssion (A LR ill CT 94-2423) ca lled

CETA -SEL (Cetacean Selectivity) was tasked to investigate the by-catch problem
and possible mitigation methods by technical means. Pelagic trawl s operated near
the co ntinental shelf-break may be deployed at depths in excess of lOOm and at a
distance exceeding 800 m behind the vessel.

In this environment cetacean

interactions with these moving nets are particularly difficult to study. Methods used
to gather information include: the use of observers watching for surfacings in
daylight, a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) equipped with scanning sonar a nd lowlight TV cameras, and passive acoustic methods involving individual hydrophones
or arrays of hydrophones.

in this project, study and analysis of cetacean behaviour around fishin g gear has only
been possible for two captive species, the harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoeno)
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and the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus).

For tests with wild cetaceans

around fishing gear it is important that the study method has no influence on the
animals' behaviour.

Data capture systems must therefore be passive and non-

intrusive, restricting the use of lights and most standard active sonar equipment.

The overall objectives of the project are to analyse the cetaceans' interaction with the
pelagic trawl, to analyse the behaviour and to then attempt to influence the behaviour
such that the cetaceans are less likely to be caught.

Jt is first necessary to understand both the advantages and the limitations of any
underwater acoustic observation method. Acoustic detection and ranging method s
can work at night and in sea-state conditions when observers have very limited
visibility. Acoustic ranging can be significantly more accurate than simple visual
estimates of distance. lnfonnation about the depth of the voca lising animal is also
valuable as thi s can indicate the depth of preferred prey and hence the increased
probability of a trawl interaction when tllis is operating at the same depth. As it is
desirab le that the ship's personnel on watch are aware of the presence of cetaceans
within the study area both ahead and surrounding the vessel, the early detection of
their voca lisations can be of great value. If a cetacean's track appears to converge
with the vessel then all the infonnation, before, during and immediately after a
possible interaction, must be recorded for later analysis . Automatic data logging of
technical parameters relating to the ship, the gear and the water environment is
essential. If the vessel interacts with the same animal or pod on a later occasion, it
may be possible to recognise this from a combination of visual and acoustic cues [5].

Photo-ID studies are not nonnally practical from a fi shing boat, although the value
of photographic or video material during an encounter may be considerable. The
identification of the species and occasionally the recognition of gross marking on
individuals may be useful. Nonnal surface observations can show an approximate
range of an animal from the ship and may show a change in direction. Acoustic
means allow a higher accuracy in the calculated range of an animal from the trawl
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and will indicate the rate of approach.

Changes in behaviour may be more

noticeable when the animal is attracted to the trawl using this method. From studies
of cetaceans both in captivity and in the wild on the sounds they make as they
behave in particular ways and from an understanding of basic cetacean sonar, it is
often poss ible to predict if a cetacean is foraging, fighting, or merely 'observing' an
object. It is also possible to detect the range of the cetacean from its target. All thi s
analysis can be carried out on data from a single hydrophone. With data from
multiple hydrophones, not only can the previous analysis techniques be used, but
also the direction to the cetaceans can be determined. With three hydrophones a
position can be plotted in two dimensions and with four hydrophones, positions in
the third dimension can be achieved.

5.1.1 THE SYSTEM
The system deve loped for this application is that described in section 4.2.1

The

major limitations of this system are set by the environmental conditions. The pelagic
trawl has an approximately conica l shape (Figures 5.1- 1); unlike the twodimensional static nets, it cannot be traced using a two-d imensional tracking system
placed on the sea-bed. Tbe first developments on tbe system for pelagic trawls were
to make the system capable of position fixing in three-dimensional space.

Thi s

involved using a fourtb bydropbone in the array displaced in the third dimension.
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FIGURE 5.1-1 PELAGIC TRAWL

The proposed solution for this problem was to use a tetrahedron with one of the four
hydrophones at each apex. It was proposed to connect this to a Remotely Operated
Yehicle (RaY), which could be flo wn at a fixed distance fro m the net at the same
time as filming using low light cameras. Thi s allowed the system to be deployed on
or near the net with fibre-optic links to the towing ship, where the data could be
processed with no power or space restrictions.
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FIGURE 5.1-2 TOWED ROV

FIGURE 5. 1-3 FRY TRIDENS USED FOR THE TRJALS OFTHE TRACKJNG SYSTEM

Sea trials in March 1995 included tests to ascertain the self-noise of the ROY, shown
in Figure 5.1-2, with a view of ensuring that a system in the proximity of the ROV
could achieve the sensiti vity needed . Unfortunately, it was found that the noi se
emanating from the hydraulic pumps on the ROY was great enough to engulf
biological signals when the bydrophones were nearby. This meant such a system
would be able to function only if spatially separated from the vehicle. Removing the
tetrahedron array from tbe vehicle presented its own problems. The only way this
could be done would be to tow the array behind the vehicle. This presented stability
and practical problems, such as rotation and deployment. Removing the array from
the ROY totally was the obvious answer, but this gave a major disadvantage in that
the reinforced fibre-optic cable then became unavailable and the shi p was not
equipped for an extra fibre directly connected to the net.
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At present, electronic equipment on commercial fi shing nets is connected to the ship
in one of two methods, acousticall y or via a reinforced coaxia l cable. The trial 's
ship F.R.V. Tridens (Figure 5.1-3) uses both methods. On the trawl it has a vertical
echo sounder, Simrad Netsonde, to measure the height of the net above the sea-bed.
Thi s sends information to the ship via a co-axial cab le (Netsonde cab le); for
example, when the doors are being adjusted it has a form of a horizontal echosounder (Scanmar) , to measure the distance between them. The information from
this equipment is transmitted acousticall y to a hull-mounted hydrophone.

The tracking algorithm needs to achieve a high accuracy in the timing data captured
by the four hydrophones of the array. In using a fibre-optic link, it was poss ible to
achieve bit rates in excess of 120 Mbps and to transmit many different channels at
once using FM techniques. The water attenuates signals transmitted acoustically
from the net to the ship (a distance of up to 1000m), and this attenuation is frequency
dependent. To achieve the distance, low freq uencies would have to be used and this
would severely limit the accuracy of any system relying on time difference
measurements rather than phase difference measurements.

The co-axia l cable

provides a compromise between the two systems, because it can comfortably achieve
frequencies into the 100 kHz region on a cable of the required length (2km).
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FIGURE 5 ,1-4 SYSTEM ACCURACY WITH RECEI VER SEPERATION

The F.R.V . Tridens can fish at speeds of approximately I - 8 knots in weather
conditions as high as sea-state 8. To deploy a rigid frame on the top of the trawl net
and expect it to be hydrodynamicall y stab le in all conditions and speeds is
unrealistic.

It was decided tbat the system would have to be made physically

flexible and streamlined to allow for tbese varying conditions.

Military and hydrographical survey vessels have long used streamers to give a
stable, flexible system for the deployment of hydrophones. If streamers could be
used it wou ld provide a stable proven system for the development of the arrays. The
main limitation of a streamer (here with two bydrophones) is that the positional error
increases exponentia lly as the bydrophone separation is decreased, as shown in
Figure S.I-4. The streamers designed for this project are shown in Figure 5.1-5;
these are specified to at least four times the maximum water depth to be used .
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FIGURE 5.1-5 UNDERWATER HOUSING ASSEMBLIES
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Suc h a system could be deployed on the pelagic trawl net and infonnation sent to the
surface via the Netsonde cable. Pclagic trawl nets are vast in compari son to the
a rray size and the side of the net presents a virtually flat surface to the array. There
is therefore a problem of how to get the fourth hydrophone out of the plane of the
other three hydrophones to provide three-dimensional tracking.

To run a cab le

around the net to the bottom side (footrope) SOm away wou ld require over lOOm of
cable, which would be impracticable for the fo llowing reasons:

Deployment: The cables may be severely st retch ed as the net takes shape once in the
water, as shown in Figure 5.1-6.

/

F IGURE

5.1-6

TRAWL DEPLOYMENT wlnl STREAM EllS

System accuracy : The net shape is by no means fixed, and changes particul arly on
deployment and with speed; any changes in inter-hydrophone distances result

111

large errors in th e positions calculated by the a lgorithm .

Non-detecti on of the dolph in signals: The dolphin transmits its echo locati on clicks
in a re latively narrow beam so a large inter-hydrophone distance of up to SOm would
make it unlikely that anyone click would be detected by all four hydro phones.

Another more practical solution is to bring the fourth hydrophone down into the
plane of the other three. This results in a pe rmanent dual solution, as shown in
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Figure 5. 1-7. However, inter-hydrophone distances can be fixed , thereby reducing
errors. To remove this duality a fifth hydrophone can be placed slight ly out of the
plane, for example further up the Netsonde cab le. This fifth hydrophone need not be
fixed in relation to the other four, but it can be used to remove the anomalous
position fix.
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FIGURE 5.1-7 HYDROPHONE POSITIONS ON TRA WL

In summary, the system contains two streamers, each with two hydrophones

separated by 3m (the distance of optimum definition that should allow the cetacean
sonar beam to ensonify all four hydrophones), and a fifth hydrophone out of the
plane of the other four, approximately 2m higher than the streamers. The system can
be deployed at fixed points on the net and it has fixed spacings between the
hydrophones

In

each streamer; however, the inter-streamer distance may change

with speed. As it is not always possible to have the ROY in the water, a methodwas
needed of accurately measuring the distance between the streamers. This can be
done using a pinger in each streamer, which emits a signal that is detected on all four
hydrophones. The signal needs to be similar to a dolphin click to ensure that it
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passes through the circuitry. Since the position of the pinger will be fixed in relation
to two of the hydrophones, the exact time of transmission can be determined, and the
time of arriva l at the other streamer and on the fifth hydrophone will allow the
determination of the precise positions of all the hydrophones relative to each other.

It is usually possible to detect a dolphin 's presence long before any clicks are
detected by li stening to its lower frequency (5-24kHz) whistles. These tend to travel
farther and are easier to distingui sh from gear noise (of the net). It is important that
the fmal system would be able to detect these signals. This could be done using the
single hydrophone, which is away from the net in less disturbed waters.
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5.1-8 CETASEL SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT OF UNDERWATER Sl'STEM

The system has to be deployed by fishermen on virtuall y standard nets.

11 is

important not to make the equipment too cumbersome or difficult to dep loy. The
housings presently used on many nets are Simrad Netsonde housings. These are
cylindrical pressure housings, which are fixed inside fibreglass casings for ease of
attachment to the net, as shown in Figure 5. 1-9
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FIG URE 5.1-9 NETSONI)E HOUS I NG

These housi ngs contain both a power pack and a space for the circuitry, which
although restricted, should be enough if surface mount technology were to be used.
The ci rcuitry used for tbe system is described in the previous chapter.

5.1.1.2 PO WER S UPPL Y UNIT
The initial circuit, streamers and the line driver were a ll powered via a battery pack
consisting of eight D-cells. Thi s gave a total of 12 volts with a nom inal life of 18
am pere-hours. T he system was quite current-greedy, in particular the transmi ssion
ci.rcuits, which used bipolar technology.

In total, the circuit took just over 1.5A.

Although the battery life was made as long as possible by using alkaline cells, it was
restricted by tbe fact that many chips shut down at low voltages.

By using a

switched-mode supply the voltage was held high until the battery voltage tota ll y
coll apsed. This was health ier for the circui t and made opt imum use of the cells, but
thi s method of voltage generation tended to induce noise into the circuits, especia ll y
at low battery voltages. To shield the noise from the sensitive amplifi er stages of the
circuit, the power suppl y circuit was made in such a format that it could fit into the
narrow spaces between the cells in the battery section of the pressure housing, wh ich
was mechanicall y iso lated from the ma in circuit housin g. During the initial tests of
this system in Sea Trial 2 the inconvenience of rep lac ing batteries every 4-6 hours
made it clear that a system to power the equipment down the cable was needed.
Throughout the whole trial the noise generated by the switched-mode power s upplies
was apparent in the audio spectrum, at ti mes swamping the vocal isations received .
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A new system was designed for Sea Trial 3. Thi s system was powered at 60V DC
from the ship. With the use of transformers at either end of the coaxial cab le, th e
signal perturbation s were integrated onto the DC, such that the unit could be
powered from the surface, yet signals could still be transmitted simultaneously. A
hi gh DC voltage was chosen to reduce the current passin g through the cable, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the transfer. In the place of the battery pod, the wel-end
transfonner and step-down switched-mode circui try were inserted. Using regulators,
positive and negative 5V supplies were created.

The high power requirement of

these componenls during start-up increased the potential across the coax ial cable to a
point where the voltage on tbe circuit was too small to start the switched-mode
circuits (55V). A starter therefore bad to be built into the system to give an initial
injection of higher potential until the system started; thi s bad to be reduced again
quickly when the system started, othelwise tbe circuit would be destroyed by
following chain of events.

As the system started, the power requirement fell , along with tbe current, the
potential across the cable fell from 55V to BV. The voltage across the initia l circuit
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rose from 5V to 62V (assuming 70V start-up potential). The limit of the first stage
supply was 60V and so the start-up potential bad to be swiftly reduced.

This

method of powering provided a more convenient system and reduced the tonal noise.
It also allowed continuous use for days at a time during the sea trial s.

5.1.1.3

Low FREQUENCY DETECTOR

The audio part of the spectrum provides useful information about the type of animal,
as well as background noise from other sources, i.e. the Netsonde unit, the ROV
when deployed or the net gear noise.

Since we only hear this channel of

information, it is important that it is 'clean ' and includes as much information as
possible. For these reasons the circuit contains a click detector whose output is
mixed with the original signal after filtering to remove ship noise and high
frequencies, therefore providing a combined audio/click chalUlel.

Thi s circuit

receives its signal from the fifth channel, which is displaced from the net and
Netsonde unit, both potentially annoying sources of acoustic noi se.

The circuit was adapted from an earlier version used as a stand-alone system to be
used in the same pod but utilising the pod 's own hydrophones, allowing a li stening
facility on the net. This circuit could also be used with the fifth hydrophone on its
own to provide a very good, sensitive li stening system.

When combined, all these

component parts made up the final system, which is shown as a block diagram in
Figure 5.1-1 I.
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FIGURE 5.1-11 COMPLETE UN DE RWATER TRACKI NG SYSTEM

The system was tested both in the laboratory and on six occasions at sea in various
states of completion. Very few dolphins were sighted, and those that were did not
always approach when the equipment was operational. Some clicks were recorded,
but the timing accuracy achievable was not hig h enough to produce unique solutions
at the ranges required. In tbese cases a vector was displayed, indicating bearing
onl y.

When combined witb the range infonnati on from the system described in

section 5.2, cetacean positions could be localised. Various setbacks during the

CETASEL proj ect led to the full system only being fully available during tbe fin al
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trial, when the selF-ca libration section of the system failed.

In case of thi s unit

failing again a second s imple 'fa ll-back ' mode was added to the system to provide a
very coa rse vector to the sound source, and th is required minimal ca libration data.

During the April 1997 trial , impu lsive sounds were detected from the trawl. These
emanated From various places on the trawl itse lf, i.e. the footrope, headrope or
bindings (Figures 5. 1-12, 5. 1-13) and From the Netsonde unit (Figure 5. 1- 14).
During thi s tria l there were no occasions when an echo-locating cetacean was within
range of the functional tracking system . Post-analysi s of the data from the October
1996 trial , using low-accuracy calibration, showed some data on a malfunctionin g
hydrophone channel , which has made anal ys is di m cul! (Figure 5.1 -15).
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5.2 A SlMPLE MEANS OF DETECTlNG CETACEAN
PRESENCE AND RANGE
In the early stages of the CETASEL project it was necessary to have a simpl e system
to detect the presence of vocalising cetaceans in the area when a trawl was deployed.
A single hydrophone was connected to the trawl and its output was fed to a passband filter with a pass band in the vocalising range of most cetaceans (2-25kHz) .
Using this method, the whistle-like voca li sations can be clearly heard from a
considerable distance, typically hundreds of metres. Using a spectrogram program,
the voca li sations can be viewed as a function of rime. It became obvious that a large
proportion of the time that cetaceans were in the area a reverberation could be
observed, often multiple reverberations. Assuming observers were able to
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occasiona ll y pinpoint the cetaceans, it was considered possible to find a range to the
cetacean using the reverberation method described in section 2.5. I.

Since the

technology did not exist to extract the reverberations automatically in rea l time, the
data was post-processed and ranges placed on charts. Together with visual
observations and information regarding the velocity of the cetacean, it was in some
cases poss ible to piece together tracks of passing cetaceans and to observe how close
they passed the trawl. Severa l papers by the author and colleagues describe tracking
by this method [7-9] . These papers are included in full as Appendix C.

5.3

DIRECT DIVER / CETACEAN TRACKING:
HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEM OF TRACKING CETACEANS
ORPINGERS

Thi s test was performed to show that passive tracking works practically, and to
provide data to compare with simulations. This aim is ach ieved via three objective,
as follow s:

1. To show that the system's signal processing techniques function correctly, and to
show any weaknesses.
2. To show that the timing data collected in a tightly controlled situation can be
used to generate positions, to verity those positions using spherical positioning
techniques, and to demonstrate a physical measurement system.
3. To verity the flat array algorithms presented in Chapter 3, comparing the result
with the simulations shown in that chapter.

A test was devised to allow these three objectives to be achieved . A controlled test
was initiated to allow the technical limitations of the system described in section 5.1
to be reduced. Once the algorithms and base technology were proven it would be
more realistic to invest time and funds in the system to allow a more diverse use at
sea. Due to time limitations the testing was scaled down to a minimum. To provide
the controlled situation necessary, the Loughborough tank was utilised; this tank,
measuring 9x5x2m, is a little small to provide long-range data to fully prove the
method but was considered sufficient for controlled testing. The major limitation of
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this tank is depth, which made it extremely difficult to perform experiments at
anything other than mid-water, thus limiting the test to two-dimensions .

By

sampling the whole signal, triggered by the electrical signa l to the source, and using
MatLab, it is possible to use spherical tTacking to find the exact position of the
source and then use passive tracking to verify the algorithms. These limitations were
considered acceptable under the circumstances.

F IGURE 5.3-1 TEST ARRANGEMENT.

5.3.1 METHODOLOGY
The experimental set-up comprised a fix ed array at one end of the tank, as shown in
Figure 5.3- J, and a source attached at the same depth 10 a mo veable gantry at the
other end. The source could be moved in both the x and y axes in front of the array.
III this way the angle of the source to the array was changed and a number of angles
were covered. At each position the source was made to ping and the incoming data
was recorded USillg a data capture system (Tektronix 420). The data was processed
in a near-identical fashion to that performed in the previously described data capture
system (section 4.1.2) but using MatLab .
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The output is displayed as a spatial figure showing the spherical tracking pos iti on
(taken to be a reference), wh ich is detected by using the trigger pulse of the source
and the arrival times on receiver I and 2. The predicted position using the specificd
algorithm with the time differences between the recci ved pulses. To demonstrate
how the algorithms perf0n11 and how accurate they are, the time di ffercnces are
shown as three or more hyperbolae. Idea lly these should all cross at a s ingle point,
but beca use of timing inaccuracies Ihey may nOI inlersect ideally.

Figure 5.3-2

shows an example of a spatial plot of hyperbolae.
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FIGURE 5.3-2 SPATIAL I'LOT OF A CALCULATED LOCATION, WITH BOTH SPHERI CAL AND
HYPERBOLI C POSITIONS, AND HYPERBO LAE WITH ID EAL TIMINGS (DASHED) AND R EAL
(SOLID) FOR EACH IfYDROPHON E PAIR. THE RELEVANT C ROSS-OVER POINTS ARE
MARKED I N HIE INSERT I N BOLD

Data will be displayed for each of twelve recorded points, showi ng the timing errors
for each point and how this affects the hyperbolae. To allow a comparison of the
correlation and amplitude methods described in sections 4. 1.1 and 4.1.2, plots are
shown for hyperbolae of timings with both methods. For each algorithm a spatial
plot shows the reference positions relative to the receiver array, togcther with the
predicted positions. The difference between these positions will be plotted to show
any error trends.
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Each of the three relevant algorithms was applied to these data points and the results
are plotted as crosses. In all cases the sing le va lue decomposition (SV D a lgorithm
6) and straight inversion techniques (Algorithm 5) have given identical solutions.
Th is is to be ex pected as the SVD so lution on ly differs in singularity cases.
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F IGU RE 5.3-4 HVP ERIlO LAE FOR HIE DATA OF T HE POI NT PR ESENTE D IN FIGU RE 5.3-3 (PO INT I)
DOTTED LI NES INDI CATES Ill EAL TIMI NGS (wm·1 20MHz SAMPLING) AND THE AREAS IN T HE INSERT
DEPI CT HIE INTERSECT IO N AREA. THE DIFFER EN T C ROSSES REPRESENT THE ALGO RI THMS DESC RJIlED
EARLIER WITH OIREC T (ALGOR ITHM 2), SVD(ALGORITHM 6) AND JNVERTED(ALGO RIHIM 5)
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As the source draws closer to a receiver pa ir ax is or onhogonal, it can be observed
that relatively sma ll errors in the tim ings of the sensit ive axes (in the case of Fi gure
5.3-5, t24) can result in large range differences in the crossing points of the loci. The
effect of this is to spread the soluti ons a long the bearing of the rea l sol ution.
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FIG URE 5.3-5 HYPERBOLAE FOR T HE DAT A OF POtNT 2

Tm: DIFFE RENT CROSSES REPR ESENT TH E A L GORI T HMS DESCRIB ED EA RLI ER WI T H
D I RECT (ALGORITHM 2), SVD(ALGORITHM

6) AN D INVERT ED(ALGORITHM 5)

As the range inc reases it can be ex pected that the hyperbolae become straighter and
may run near paralle l, in thi s case small timing erro rs can give large range errors as
seen in Figure 5.3-6 where errors are as large as 14m. Conversely, as the so urce
moves closer to the array the intersecti on angles become greater and the accurac y
Improves.
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2D Hyperbolae for real tim!n9s
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FIGURE 5.3-6 HYPERBOLA E FOR THE DATA OF POI NT 3
THE DIFFERENT CROSSES REPRESENTTlfE ALGORITlfMS DESCRIBED EARLIER WITH
DIR ECT (ALGORITHM 2), SVD(ALGORITHM 6) AND INVERTEO(ALGORITlIM 5)

As the array is symmetrical it can be ass umed that the sensitivity pattern will be
repeated in the four quadrants around the zero point. In the case of Figure 5.3-7 a
smal l error has caused the hyperbola for tl 3 to be the max imum for the receiver pair.
A small error in position in this case wi ll accentuate errors ill this zone.
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2D Hyperbolae for reallimings
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FIGURE 5.3-7 I:IVI'EROOLAE fOR TIlE DATA Of POINT 4
THE DIFFERENT CROSSES REPRESENT THE ALGOR ITHMS DESCRIBED EARLIER WITH
D IRECT (ALGORITHM 2), SVD(ALGORITlIM 6) AND INVERTED(ALGORITHM 5)

As the source nears the diagonal , the in vers ion method, which uses the t'4 diagonal
timing, begins to be sensiti ve to timing errors and in the case of Figure 5.3-8 this
pulls the estimated position towards the array. The bold red area in the insert shows
the area between the intersections of these three timing differences.

The direct

method does not use timing difference 1'4; the timing errors have a smaller effect and
tbe estimate of position is better.
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To show what bappens with range in the sens itive areas a point I m c loser to the
array and close to the orthogonal axis to timings h' 2 and h34 has been depicted in
Figure 5.3-9. Ln this case the crossing of the hyperbolae for tl3 and 124 are such that
timing elTors have little effect; however t, 2, 134 and t" are nearly parallel, and so
small errors in timing give a large positional error, in thi s case up to 14111.

20 HypemoIae lor reallimings
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FIGURE 5.3-10 HYPERBOLA E FOR HIE DATA OF l'OINT I!. THE DIFF ERENT CROSSES
REI'RESENT TilE ALGORITHMS DESCR IB ED EARLrE R WITH DIRECT (ALGOR ITHM 2),
SVD(ALGORITII M 6) AND I NV E RTED(ALGORITIlM 5)

Figures 5.3- 10 and 5.3- 1 I show sources even nearer to the array and almost on the
diagonals. In these cases positional errors woul d be expected to be present due to the
source being near orthogonal to t,4, however in thi s case the source is so near the
alTay that errors have less effect.
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The errors of the hyperbolae, especia ll y oft24 and t34, can be seen to have the greatest
effect normal to the receiver axis. Thi s corresponds to the pattern shown in the
simulations perfonned in Chapter 3. The bearing to the source is, however, virtually
unaffected. Taking tbe receiver pairs with best results, t12, and tl3, and measuring the
range fTOm tbe cross point to tbe actual pos ition, a fi gure can be plotted showing
how range error changes witb pos ition relative to the array (Figure 5.3-1 2. It can be
observed that as the source moves towards the diagonal, the error increases.

Positions calculated with Spherical positioning (reference) and Hyperbolic positioning
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FIGURE 5.3- 13(A) EST IMATED POSITIONS OF ALL DATA PO INTS FROM MANUAL
MEASUREMENTS (YELLOW CIRCLE), S PH ERI CAL (GR EEN CIRCLE), AND HYPERBOLI C
US ING SVD(6)/ INVERSIO N(5) ALGORIT HMS (RED CROSS) AND D IRECT(2) MET HOD
(BLUE CROSS) AMPLITUDE M ETHOD

Collating tbe results of all the test points a plot can be created depicting the poi nts
calculated usin g spherical and hyperbo lic al goritbms.

In addition, the reference

point measured by hand is included in yellow. To see the difference in timing
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extraction algorithm Figure 5.3- 13(A) shows the positions calculated using the initial
amplitude calculations. Figure 5.3- 13(8) shows the calculations using the correlated
timings.

Positions calculated with Spherical positioning (reference) and Hyperbolic positioning
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FIGURE S.3-13(B) ESTIMATED POSITIONS OF ALL DATA POI NTS FROM MANUAL
MEASUREMENTS (YELLOW CIRCLE), S I' 11 ERI CAL (GREEN CIR CLE), AN D HYI' ERBOLl C
US ING SVD(6)/ I NVE RSION(S) ALGORITI1 MS (REO CROSS) AND DIRECT METHOD(2)
(BLUE CROSS). CORRELATION METHOD

Figure 5.3- I 3(A) shows resu lts of the am plitude detection method, the results are
reasonab le however the points at the orthogonal have greater error than Figure 5.313(8). In Figure 5.3-1 3(A) all tbe methods gave identical results in X and Y. Figure
5.3- I 3(8) is more consistent and although not all the points are as good as the
amplitude method, most points are close to the target.

Concentrating now on the correlation method, if the positional errors are plotted
versus the x range we get a picture of positional errors as a source crosses the face of
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the array. According to simulation results we s hould expect to see a 'W'-shaped error
pattern where the max ima are on the no nnal and orthogonal of each axis. In the case
of Figure 5.3- 14 we see a sharp peak at the orthogona l of t' 2 and possibly a sli ght
rise towards the diagonals.
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FIGURE 5.3-14 ERRORS OF THE PREDICTE D AND REFERENCE POINTS US ING
ALGORITIfM DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4.2.
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Figure5.3-15 shows a plot of the bearing error relative to the x -axis. It is clear that
the confi guration has few errors of this sort.
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FIGUIlE 5.3- 15 BEARING ERIlOIlS 01' PIl EDICTE D HYPERBOL IC PO INTS IlELATIVE TO
THE SPHEIl ICAL IIEI'EIl ENCE

The d.irect a lgorithm uses two sets of data in the same axis. If we now focus on
errors for each axis in use we can build up a picture of error cbanges as we move
along the x-axis. Figure 5.3-16 shows the error of each timing pair from the ideal.
This is presented as range error and is effectively the closest range of each of the
hyperboJae to the actual position.
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Figure 5.3-16 (A) shows that errors are in the vicinity of 0-5cm although a peak is
present at Im (probably a bad point). In plot (B) t13 shows errors in the region of 07cm; this time a peak is present when the source passes in line with the receiver pair.
Otherwise the results seem to describe a 'U' as could be expected as the source draws
nearer to the orthogonal axes. In plot (C) t14 shows a source moving diagonally to
line of the array. In this case the errors seem to increase towards the line of the
array, and there is again an unusual peak near zero in x.

A badly positioned

hydrophone (H4) may be part of the reason that this axis has higher error rates.

5.3.3 CONCLUSION
Although this test is not comprehensive it does show some interesting trends. As
expected it shows that the flat array method is sensitive to small timing errors,
particularly in line and orthogonal to each axis. These errors appear to increase with
range, although the data set is too small to show real trends. The test also shows that
the bearing to the source is very accurate. We can also say that the system achieves
general accuracies in bearing of within I degree and range accuracy of within 15cm
in most cases, although this can be considerably larger in 'sensitive' areas. The
experiment was interesting but by no means comprehensive. It appears that H4 may
have been badly positioned, by up to 6cm (3 cycles). It is also apparent that the high
noise level on H3 is unacceptable and limits the performance of the correlator. With
these signal-to-noise ratios, the correlation method has little advantage over the
amplitude method, but close examination of the signals at each stage of the
processing has shown that the potential advantage of using this method is high. The
amplitude method is potentially more vulnerable to lower quality data capture
systems than the correlation method.
The study has shown that particular algorithms are more suitable for particular
situations. A static array mounted on a vessel is ideally suited for the direct flat
algorithm(2), however if the array is not static or fixed the SVD(6) algorithm is
preferable. This algorithm seems more robust, and can deal with errors in
hydrophone position. Algorithm (1) for the tetrahedron array works well if the array
is static, but errors in hydrophone position can give large errors in position and! or
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dual solutions. The quantisation algoritlun(4) gives varying accuracy in position
mainly depending on quantisation size of the calibration, but it seems to give a good
bearing to the source.
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Chapter 6
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
This chapter does a comparative analysis of the results from the simulations in
Chapter 3 and the practical results shown in Chapter 5.

6.1 THEORY AND PRACTICE
The simulations of Chapter 3 were very much more comprehensive than could be
tested within the constraints of this project. Section 3.1 described the main factors
causing errors to be
i.

Environmental, variations due to change of the sound speed;

11.

Electronic, recognition and response time delays;

iii.

Residual timing errors, caused by phase shifts in electronics or random timings

IV.

Curvilinear acoustic ray paths;

v.

Image interference due to interference;

vi.

Baseline errors in initial calibration;

vii.

Multiplicative errors for speed of sound in slant-range measurements;

viii.

Square law errors from quadratic equations;

ix.

Transducer motion during reception.

The practical study was very limited by the environment, and it was not possible to
study the effects of the errors described in i, iv, and vii. Simulations concentrated on
the effect of unpredictably moving the receivers and the effect of errors in timing.
Most of the error factors above result in these effects to varying degrees. The results
of the simulations were varied with accuracies varying from the ludicrously small
hundreds of microns in the perfect case, to hundreds of metres in the cases where
reasonably large errors were added. The simulations showed trends of where the
algorithms were most sensitive, in general along the axis of the hydrophone pairs and
orthogonal. Errors in the diagonal were not observed in simulation, and these areas
need further study to see if this is real.
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In general the measured errors were larger than the simulated errors; however, the

practical set-up was not perfect.

The set-up was assumed perfect but certain

assumptions proved wrong.

It seems there was a baseline error in the positioning of receiver 4, which although

compensated for, introduced timing errors on the receiver pairs that included this
receiver.

Spherical spreading was used as the reference for position, but only from receivers 1
and 2. This led to errors in timings involving receivers 3 and 4 being unpredictable
and these timings causing errors in the final position.

To achieve the timing accuracy simulated, very low noise conditions are required.
The hydrophones available for experimentation were not of this standard, and one in
particular had very low signal-to-noise values, which was not conducive to accurate
timings.

The practical test was severely limited in size. Simulations were performed over a
range of 500m, but the practical test was to a maximum range of Srn. In this range the
results were within lOcm in the non-sensitive areas, which is acceptable, but is many
times larger than the theoretical values.
The results show that positional errors are mainly due to baseline errors in the
calibration and electronic noise in the circuitry, both of which may be significantly
reduced with greater control of the manufacturing and system set-up. Simulation
showed that the flat array is sensitive to small errors in receiver positioning, although
the error was not known in the practical experiment. The results seemed better than
could be expected from the simulation results, but the larger ranges were not tested
and so errors are likely to get significantly larger with greater range.

The algorithms performed well. In the case of the flat array, both algorithms
performed satisfactorily, with no sign of multiple solutions. No points were measured
on the singularity areas, but values in that region showed the same trend both
practically and in simulation.
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The tetrahedron array was not tested due to size and time constraints.

In general, the experimental results were not extensive or accurate enough to prove or

disprove the simulations. The trends shown were similar, and this is useful to know
for future work.

Project CETASEL, which used a dynamic flat array, suffered from technical and
physical difficulties, resulting in very little data, and not enough to draw any
conclusions from with respect to algorithms or accuracy. The test did show that the
technology was possible, although it was impractical to produce an accurate system
with this method.

Both methods did, however, show that bearing estimates are good even with the lower
sampling rates. This is important as it could lead to other ways of configuring the
array or arrays for greater coverage of a space.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 PASSIVE TRACKING OF DOLPHINS
This thesis has covered the basics of the physiology of cetaceans with regards to how
they produce echolocation clicks and the most probable frequency range in which the
target species produce them. Two systems have been developed to make use of these
signals to attempt to locate the co-ordinates of one or more cetaceans.

7.1.1 DYNAMIC DEPLOYMENT
The first system was for a specific use in pelagic trawl by-catch research. This system
had so many constraints that it became impractical to achieve the accuracy required. The
stabilised movement of the passive array deployed was observed to be large enough to
cause major errors in position fixing, although according to the simulations the bearing
information was acceptable.

Limitations of the calibration system led to too little data

being collected to allow any detailed analysis.

7.1.2 STATIC DEPLOYMENT
By fixing the array and performing controlled experiments using a dolphin-like source at
known points, new and original algorithms were simulated and tested. The tests were too
limited in scope to draw any major conclusions but they highlighted the need for high
quality, high speed, recording systems. Results of the study showed that the use of flat
arrays is possible, although added levels of difficulty arise from use of this type of array,
especially in the third (z) dimension. Bearing information seemed accurate using this
type of array, and position information is potentially accurate in the less sensitive areas
(not on the axis of receiver pairs).

7.2 PASSIVE TRACKING OF DIVERS
If a diver carries a source that emits similar impulsive sounds to those analysed here, a
diver tracking system can be produced using this technique.
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diver only needs a pinger and not a transponder. The system could also be used for
tracking anything large enough to carry a pinger, for example an autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV). The system developed in Chapter 4 was designed with this in mind,
allowing the system to switch between pinger frequencies. This function was not tested
due to time constraints.

7.3 THREE DIMENSIONS FROM TWO?
One aim of the project was to show the feasibility of retrieving three-dimensional
positions from a two-dimensional array. The new algorithm developed during this project
and simulated comprehensively has shown that this is indeed possible. The algorithm
simplifies to a very simple general equation set and can be calculated on a simple
processor at high speeds. Inaccuracies in the z-axis are however, likely to be significantly
higher than in the x- and y-axes. Unfortunately it was not practical to test this in the
practical experiment.

7.4 SUMMARY
This project has been very ambitious. One part of the research, the CETASEL project,
suffered from its specification being dictated from an early stage by politics and available
equipment rather than scientific analysis and methods. This resulted in the prototypes
produced not always producing satisfactory results. In the last part of the project a step
back was taken and the project re-thought from the experiences of the first part. This led
to a system with the potential to track a sound source to the theoretical accuracy. Time
and physical constraints did not allow this system to be tested to its full capacity,
although the controlled experiments that were performed were positive and verified that it
is possible to track a source by applying algorithms that already exist and those
developed during this project.

As a spin-off from this work a second ranging method was developed. This method was
used for determining the range of cetaceans from their vocalisations and has now been
accepted in the field as a tool for this kind of monitoring.
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In retrospect, the project has taken a number of blind alleys, which if it had been possible

to avoid them, would have led to a much more advanced system. However, time and
financial limitations have steered the latter course of the research, which became more a
verification of passive tracking techniques than the development of a working system
operating on a ship at sea.

Although the project has not advanced as far as the author would have liked it has shown
the potential of the systems and has also highlighted the positive and negative points that
need to be considered in the development of such a system.

7.5 FUTURE WORK
Future work is needed to analyse the full potential of a practical system. The electronics
needs to be redesigned with noise issues in mind and a fixed array of known dimensions
needs to be manufactured. In particular the front end and sampling circuitry should be
laid out with more care taken to electronic noise elimination. Tests of the system in open
water where greater ranges can be achieved should show the true errors of the system.
The second measurement system using a fixed array and a higher frequency sampling
system shows most potential. Future systems should be based on this type of sampling
regime. However the designed system had a number of extra features that were not
necessary for the proof of concept. Keeping it simple will allow any future work to
progress more effectively.

Although some of the algorithms could at times be poor in finding accurate positions,
they proved very reliable in achieving a bearing to the source with accuracy's within 0.5
degree in the simulations. If two such arrays were used, spaced apart from each other,
the bearing information alone could provide enough information to locate the source. The
range could then be used as verification. In addition, tracking algorithms such as Kalman
filters could be introduced. These incorporate known factors such as maximum velocity
of the source, and maximum depth, so by using the tracking system for an estimate of
position these could be used to predict a track of the source's movement.
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Future work should use the algorithms which seem best suited for the working
environment. For flat arrays the new flat array algorithm presented here is the only viable
choice found so far, for three dimensional arrays the SVD matrix method seems to be the
most stable. In the industrial world it is often the case that physical limitations dominate
decisions, and theory is forced to fit it, if possible. The best solution for this kind of
situation would be to have a fixed 4 or more receiver flat array, and a fixed third
dimension incorporated with as large a vertical spacing as possible. This will allow both
algorithms to be used. If the receivers were placed in a number square configurations but
offset in angle i.e. two squares offset at 45 degrees (8 receivers at 45 degrees to each
other in a ring), the surplus of receivers will enable multiple solutions which can be
incorporated in a best fit solution. This also allows a quality figure to be calculated for
each data point.
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APPENDIX A
EXPANSION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL EQUATION SET
The following equations show the derivation of the three-dimensional equation set first
performed by Hardman and Woodward [1], and later re-worked and tested in simulation
by Coggrave [2].

They are presented here in full, including all the operations and

expansions, starting with Fig. 6 from [1].
[l] P.A. Hardman and B. Woodward, Underwater location fixing by a diver-operated acoustic telemetry
system, Acustica, Vel 55, pp 3444, 1984.

[2J C.R. Coggrave. Performance analysis of 3D underwater tracking system using computer simulation
techniques, Internal Report, Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Loughborough
University, UK.
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.. 2+' ( Z- 1.2) 2_ IT:"':-'-'-::2::!-:::..'..:;::.""c..:.l:2~:.!.::!....:,-",,-,::.c12~'-'-'-"-'2-'-'::'::':::..!--=-~:::::!...
Ul;-(Y_YI)1~(Z_Zl)2_Jit-{Y_Y2)2t(Z_z2)2] .•jxl+(y_yd+(.Z_ZI)2_CdtI2)1

,,:0;

c-l1l12
1.1~I:ip!ying

'

out the bracket

. , (

)lJ)I,2 .,.
,K f·(y-y2j .,. z-zl -

J

t-!ow 10

er - Yl)1 + (z_ 1;1)2 J_[j~·:~·;~~;}:~·~-~·-Z-2-iJT:.~-;YI)'~ (z- :d )21_ (C'M2)2

EqllB

c·~t12

ev~luate square root product tarm go back to equ 4 and square bOth sides, giying.·

I, (

c·lItl:Z:-..jy. + y-yl
, [ 2

)' + (.l.-r.l )1 -1x
12 T ('1 .... y2 )' T (r.-z2 )'
. 1

1

2

.2

.'

(c·ltI2). x +.(y-yl) +(z-zl) +x .+(y-y2) +(:z:-.z2)

2]

f1

1

1

_-2·.:.jx +(y-yt) +(r._:d)

f1

.-J,;.

2

+<y-y2) -r(2.~:il)

1

So rearranging

Substituting equ C into equ B giyes

[,

,

'J

21

. 2
x1 +(y- yl)
+ (z- z1) 2 -H2 + (y- y2) 2 T(z- z2) 1 - (c·&12)
(
,
x T(Y- rl) +(z_ :z:l) .... [ "'--'-'"---'-"'-'-'.:.--="--:"':'-";;"---'-"'-'-'-'---="-..t....:c:.::.:::,- _ e.6tI2)
12
1
2
2
~K +(y,~) t(2-z2)~----------______~~______~______~________________-J_______

c·ml2
Put over B common denominatoc

Expand the numerator

.Faclortz:e the numerator
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NOw: combintOo eQu 2 and equ 3 we obtain

EqvO

J'l
~

'l

'l

:

+(y_y2)2. +(z-12)=~ (x-xl)l +(y_y3) -t{z-zl}-0>dt32
>

.

,.

1

'1

"1

1

1:1 +(y-yZ) 2T(z-z2 )'=-,(c,,"'::13::2:<.)",,-{,,(x:...-...:"'=)...:.-'('-Y-2:Y':L>_.:...(,,':...-....:":c)C--"'(.,,""=2!..)
'l/l(.
0·&32

.

Now substituting equ 0

Ji +.

I

(y _

212

:z

-l

212

2.

1

1

1

fll" + (z": z1)1....-I"'("'x_-""',,)_+,-,,(1:...-...:1',,,-)...:+...:(...:'--","',,)_-_1!..x~,-,,(Y:...-~y2=)...:+-,(.e.'"'-'.:%2")-,,,1,,(':;..-_"'=)...:+...:("Y_-"1',,,)_':...(,,':...-.:",,)'--.-~(c,,"""=2:<-.)

.

G<t.t)2

.

Multiply out th~ brecit:et

Ji +

{y_ y2)2. + (z- 72)1 [(x- )(3)2 + (1_ 13)2 .,. (z-

1J
x+(y-y2} 2+{z_zl}·
(x-x3)1 +(y-y3) 2+(z-z3)1
~)2}_ J2

-(o-6i32)1

qu

E

c·W2
Nowto e~8!uate square root product term go back to equ 0

J

2.
1
1
c·&32= (x_x3) +(y_y3) +(z-z3) -

, [ ."'

,

(c·6t32)·. (l(._xl) +(y-y3) +(z-23)

~nd

square bOth sides, giving

41"
. 1 +(z-:t2)1
x + (y-y2.)

'J + [, +h'-yl),"T(z-z2)'J _2· J(x-xl)' T(Y-yJ)"' +(z_%3),..Jx +(y_y2) +(z-%2)
1

"It

1

,

So .r4Brranging
... z3)1.,.i+(y-y2)1+(z:;-z.Z)2J-(C.dtJ2)2
F
=
2
Equ
J(x- 'xl}l + C'y-· y'J)l + (z- zj)~ ll.(+ y- ~·)l.(.,. z2)2·r(K~x3)1+{y_Y3)lT(Z
.~x

%-

Put over a COO"lfflOn der.omina,tor

J

'2.

1

2

:1

1

'1

2

1

l

1

2

2

2

iT (y _ y2)1 + ( z _ l2) 1."'('-"_--'-"'-')_.-'-"(y:...-~yc.3'-)...:+...:"(...:'--,,"":').J..:"':...--",(":--...:"'=)...:+.,(',--_'"'",)...;+,,(,,,'_-.;:"',,),->-,,::.x...:".,(',--_12=)...;+"(,,,'_-.;:%2,,):...---,,(c:..;"""='!.-)..L--",(c,,"""="'!.-).::."2
l·c·bt3Z

Expand the numerator

Factorize the numarator

J'+(y-y2)'"+ (
)t

3Q Equation Set

..

1

l' 1

1

1

_,)1 .1·"lt>x3+l·y·(y2-y3)+2,z·(z2-z3)t<x3.-y2
+y3 -.1:2 +1.3 -c·dt32
.
EquS
2·c·&!32

Z_LL •

Page 2

Now ~mbinlng equ 2 and 4
c-&~:z-c.t4"': c·t2

I'

1

'l

:1

12

1

c·Ot42S..J(X-x4) +~y_y4) +(:I'.:_z.4) -1X 1-(Y-12) +(Z-%2)

EquG

1

Rearrange
Jxl + (y_ y2)1 ... (z- %2)l~
... (x_ x4) :1 + (y- y4)1 ... (z_ z4) 2 - 0·&42

..

I

1

i

1

:!

If+(y_y2)l+, Z-.u.
_')",.c:";:.":.:4:.2'
::i,,,,x,---=x:.:4),--,-+->.'
Y,-,C::.y,,4,,,)..:+..:'c:'_-.::"")_---,',,'-='' ,,',,2),-JlC.
-e
•

c-At42

Now substituting equ G
,

Jl ( ' )"
x + y- y2

_,)2_
+ ( z_ "'"
-

[~,

1

1

,

(1(-1(4).+(y-y4) +(2-'z4)-

le:

'2/1

2.

2

1

1

+(y-y2) +(l;-z2) ·....J(x"'-x4) +(y-y4) +(z-z4) -(0-&42)
0·&42

MultiplY out the bracket
J).?+(Y_Y2)1+(Z_'i1.)2

'[

1

1

(x-x4) +(y-y4) +(z-z4)

2.

11

1

1 /

1

.

l

.

- '-Ix +(y-yl) +(2:-%2) ,,,,(x-X4} +b-y4) +(%-z4)

1

-(c-Ot42)

1

EquH

c·6I:42

N'ow to

~varuata square root product term go backto equ G !nd square both sides. giving'

c-6t42z:a ~ (x-x4) 2. +(y-y4) 2. +(z- z4)1 _ ~l
x +(y_y2) 2. +(z_ zZ)1

J

[
'
2
"~
2
1
1 1.
1
1
Cc-tl(42)1...
(x-x4) 2. +(y_y4) 2'+(z_z4)1] + [x1
+(y-y2)
+(:I:-l:;2)~' (,x_x4) +(y_y4) +(,z-:t4), x +(y-y2) ,+(z-z2)

So rearranging

2] ,

,

Substituting equ J Into equ 1:1 gives
[
2. .
2.
2.
2.
•
2.
.
(X_X4)1+(y_Y4)2+(z_Z4)2]_ (x-x4) +(y-y4) +(.t-2:4) +x +(y-y2) . t(.t-z1?-(e,Jk42) _(c,/:A..42)2
l

J

2

'2

.

2

.x+(y-~) +(,-~)=~--------__----------------------~~------~~--------------
c·At42

Put over a oommon denominator
l}
[
. l'
1
2
2.
1
1
21
1
ji +(y_y2)l .+(.t- z:2)1. [ (X-x4)2 +(y-y4)1 +(2:-z4)·2-(x-x4)
+(Y~Y4}'+(Z-z4) t'x +(y-yl) +(z- 22) - (c,6t42) - (&·61:42) ·2

.

2·c·Ot42·

Expand the numerator

Factorize the ,numerator
•

,

' -

•

1

.2

1

2

2·

1

1

I' + (y-y2)' + ('Z_;u;
~)',=--,'2,-'x,,-'x,,',-+,-2=-''-'->.(~c:...-~Y,,',-)-,-+.::2.::'z'''(=~,----,''=)-,-+.::x4,---,~=-+,-Y,-',--..:~::..;+"",,,-_-..:'_'''-=4.::2,- Equ7
-Jx
.
.
2-&-61;42-
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"J

':.
2.
l
1
l
1 ~12 [
2.
1
2.
1
1
2.
2·y·(y2-.Yl)+2.z{~-:tI>+yl -y2 +zl -il -(c-6t12)--·.2.x.x3+2'y·(y2_y3)+2·z·(il_z3)+x3 _y2 +y3 -z2 +2:3 -c.&:32
•
'<32

•

Define

"12

·.KI·~

'02
.

.

11122['

11221"]

2·y·(y2-yl)+2-z·(z2-z1}t-yl -y2 +%1 _z2 -(c-M12)=Kl. -2.x.xl+2·Y'(yl-y3)+1·Z;.{il_%3)+x3 ... y2 +y3 _l2 +z3 -c.6t32
.

Nowco!led

y terms on Ihs

.
[ -2',x-xl+2·z·(z2-il)-tx31 _y2l+),3
' 1 _z21 +2:3 2. -c·bt32
2.
.1J - [ 2,z·(z2-z1)+yl 2. _12
• 2. +zl 1 _%21 -(c.bU2) lJ
2·y·(y2;..yl-Kl·(y2-y3»Ja:Kl·
Make y the subject
.

2

11.1211

221'11

KI· -2·)Cox3+2·z;-{z:2-z:3)-t-x3 -y2 +),3 -z2 +::3 -c·&32 - 2·z-(z:2-z1)+yl _YZ +1:1 -z2 -(c.6Ul)

F

.

2.(y2_ yJ -.KI·{y2

)'3»

Expand numerator
.

.

1

2.

1

1

1

2"

1

1

2

y= -l·Kl·x·x3 + 2·Kl·z·z2 -.2·KI·z·z3 + Kt·xl - KI.y2 + Kt·)') - I<:h2 + K}.z3 - Kl·Cl ·.llt32 _ 2·~·a + 2·%·%1 _ yl +- y2 _ zl

1

1

+ z2 + c

1

.dt.12

1

2·(y'- yl- Kl.(yl_ y'))
Now rearrange to the form

EqU8

·2
2
2
2
2)
(-2·Kh·x3)i-(2·Kl·z·z2-2·Kl·~.z3-2·z·z2+2·z·zI)+ ( Kl·x3
-Kl·y2 2 +Kl·y3 2 -Kl·z21 -tKI·z3 2 -KI·c·~
-yl 2 +y22 -zl2. +%22 +c.&:12
.

r

.

' . .

!. .

Kl-x3

. y=

y2 - yl- KI·(y2_ y3)

.

.

"(>,-yl Kl'{y2-y3»'

J·x+ 1KJ.(" - ") - (" - zl) J·Z+ [=K::..I'"("':..'---'.>':..'.:..+,;;":..'---=":..'",+;:"'=::-'--":0':,,:00.:;;;",,,)::;-C'~-=I';c-:fy-=,2-,+c:Z::12__.:,,::2__.:,:..2'="':.:12'..L')1
.y2_ yI - KJ.(y2

y3)

2.(y~- yl ~ K~.(y2

y3»

.

That Is
-Kl·xl

=·-".c._-Y-=I-'_'=K"I.=(y2-O-_-y,::)

Equ 11

p.KI'("- ")- (a-'zl)

Equ12

v2-vl-.KHv2_ v3)

3D Equation Set
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I

I

Now equate 'equ 5 and equ 1
•

212.22.'

2.2.11~1·1

'.

1·y-(y2-y1l+2.z·(zl-Zl)+yl.-y2 -t~1 -%2 -(e-dtll) .-Z·:n4+Z·y(yZ-y4)'l-2.z.(z2-0b4)+x4 _y2 +-y4 -22 1-1.4 -oO·6t42
2·e·~12

2·c-c.t42

,

2.

1

·1

l

1

l·y·()'2-y.l)+l·.:/:·(z2-zl)+yl -y2 -td

~z2

2.

1 6tll [

2.

2.

,

1

2.

1

IJ

-(e-&12)--· -2.x-x4;-2·y-(y2-y4)+2-z·(z2_rA)1-x4 -)'2 1-y4 -r.2 +z4 -c-6t42
.
t.t42
. '

Define

1

.

2·y·(y2-yl);.2.:z:·(71:-Z1)+yl -y2 +2:1 -z2 -(o-M12}

2.

[
1
1
1
2
1
2
1]
1tJ{2. -2'X."4+2'Y'(~2-Y4)+1.z.(z2._z4)+x4 _)'2 +y4 -%2 +214 -c·At42

Now collect Y terms 011 Ihs
.

[

1

'1'

1

1

1

1

1]

2-y-(y2-yl)-lO·{2-y·(y2.-y4})"""K2· _2.x_lt4+2·.z.(z2_z4)u.4 -yl Ty4 -zl +z4 -c·l1t4Z -

[

. 1

2.~(:a-zl)+Yl

.2.
1'1
1J
_j2 +:d -z2 _.(c-Dlll)

Separate y le.rm
1

111211J[
1111
2·y·(y2-yl-I<2·()'27""Y4» .... K2. [ -2·x·x41-2·z·(z2_z4)+x41
-yl +14 -22 +:£4 -e·l1t42 - 2-z·(2:2-%1)+y1 -)'21-%1 -:..2 _(c-.6t12)

J.

MaKe 'I the subject
112.1

1111111

~K2' [ -2·x~x4+2·z-(z2-z4)+x4

'lJ

-yl1-y4 -:t2 +~4 -e·.dt42 - .2-2:.(%2-.%2)+y1 -y2 +%1 -zl -(e-1It12)
2·(y'2_ yl- K1.(y'2- y < » .
.

.

Expand numerator .
112221

"21.11112

y=

-Z·K2·x-x4+2·K2·1!-z2-Z·IQ·z-<:4tK2·x4 -.K2.y2 +K2'y4 -Kl·.t2 TK2·z4 -1<2-c·&42 -2·z·z2+Z·z.:t:l-Yl +12 -%1 +.z2 1-(;-Dt.12
2-(y2- yl- K2·(y2 _ :;4»

Now rearrange to the foOn

Equ9
. (

)~

1

1

1

:l.

:l.

.1.

%

:l.

'2

(-2·K2-x·x4) + (2·K2·2;·r2: - 2·JQ-z·z4 - 2-2;-%2+ 2-.:/:·%1) + Kl·x4 - Kl·y2 + K2·y4 _ K2.z2 + Kl·z4 _ K2·e ·&42 - 1\ +y2
.
.
.
2·(Y2-yl-K2-(yl-y4».

---.--

Y""

[

-1(2.)(4

(y2_yl)_K1.(y2_y4)

(" ,

1[

,.1Q.("- z4)- (a_ ")
1

1

1

2)

(1-

(
pK2')(4
-yl +y4 -:-z2 +t4 -c·&(42 - y1

.

30 Equation Set

2)

z2 + c ·&12

, , , , 'l]

Equ 15

(y2- yl) _ K1·(y'2-y4)
1

1-

Equ14

(y2-yl)-K2·(y2- )'4)

1

2'21

,
-xi- Kl,(.z2-z4)-(z:2-z1)'2:+ K2· x4 -")'2 +y42 -%2, +z4 , -e-&42
- \11 -yZ -td -zZ --c-At12
(y2-yl)-n(y2_y4).
.
2·((y2'yl)-1(2.(y'2-)'4»

1[

That is
,.,~,_ _::-X2~.•
~4~__

1

'l"

xl

2·((y2~

1

2

2

1

y2 +.%1 -%2 -c;·4I;12

2)

Equ 16

yl)- !C2{y2-)'4))

Page 5

fe equ 6 and 7

l':y.(y2-y3)+""(>2-,,)+X,1
o

~y2:i +y3 ->2 +23 -"·"".-hX4+'·~(y2-y4)+h(>2_z4)+X4 _y2 +y4 -'" +z4 -""42.
1

2

:2

:2

1

1

2 e..4t32
"

.

2

2

2

2

2

'2

2·o-dt42
.
2122122]
+~ -c·t.t32~_ . . 2·x.JC4.+2.yo(yZ-Y4)+2oZ'(z2_t4)+x4
_)12 +y4 -%2 +z4 -c At42

22:22'21"2M32[

·y{y2-y3)+2,z·(zZ"_z3).rrl -y2 +y3 -z2

"&t42

.

o

Y terms on Ills

[

-[(3.(2,y·(Y'_y4»=IQ. -hx4+h(>2_z4)+x42
-y'
-Z2
-""4'
_y2
+z32
_,.""
2+y4
2'
2 +z4
22
. 2 ]-[-hx3+,·z.(",_z3)+X,
'2
2+X,
2 _'"
22
1]

ytenn

bject

.

_y'

" 1
"2
2
2
2
2
21 f
2 "1
2
2
2
2
11
+""(>2-%4) . .4 -y2 +y4 ->2 »4 -d'4z"J-l-"Xxl+h(>2_z3)+xJ
+y3 -%2 +z3 _""".)
,.(y2 - y' - KJ.(y2 _ y4))

meretor

,IQ'Z'%2_ 2'K3'z'z4+ IQ.x.' -1O.y2' + [(3.y4' - K3.z2' + KJ.z4' - KJ.o'.",,' +
,.(y2- y3 - IQ.(y2 _ y4»

'·'·xJ _z.z.;" + .... "

_ xl' + y2' _ y3' +

z2' _z3' + 0"'<3,'

to the ferm
Equ 10

xl

y2_ y4»

Equ 17

Equ 18

Pages

Equating equ 8 ~nd equ 9 gives

a-x+ p·z+ R'X+ ~.%+ '¥
Collect x terms .on the Ihs

x·C.· r)=C~2+ v) -

(~ .. I)

Now substituting equ 20 Into eGU 10

:)"'E'.[(\jI- '.) T z·(~- P>j +

Irl;

'(d. - 7)

t-

~.

.

Collect z tems

Multiply thro~gh by (Q; _ '1)

(a.-l)·y=(t.(r;'-~) t- O.{ll - 7»'z+ I'(\f - ,) + 11·(11- y)

Make z Irie subJect
zr-(a - r)'Y-

"(1¥~

,> -11-(a - 7)

~,(~-p)+a.(a_1)

Separate the If term

v=[

£.(~ -

. a_ T

P) + o.(a .. T)

]'''['11.(0:- 1)-1.('1'-+)]
£.(~- P) + a.(o: - 7)

Vv'hich' has the. form

Equ21

Equ22

G='_ _ _._-~'~_
M + (1.(a_ y)

t.«_

w-[ - po(<< - .r) - ,·(v

-4)]

,·«_P)+o·(a_y)

3D Equation Set
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,;we go back to eqU 20 we can rearrange to collact z terms

Multlply,through by (a: - r)
X'(fX_ 1)-(1;;- P)'l:+ (1jI-

Make z the

""

+>

$ub~

~C·-l)-C.-!)

.

«- P)
.

Now sub~\tute this Into equ 10
y-e-x+a·

.

,·C·-T)-C,-;)
+JI
Pl

«-

coned x teons

,.[t+.a. (a:..: r'j'X_
(~-

«- Plf) + .

0"' (IV-

P)

11

""a(ply _ " by (~- Pl

y«(- pj-C'·C(- PJ ".("-1».,- ··(v- jj ..·C(- Pl
Make x the subject

1...- y.«(- Pl ..·(0-1) "~,,~ Pl
'·I(-PlHCe-Tl
SepJrate out the y tenns

Wrlich has the tollTl

~T·y+S

Equ24 .

Whe,..
T.,~..J(~(-:..!:PL.l_

,·((-p) ••. (e-T)
s.··(v-.Il-.·(~-Pl

i.(~_~)·+ O".{a. - 1)

3D EQ,uatioll Set ..
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'ThUS, ~g x Bnd z in terms ofy, substitution~ equ22 and equ 241nloequ 5 should yield a .
qua~tiC In·y:

.

I

(

1

1·

2

2

4i"+(y_y2)1+(z_z2)1".2''!'' yZ_yl)+2·z.(z2_z1)+yl -y2 -tzl -z2 -(c·tlt12)
.
. 2·(:·6112

J\i" ~',

+ cf).y2 + (-2.yZ'-',2.z2.G+l.W.G+ 2,S:T)'Y+

1

~21 + '" + -r:l + \v" _2.Wz2)z(2.y2 - 2·yt + 2·G(zl - zl)·y y2~ + 2·W(z2 - zl) - z21 + y1 'J. +zll _l6tlZ'J.
2·c·Atll

EquK

Where

K""Z·W-G+ 2·S·T - 2·yZ- Z·z;2·G

!;=.(yl" +S2 +zl +vl- l.w-a)
M.2.y! - 2'yt +2.G(z2-'zl)

Z·c-m:12"
2

I

2

2

I

1

N.Z.W.("i2-d)-y2 -%2 +yl "\-zl -c·At12
Z·e.At"ll

Rearrange equ K into stan~ard quadratic form

Jr.l +K·Y+L-M:y+ N
J/ t'Ky+L=(M.y+N)2
. ll+Ky+L=hii+2'M'Y'N+rl

l(1- M')+y.(K- •. MN)+ (Le. ,.')=0
wnich is now of the fenn

Equ25
.

,

A-i + 1 + d _ I, (2-12- 2·yt + l·G(%!- %1»
.
Rearranging -

A-<i + h

4

(,
e ·lst:12') .

1" _(<7(%2- zl)+ (,1-,1))'

, ,
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APPENDIXB
RI: COMPREHENSIVE SIMULATION RESULTS
A' comprehensive set of results was obtained using MatLab' to simulate space

surrounding the receiver array. Six different position-fixing algorithms were used, as
described in Chapters 2 and 3, although MatLab's own method (QR) of inverting a
matrix produced too many singularities to be useful and is not shown here. The
results augment those presented in Chapter 3, but they are not included in the thesis
for reasons of brevity. Instead they are available, along with the text of the complete
thesis, on a CD-ROM on request to Loughborough University.

The reason for

carrying out the simulations was to give a wider perspective of the errors occurring in
different situations.

In all the cases considered, various receiver spacings are

simulated with each of the algorithms.
THE PERFECT SITUATION

The initial work was to carry out simulations of the algorithms with the full definition
of MatLab and the IBM PC's 32-bit mathematical capabilities. No external errors
were injected, so these results can be taken as the baseline. Although the figures for
the Om and lOOm cases seem similar, this is due to symmetry within the system. On
closer inspection it can be seen that the errors in the diagrams are often in the order of
10 to 100 times greater in the lOOm case.

B-2 TRACKING CONFIGURATIONS WITH RECEIVER POSITIONAL ERRORS
This part of the study gives the full results of simulations in which a receiver
positional error is introduced, on the basis that such an error could be introduced in a
practical system.

B-3 TRACKING CONFIGURATIONS WITH RECEIVER TIMING ERRORS
This part of the study gives the full results of simulations in which a receiver timing
error is introduced. In the experimental systems developed in this research the timing
is extremely accurate but this depends on the sampling rate used.
introduced here correspond to achievable sampling rates.

The errors

B-4 TRACKING CONFIGURATIONS WITH VELOCITY PROFILE-INDUCED ERRORS
This part of the study gives the full results of simulations in which a receiver timing
error is introduced as a result of the time of flight of an acoustic signal being altered
by the change of sound velocity in the water with depth. A baseline is obtained in the
first set of results, showing similar errors in timings to the previous baselines. Timing
errors and time difference errors are shown that are more relevant to the passive forms
of tracking. With this data, Algorithm I only has been used. The timing error data
can be compared with the errors obtained in Appendix B3 to see the positional error
effects with the other algorithms.

B-5 SIMULATIONS OF THE SINGLE RECEIVER REVERBERATION METHOD
In this part of the study the source is moved through the space around the receiver and

its position calculated. This method gives only range and depth, although by using
two receivers it is possible to detect the position of the source in three-dimensional
space. The simulations assume the receiver is placed in mid-water and only simulates
the space above its position. Any errors are mirrored below the receiver's position. If
the first and second reverberations are inadvertently swapped the source position is
also mirrored below the receiver.

•

APPENDIX C
SINGLE HYDROPHONE RANGING TECHNIQUE

The following papers present full details of the single hydrophone ranging technique,
which was developed from data obtained during sea trials for the European Commission

CETASEL project.
P.R. Connelly, AD. Goodson, K. Kaschner, P.A. Lepper, c.R. Sturtivant and B. Woodward, Acoustic
techniques to study cetacean behaviour around pelagic trawls, Theme session By-catch of Marine
Mammals: Proceedings of the Annual Science Conference of the International Council for the Exploitation
of the Sea, ICES (CM 1997/Q15), September 1997, Baltimore, USA.
K. Kaschner, A.D. Goodson, P.R. Connel'l)( and P.A. Lepper, Species characteristic features in
communication signals of cetaceans: source Ib.vel estimates for some free ranging North Atlantic
odontocetes. Proceedings of 11 th Annual Conference ~f the European Cetacean Society ECS 97, Stralsund,
Germany, 10-12 March, 1997, edited by U. Siebert and R Lick, University of Kiel, Germany.
P.A. Lepper, K. Kaschner, P.R. Connelly, and A.D. Goodson, Development of a simplified ray path model
for estimating the range and depth of vocalising marine mammals, Proceedings of the Institute ofAcollstics,
Vol. 19, No 9, pp 227-234,1997, ISSN 0309-S117.
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Acoustic techniques to study cetacean behaviour around pelagic trawls
Connelly P.R., Goodson A.D., Kaschner K., Lepper P.A., Sturtivant C.R. & Woodward B.
ABSTRACT
As part of the European Commission's DGXIV CETASEL project, new cetacean tracking techniques have been
developed to investigate the risks of sroa1l cetacean by-catch in pelagic trawls. Interactions between cetaceans
and pelagic trawls are particularly difficult to study unobtrusively since these trawls may be operated more than
I km behind the vessel in water depths greater than 100 m. ROV investigations with TV carneras, a Tritech
scanning sonar, and attached hydrophones were judged unsuitable for this work since the ROV's power pack was
noisy, the cameras required lights at night or in deep water, and the 325 kHz sonar had been shown to affect
harbour porpoise behaviour in earlier work. To aid this study two passive acoustic systems have been developed
that employ hydrophones directly attached to the trawl. The first utilises an array of 5 hydrophones placed near
the headrope to localise and track the spatial positions of echo locating cetaceans in three dimensions, and
displays this information in real-time relative to the net. The second method exploits a single hydrophone to
detect the presence of vocalising animals in the general area around the vessel, which is especially useful at night
or when seastate conditions hinder visual observation. In addition, when analysed off-line, this single channel
data can be used to estimate range to the animal whenever measurable mlllti~path echoes are present.
Echolocation click rates indicate the different stages of foraging activity, and analysis of the cetacean's FM
whistles has shown that pod identities can be isolated and repeat encounters with the same group of animals
recognised.
Key words: acoustic, bycatch, dolphin, peJagic trawl, tracking, ranging.
P.R.Connelly, A.D.Goodson, P.A. Lepper, B. Woodward & C.R.Sturtivant: Underwater Acoustics Group,
Electronic & Electrical Engineering Department, Loughborough University LEl1 3TU, UK,
Tel +44 1509 222846, email: P.R.Connelly@lboro.ac.uk
K.Kaschner: University of Frieberg, Germany.
emaU: kaschner@rufuni-frieberg.de

INTRODUCTION
By-catch of marine maminals. in particular of cetaceans, occurs to varying degrees in a number of commercial
fisheries. The extent of the problem in gill-net fisheries is well known, [Perrin et al., 1994J, and although the
pelagic trawl is known to have a by-catch of cetaceans, it has only recently attracted serious attention [Waring et
al, 1990J[Morizur et al., 1996J. The species shown to be at greatest risk from pelagic trawls in N.E. Atlantic
waters are the common dolphin (Delphinus delphis), Atlantic white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus), and
the white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirDstris) [Berrow et aI, 1994J.
A study project funded by the European Commission (AIR III CT 94-2423) called CETA-SEL (Cetacean
Selectivity) is tasked to investigate the problem and possible mitigation methods by technical means. Pelagic
trawls operated near the shelf-break may be deployed at depths in excess of lOOm and at a distance exceeding
800.In behind the vessel, and in this environment cetacean interactions with these moving nets are particularly
difficult to study. Methods used to gather information include: the use of observers watching for surfacings in
daylight; a remotely operated vehicle (ROY) equipped with scanning sonar and low light TV carneras; and
passive acoustic methods involving individual or arrays of hydro phones.
Study and analysis of cetacean behaviour arou,nd fishing gear has only been possible for two captive species as
part of this project, specifically the harbour porpoise (PhocDena phocoena) and the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus). For tests with wild cetaceans around fishing gear it is important that the study method has. no
influence on the animals behaviour. Data capture systems must therefore be passive and non-intrusive, restricting
the use of lights and most standard active sonar equipment This paper will discuss passive acoustic techniques
that have been developed within this project.
TECHNIQUES
It is necessary to understand both the advantages and the limitations of any underwater acoustic observation
method. Acoustic detection and ranging methods can work at night and in seastate conditions when observers
have very limited visibility. Acoustic ranging can be significantly more accurate tllan simple visual estimates of
distance. Information about the depth of the vocalising animal is also valuable, since this can indicate the depth
of preferred prey and hence the increased probability of a trawl interaction when this is operating at the same
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depth. Since it is desirable that the ship's personnel on watch are aware of the presence of cetaceans within the
study area both ahead and surrounding the vessel, the early detection of their vocalisations can be of great value.
If a cetacean's track appears to converge with the vessel then all the information, before, during, and
immediately after a possible interaction must be recorded for later analysis. Automatic data logging of technical
parameters relating to the ship, the gear, and the water environment is essential. If the vessel interacts with the
same animal or pod on a later occasion it may be possible to recognise this from a combination of visual and
acoustical cues [Sturdvant and Dalta, 1997].
Photo-ID studies are not normally practical from a fishing boat, but the value of photographic or video material
during an encounter may be considerable. The identification of the species and occasionally the recognition of
gross marking on individuals may be useful. Nonnal surface observations can indicate an approximate range of
an animal from the ship, and may also show changes in direction. Acoustic means allow a higher accuracy in
calculated range of all animal from the trawl and will indicate the rate of approach. When the animal is attracted
to the trawl, changes in behaviour may be more noticeable using this method. From studies in captivity and the
wild on the sounds cetaceans make as they behave in particular ways [Rerman & Tavolga, 1980] and from an
understanding of basic cetacean sonar, it is often possible to predict if a cetacean is foraging, fighting, or merely
'observing' an object. It is also possible to infer the range of the cetacean from its target. All this analysis can be
carried out on data from a single hydrophone. With data from mUltiple hydro phones. not only can the previous
analysis tec1lOiques be used, but aJso the direction to the cetaceans can be obtained. With three hydrophones a
position can be plotted in two dimensions, and with a fourth hydrophone positions in the third dimension can be
achieved [Rardmall & Woodward, 1984].
Single hydrophone methods
The presence of a cetacean can be detected as long as the animal is vocalising, Apart from the harbour porpoise,
all of the target species produce whistles in the frequency range 2-24kHz [Evans, 1973], and tl,ese signals can
travel considerable distances in good acoustic conditions. Detection ranges were impaired by the self noise of the
trawler and of the gear, but detection of dolphin calls was obtained at ranges well in excess of lkm by
implementing suitable filters to remove acoustic energy below 4 kHz. Certain of these whistles appear to carry
information On identity [Caldwell et al., 1990] and may be used in this way by the dolphins, although mimicry by
animals in the same group has been observed. By using this data, the identity of individual dolphin groups can be
ascertained from one encounter to the next [Sturtivant and Datta, 1997].

Automatic whistle detection, extraction, isolation, and classification techniques have been developed whereby
the whistles' time-frequency contours are classified. The contours are encoded into segments by basic whistle
shape, and a hidden Markov model is used to represent "the segment sequences that make up each whistle class.
More detailed comparisons of the contours are made using tlrree distance measures between segments in the
candidate whistle contour and those in existing classes. The product of the segment sequence probability and
contour similarity percentages then can be used to calculate the probability that the whistle contour belongs to a
pre-existing whistle class.' By calculating class membership probabilities for a number of whistles from the same
group of dolphins, a quantitative anSWer can be calculated to the question of whether the group has previously
been recorded.
Sounds other than whistles can sometimes be coupled to behaviour seen in captivity. Using a single hydrophone

it is possible to distinguish social buzzes from echolocation click trains, and changes in such vocalisations may
be us;ful in detecting changing behaviour as dolphins approach a trawl.
Since most of the sea trial recordings were obtained at the edge of the continental shelf in water depths between
100 m and 200 m, most of the cetacean whistles captured also included measurable multi-path echoes caused by
reflections from both the bottom and surface of the water. Comparing these signal delays permits a range to be
calculated as follows:
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This calculation indicates both the range of the cetacean from the hydrophone as well as the depth at which the
cetacean was vocalising. For this algorithm to work it is necessary to know the depth of the hydrophone, the
water depth, and to be able to distinguish the echoes from the surface from those from the bottom (although
reversing surface and bottom echoes yields an ambi.guous solution). Errors can also be introduced due to changes
in sound velocity in the sea due to salinity or temperature.
Analysis of the echolocation click rates can reveal information about the different stages of foraging behaviour
(Goodson & Datta, 1992). During target interception, the dolphin's click rate can be used to show the range to
the animal's target, whether trawl or prey. In addition, if the range is known from the hydrophone to a vocalising
animal the source level for whistles can be calculated, enabling whistles to be correctly assigned to groups when
more than one are present at different ranges.
Multiple Hydrophone Techniques
A track can be obtained in three dimensions with a three dimensional array of four hydrophones. The rigidity of
a three dimensional array is limited by the pelagic trawl and the turbulent water flow surrounding it, so instead a
system which can track in three dimensions using a flat array of four hydrophones is being developed. The
ambiguities produced by such a system can be overcome by the use of a fifth hydrophone out of the plane that
requires less stability than the main array. The algorithms required to retrieve a position using such a system ar~
complicated and involve calculating crossing points of intersecting hyperboloids. A requirement of the system is
to provide real-time data, and due to the complexity of the calculations a look-up table approach is used. The
system is made up of three streamers. Two of these are connected to the headrope and front sections of a
speciallY adapted trawl containing two hydrophones and a calibration pinger, the other containing a single fifth
hydrophone and calibration pinger connected to an armoured electrical cable to the ship above the plane of the
other streamers (Fig.2)
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Figure 2 Showing the tracking array positioned on tl,e trawl.
The time information from these hydrophones is extracted, modulated and transmitted to the surface via a
coaxial cable formerly used for the ship's second Netsonde echo sounder. The information is demodulated at the
surface, and the low frequency audio signal fTom the flfth hydrophone is extracted for analysis as mentioned
above. All the information is stored at this stage, both in an analogue form and digitally. The five channels of
information can be used in one of two ways at the surface. If the fifth hydrophone is proving to be stable its data
c.obe included in the main tracking array, simplifying the algorithms to those developed by Hardman and
Woodward [1984). If it is not stable the computers go through a process of generating a large look-up table that
effectively splits the space around the trawl into discrete zones, each zone having a set of time delays which are
calculated by the computer. These zones are sorted such t11at as the set of time delays arrives the associated
position can be retrieved by the fastest possible method. The number of zoneS that have to be calculated is
dependent on the accuracy of the arrival time of the information.
j

If the streamers are stable, the generation of this table occurs only once at the beginning of the period. As is
more often the case, however, the array tends to move with changes of speed and warp length. Each time this
occurs, the system has to re-calibrate and regenerate the table. If the accuracy of the time delays decreases, the
zones tend to start overlapping and so more than one position is found. As it decreases further the calculated
positions tend towards a vector display. The system used for Cetasel is restricted by the bandwidth of the cable
transmitting the time information to the surface, and this tends to produce multiple positions in the calculations.
(Fig 3)
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Figure 3 The average nqmber of positions generated for different bandwidth restrictions.
METHODS
The Dutch Fisheries Research Ship Tridens', used for the sea trials for Ceta-Sel, is equipped with rigging for
most types of trawling. It is capable of towing the 4200 and 5600 trawls used in these tests, and the most
important variables about the ship, its environment and the trawl, are recorded automatically. In addition to this
data, the ship is equipped with a towed ROV with scanning sonar and low light video. Ceta-Sel employs
experienced observers to detect and plot any cetacean surfacings around the ship. The trawl has been adapted to
hold the three streamers of the tracking system and the associated circuitry, and the information from this system
is passed to the surface by way of the ship's spare Netsonde cable. A single hydrophone can be placed on the
trawl for times when the tracking system is not available, and is designed to detect the audio spectrum (whistles
and buzzes) and to fold the high frequencies (echolocation clicks) down to make them audible. Signals up to 24
kHz are recorded on Sony RDAT (TCD-D7), and up to 100 kHz on Racal VSTORE for tracking purposes. A
picture of the movement of the target species as they approach, interact with, and leave the trawl Can be built up
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by comparing notes made by the observers, and recordings made from the tracking system and the single
hydrophone.
RESULTS
The tracking system has been developed throughout the project and is beginning to show results, although
acoustic analysis of data collected at sea is still ongoing. Simulation shows that vector plotting is available within
the limits set by this project (limited by transmission bandwidth) even though the situations are few where the
working tracking system and the target species are both present at the same time. In addition, there are some
cases where positions can be detected. The single hydrophone techniques have served both to confirm observers'
sightings, and also to detect many cases where observers did not sight the animals. Tt also indicates animals
coming close to the trawl and interacting and foraging in its vicinity.
Figure 4 shows a situation where three groups of eetaceans passed the ship. The acoustic techniques combined
with the observer sightings showed how the flfst group passed the trawl relatively quickly, whereas the second
group stayed with the trawl briefly and then fell back to be replaced by the third group who stayed with the trawl
for longer than 10 minutes.
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Figure 4a Showing the distribution of cetaceans over time, showing that as group 2 falls behind, a new group
approach and stay with the trawl for some time.
Figure 4b Showing how the range estimates based on mUlti-path signals (solid circles around Ule hydrophone
attached to the trawl gear) can be used to further clarify group movements. The different symbols represent the
various sightings of different groups, and the semicircles represent the respective possible positions for each
group at 15 :07. (Distances are referred to the position of the last sighting and were calculated asswning a
constant swirruning speed and direction for the animals and taking the ships movement into consideration).

CONCLUSIONS
The large amount of datD: recorded during Ceta-Sel sea trials with these passive acoustic systems is still being
analysed in the laboratory. The simple single hydrophone technique has provided valuable behavioural
information supporting the hypothesis that some small cetaceans are attracted to the vicinity of the trawl. The
self-noise of the fishing gear would seem to ensure that such interactions are non--accidental. The fine detail of
these interactions, where the path of the animal into and out of the trawl has being studied, has proved to be a
more difficult exercise. The algoritImls to study these interactions have been refined, and a design for a highresolution digital system to utilise these in real time woo built in the laboratory. However it was unable to be
tested at sea since the fibre optic link needed to carry the very high data rates was not available on the vessel.
The performance of the reduced band-width system that was developed was severely restricted by the data rate
limitations of the 2 km long netsonde coaxial cable, and it resolved the animal's position at the intersections
between relatively coarse quantised blocks of space around the net. This 3 D tracking system has considerable
potential for this type of work, but the hardware also requires a lot of handling expertise by deck crew when
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attaching the streamer arrays to the trawl. Since this activity proved to be time consuming it is unlikely that it
could reasonably be exploited on a commercial trawler in its present form. For future studies directly involving
the commercial fishery, refinement of the single hydrophone methodology is worth further consideration. For
off-line analysis, a self-contained pod incorporating an internal R-DAT recorder could be operated on a
commercial net without the restriction of a cable link back to the vessel. Data capture periods would be limited
by recording time, but this pod could be activated remotely to sample data at specific times, e.g. just before and

during hauling or when anima~s have been detected in the vicinity. The need to detect the presence of the animals
is important and a bow mounted hydrophone - even one deployed inside a fully flooded buoyancy bow
compartment - could be used to inform the watch personnel on the ships bridge of their presence. This
approach has the advantage of reduced self-noise conditions (unless the bow breaks out of the water) and can be
operated continuously Witll or without fishing gear in the water. However, a hydrophone placed in this position,
effectively at the surface, will not permit this echo-ranging method to operate. When supported by the coordinated data from the ship and observer logs, off-line acoustic analysis is providing valuable behavioural
information needed for the development of methods to reduce cetacean by-catch.
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SPECIES CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES IN COMMUNICATION SIGNALS OF
CETACEANS: SOURCE LEVEL ESTIMATES FOR SOME FREE RANGING
NORTH ATLANTIC ODONTOCETES

K Kaschner (1), A D Goodson (2), P R Connelly (2), P A Lepper (2)
(1) Biologie I, Abtl. Tierphysiologie, Albert-ludwigs-Universi\aet Freiburg, Hauptstr. 1,79104
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that the acoustic signals of cetaceans vary considerably among species, Schevill
& Lawrence [1], and these differences may be useful when discriminating species in the
wild, Schevill [2]. Extensive studies have compared odontocete echolocation signals to
establish characteristic' features, e.g. Evans & Awbrey [3], Kamminga & Wiersma [4],
Wiersma [5]. In recent years research into the structure of the comparatively narrow-band
low-frequency communications signals of different odontocetes has focussedon attempts to
identify distinctive individuals, e.g. Buck & Tyack [6], Caldwell, Caldwell & Tyack [7],
McCowan [8], Sayigh et al. [9], pod, McCowan & Reiss [10], or simply species-specific
features, Wanget al. [11 J, Evans [12], Steiner [13J, that might assist in acoustic identification
and discrimination. So far most of these studies have concentrated on the frequency
modulated signal by examining these for characteristic features in the frequency-time
domain using FFT analysis. Such analysis has concentrated on the centre frequency,
frequency deviation, number of inflection points, and more significantly the general shape or
contour of the call, McCowan [1 DJ, Buck & Tyack [6], Sturtivant [14].
To our knowledge research has not been carried out (?) to compare the absolute intensity or
Source level (SL), i.e. the Sound Pressure level (SPL) in dB re 1 ~Pa at 1 m, of these
communication signals. The neglect of this parameter as a possible classifier may be
explained. Most studies of individual or pod signature whistles have been based on data
obtained either from captive animals, e.g. McCowan [10], Sayigh et al. [9], where it is .
reasonable to expect that in short range, reverberant conditions, i\nimals will not vocalise at
their highest intensity and whistle ·or echolocation click amplitude data may not be
representative of the Sls obtained in more an echoic, open water conditions, Goods6n et al.
[15]; Sturtivant & Goodson [16J. Other studies comparing species characteristic features of
whistles, e.g. Wang et al. [11], Steiner [13], used data obtained from free-ranging animals,
however, in these cases the distance of the vocalising animal from the hydrophone is
unknown. Knowledge of both range and received SPL from a specific animal is essential if
the Source level is to be estimated. The Sl of different odontocete echolocation signals has
been extensively studied, Au et al. [17J, Akamatsu et al. [18], Goodson et al. [15], Woods &
Evans [19] and this parameter appears to reflect some body size dependency, indicating its
potential as a tool for species discrimination. However, the high directivity of the pulses
make reliable measurement problematic in wild. Whistles, on the other hand, are far less
directional (see 2.3.1.) and would be better candidates for an attempt to determine a species
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related characteristic SL for free-ranging animals ...
A novel acoustic ~anging technique for diving vocaiiSing~nimafs based ori multi-pat~ ~ignals
(created by specula reflections of the signal via the sea surface and theseabed) has been
developed while post processing acoustic data obtained during 1996 and 1997 in the
CETASEL pelagic trawl cetacean bycatch study, Kaschner et al. [20], Lepper [21].
CETASEL (AIR HI-CT94-2423), De Haan [221. wasan EC funded project 'to reduce the bycatch of small cetaceans in pelagic trawls by technical means' which included 14 weeks of
sea trials carried out in relatively deep water (100-200 m depth) along the edge of the
continental shelf in the Eastern North Atlantic sea areas SW of Ireland, through Biscay and.
towards Finnisterre, This paper discusses the feasibility of establishing the maximum SL in
the wild of the lower frequency social calls based on a simplified mUlti-path echo ranging
method, and the potential of this SL estimation method to provide a inter-species classifier
when operating at night or in sea state conditions where visual observation is not possible.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Passive Acoustics
The acoustic data used for analysis was recorded from a 75 m long Dutch fishing research
vessel (FRV Tridens). Data obtained in five different eXperimental set-ups was processed in
order to test the validity of the developed method. Hydrophone signals were preamplified,
buffered and transmitted to the ship via a 1.8 km netsonde coaxial cable (2.1.1., 2.1.3-5)
(Fig.1) or received using wide
TRIDENS
band VHF sonobuoys (2.1.2).
Netsollde cable
In most cases the frequency
response of the hydrophone
pre-amplifier was rolled off
Trawl clble
below 4 kHz to reduce the
masking effect of the fishing
vessel's self-noise. All data
was further band. limited to 20
450m
-----~~--------.
kHz when recorded onto a
Sony (TCD-D7) OAT recorder
Water depth
Additional data regarding the
species,
depth
of·
the
hydrophone etc. were taken
from the· corresporiding . trial
Fig. 1. Trial set-up for the CETASEL trials showing the position of logs. Data from the following
the hydrophone for n, T3 & T4a,b.
trial set-ups was used:
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2.1.1. Trial set-up 1 (referred to as T1 in the following) (24.04.96); 10-20 Atlantic Whitesided Dolphins, (Lagenorhynchus acutus) accompanied the ship for more than one hour,
staying in close vicinity of the pelagic trawl towed some 500 m astern of the vessel. The
acoustic data was recorded using a Benthos AQ4 hydrophone attached to the trawl which
was part of a multiple hydrophone array developed to track cetaceans at short range in 3
dimensions, Connelly et al. [23]. A 13 kHz 'Netmark 1000' pinger (Dukane) was attached to
the netsonde cable at a known distance from the hydrophone to provide a calibration
reference.
2.1.2. Trial set-up 2 (T2) (08.05.96): A group of Common Dolphins (Delphinus delphis) was
recorded on a sonobuoy (SSQ 904a) which was moored to the drifting vessel at a distance
of app. 100 m with its hydrophone set at a known depth. At the same time a static test was
in progress with another hydrophone deployed directly over the stern at varying depths. A
'Netmark 1000' ping er was attached to the cable 10m above the hydrophone.
2.1.3 Trial set-up 3 (T3) (19.04.96): Two bow riding Common Dolphins were recorded on the
dual channel hydrophone unit (DHU1) deployed with the trawl.
2.1.4. Trial set-up 4 (T4a, T4b) (10.10.96): There are two different data sets from this day.
One (T4a) consists of Common Dolphin signals recorded on an improved version of the dual
hydrophone unit with Benthos AQ4 hydrophones (DHU2) deployed on the trawl. T 4b was
obtained in a situation When a group of bow riding Common Dolphins were filmed with a
video camera from directly above, While their whistles were recorded on the DHU2
underwater.
2.1.5. Trial set-up 5 (T5) (22.04.97): In this set-up a group of bow riding Common Dolphins
were recorded on a single W' ball hydrophone (HS150) only a few metres away from the
animals. This hydrophone was deployed directly inside the fully flooded bow trim tank which
formed the bulbous bow of the vessel. A signal from a transducer attached to the outside
surface of the bow tank casing was avaflable when required as a calibration reference.
2.2. Spectral analysis
The RDAT tapes were analysed using a real time frequency analysis software (SS 16/32
spectrograph) developed by Dr Pavan from the University of Pavia [24]. For the two main
data sets (T1 &T2) only signals with multi-path reverberations from the surface and seabed
were selected for analysis (see below). The selected whistles were divided into categories of
different intensity and an approximately equal number of whistles out of each category was
chosen for analysis, in order to reduce the bias towards higher SPLs of animals closer to the
hydrophone. For each individual whistle the maximum SPL received was extracted, taking
the varying sensitivities at different frequencies of the respective hydrophone system into
account. Time delays between arrivals .of multi-path Signals which were required for the
ranging technique were extracted using the spectrograph's cursor facility. For the remaining
data sets all whistles could be used for analysis and were treated the same way.
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2.3. Source Level calculations
The extracted maximum sound pressure levels of social calls were conirert~d into Source
Levels (SL re 1 fLPa at 1 m) using the simplified sonar eqlJation for tran'smissjon loss (TL)
due to direct path attenuation, i.e. spherical spreading and absorption:
SL = SPL + 2010g (R/lm) + a' R

Urick [25]

SL = Source Level in dB re 1 liPa at 1 m: SPL = Sound Pressure Level in dB re 1 liPa
R= Range in metres: a = absorption coefficient in dB/m
The knowledge of both, the actual SPL of the recorded signal and the distance of the source
producing this signal from the hydrophone is thus required.
2.3.1. Determination of the actual SPL of a signal.
For data sets Tl and T2 a 13 kHz pulsed cw pinger (,Netmark 1000', 300 ms pulse at 4 s)
with a known SL (calibrated SL v battery voltage) provided a reference. These data sets are
considered to be the ones with the highest confidence. However, the overall gain of the
whole recording system for all the other set-ups was also established with reasonable
confidence by calibration of each individual part of the recording chain. However, in a
number of the original recordings information was missing for the exact settings of some of
the vital parts. Since the possibility of an error being introduced by this in the second method
is comparatively high, these data sets are treated with less confidence and are only used as
a back-up for set-up Tl and T2.
The effect of different orientations of vocalising animals in respect to the hydrophone on the
SPL has been considered negligible in this study as the directivity of the communication
signals is believed to be very low. At 10kHz (the centre frequency range of most selected
whistles) the wavelength in seawater is 0.375 m Which is not dissimilar from the maximum
cross-section of a dolphin's head. This physical limitation restricts any significant beam
formation ensuring a low Directivity Index (01). This belief is supported by a comparison of
SPLs between the direct path signal from a dolphin approaching the hydrophone at relatively
cioSIl range «100 m) in deep water and the echo amplitudes received from the surface and
the bottom. reverberation paths. The included vertiCal angle between these two multi-paths
approached 150 degrees in this water depth. Since the reflection at the water/air boundary
approaches 100% the attenuation along this path was compared to that of the direct path
signal. The reduced SPL, after range correction, was found to be around 4 to 5 dB. Front-toback ratios may be higher but generally there should be less than 12 dB variation in the
polar radiated pattern in both azimuth and elevation and less than 6 dB variation in the
forward looking 180 degree sector.
. .
2.3.2. Determination of distance from source to hydrophone.
Again two different methods were used to obtain this information. For data set Tl .. T2, T3
and T 4b the distance of the vocalising animal to the hydrophone was established using the
echo-ranging technique, Kaschner et al. [20], Lepper [21]. In general the major advantages
of this acoustic method over visual range estimates are its independence of surface weather
conditions and its higher accuracy, Kaschner et .af. [26], although under' certain
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circumstances it can produce ambiguous results (as calJbe seen in Fig. 2 the effect of this
on the SL results is relatively small). In respect to optairiinga SL the advantage lies in the
certainty that both, distance and intensity information relate to the same signal. When more
than one group of animals is in the area correlation of a particular whistle with visually
obtained range estimates becomes a difficult if not impossible task.
Unfortunately the use of the multi-path echo-ranging method is limited by the depth of water
and the best results were obtained in water depths between 50 and 300 m and the resulting
range estimates deteriorate progressively at ranges above 1 km. For the remaining data
sets (T4b&T5) the requirements were not met, but the animals at these particular times
were observed bow riding so that the distance to the hydrophone could be established with
certainty. The data set T4b was recorded on one occasion when a very vocal group of bow
riding common dolphins was recorded simultaneously in air, using a standard Hi-8
camcorder microphone deployed directly above them on the bow, and underwater using the
hydrophone attached to the trawl at a distance of 485 m behind them. Individual
characteristically shaped whistles could be identified in both recordings. The results of the
SL calculation of this data set further supported the validity of this method.
2.3.3. Determination of species.
Since the aim of this study was to investigate possible differences in SL among different
species, data was only used when the animals had been visually identified. There were
encounters with a variety of typical North Atlantic odontocete species during the CETASEL
trials, among them Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops trunctus) , Pilot Whales (Globicephalus
melaena), Atlantic White-sided Dolphins and Common Dolphins. All parameters necessary
for the calculation of SLs were available for Common Dolphins (T2, T3, T4a,b, T5) and
White-sided Dolphins (T1).
2.4. Statistical analysis
The results of the two main data sets (T1 & T2) were analysed with the aid of a software
program (CSS:STATISTICA, StatSoW") using a Kruskal-Wallis test (ANOVA by ranks) in
order to determine the significance of the. variation in SL estimates for different species.
2.5. Further analysiS
Using the equation cited in 2.3. a first attempt was made to obtain range estimates of
animals based on the knowledge of the absolute intensity of their communication signals.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Constant maximum Source Levels
As can be seen in Figure 2. the resulting maximum SL estimates are more or less constant
for one species, even though ranges of vocalising animals varied by more than 500 m and a
variety of recording systems were used under varying circumstances. The observable intraspecific variation in SL may be explained by the different orientations of the vocalising
animals in respect to the hydrophone (see above) or simply by the possibility that the
whistles are not always emitted with the maximum possible intensity.
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Fig 2. Source Level estimates for White-sided Dolphins (diamonds ?) and Common Dolphins
(cubes). Solid black and dark grey symbols represent results with the highest confidence. Symbols in
lighter shades of grey represent less confident results. In case of ambiguous results in range from the
echo-ranging method SL estimates for both possible positions were shown.
Deteriorating signal to noise ratios (SNR) in higher seastates might encourage a louder
vocalisation. That the noise floor is relevant ;5 suggested by the data set with the lowest
average maximum SL (T4a) which was recorded under very quiet, low seastate, conditions.
The effect that the ambient noise floor may have on the intensity of the whistles will require
further study.
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3.2. Source Levels as an acoustic species-characteristic
feature
The statistical analysis of the results with the highest
confidence (T1 &T2, which were recorded in similar sea
state conditions!) has established that the Source Level of
these social calls are indeed a characteristic feature for
these two species at least (Kruskal-Wallis test: H (1, N=54)
= 30.38793, p<O.0001 (position 1 of two possible positions
for White-sided Dolphins or H (1, N=52) = 25,33806,
p<0.0001 (position 2». is shown in. Figure 3. As such it
might be useful in the future when studying free-ranging
cetaceans in several ways:
3.2.1 Aiding acoustic species identification. Under
circumstances of low visibility conditions, the knowledge of
the typical maximum SL of a certain species can be used
as an additional classifier for species discrimination.
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3.2.2. Establishing maximum ranges. If a species has been visually identified at some stage,
a known maximum SL typical for that species can be used to determine. the maximum.range
of a vocalising animal. This is demonstrated with the help of the example in Figure 4: Even
though the confidence in the absolute values for this data set (T5) is not very high (due to
high directivity of the transducer which emitted the signal used for calibration) the relative
values stillselVe as an example to illustrate this method.
The only information available on the position of the animals was that they were bow riding
at the very beginning of this data set, so when first analysing this distance had been
assumed to remain at a constant 3 m (an estimate for the average distance to hydrophone
inside the bulbous bow chamber when animals were bow riding). These first results are
shown on the left hand side of Figure 4. A defiriite decrease in max. SL over time was
obselVed, which appears to be too evenly distributed to be simply due to the intraspecific
variation. So, assuming that the animals were falling behind the ship (which was moving at
1
over 5.5 ms· , or 11 knots), after the first 30 s, the max. SL measured was used to predict
the range to these animals, as it is demonstrated on the right hand side of Figure 4.
SL variations (assuming a
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Fig. 4. An example for a first attempt to use maximum SL as a ranging method. For the results
shown on the left hand side of this graph a constant distance of 3 m from the hydrophone was
assumed. On the right hand side the decrease in measured SPL was assumed to be caused by an
increase in distance instead, which was calculated based on a constant SL of 151 dB.

Due the decreasing rate of spreading loss attenuation with increasing distances (Fig. 5), this
unusual methodology is limited to data obtained at close range, At distances below 250 m
the attenuation will be in the order of several dBs, detectable even when using this
comparatively coarse method, which will in turn allow for a good approximation in distance.
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4. LI.MITATION OF METHODS
SPREADING LOSS AND ABSORPTION
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Fig. 5. Spreading loss - The rapid initial
attenuation rate reduces with range due to
square law spreading and absorption

Since the accuracy of the SLe$timate is entire Iy
dependent on the estimation of the source to
hydrophone distance, any limitation or
significant error introduced by the ranging
technique will effect the SL estimate (see 2.3.2.,
Kaschner et al. [20]). Minor errors in range
estimates are introduced by the assumption of a
constant sound velocity profile and inaccuracy in
measurements of water and hydrophone depth
or time delays in the spectrogram. However, at
ranges in excess of 100 m such errors usually
introduce a difference in the order of about 1 dB
when calculating the maximum SL. Another
problem effecting the SL estimate is caused by
the ambiguity of the results obtained from the
echo-ranging when bottom and surface paths
are incorrectly identified. As can be seen in
Figure 2. the effect of this is similarly quite
small. Further systematical errors may be
introduced through the analysis software used
to measure the intensity of a whistle in a
spectrogram. Effects introduced by the PI, as
the orientation of the vocalising animal changes,
can usually be resolved while monitoring the
same animals over the normal duration of an
interaction which can extend to many minutes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of post-processing this large tape archive of cetacean calls have been shown to
include species specific features. The first results obtained by this relatively simple
technique suggest that sL estimation is possible in open sea conditions and indicate that SL
estimation may provide an additional tool to assist in discriminating between different
species. The technique is independent of daylight and reasonable sea state conditions and
can usefully extend data obtained from the associated visual observer records. Although
primarily intended as an off-line proceSSing technique this methodology could be applied
during actual sea trials and the accuracy can be improved especially if additional
environmental para.meters are included in the technical log.
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6. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

In future sea trials additional parameters, such as the hydrophone position in the water
column and the actual water depth should be continuously logged. Temperature and salinity
records need to be exploited and the temperature profile in the water column should be
sampled at intervals using expendable bathythermographs (X-BTs). With these additional
parameters commercial ray tracing programmes can be employed to increase the accuracy
of the echo-ranging technique. A semi-permanent installation of a calibrated bow chamber
hydrophone will be valuable for use at close range and, in conjunction with one or two
hydrophones (with known separations) towed behind the vessel at depth. The introduction of
correlation Signal processing to the echo-ranging technique will also improve these
estimates. However, alternative quieter platforms than a pelagic trawler are strongly
recommended for such work. The construction of a data base of such SL estimates for
differentspecis would allow these values to be used when attempting to discrimate between
species especially at night. The procedures described require further irivestigation to assess
the value of maximum SL estimation as a tool for inter-species classification and future
studies shOUld attempt to assess the possible effect of such external factors as signal to
noise ratio, e.g. sea state conditions, and such internal relationships as body size.
Comparison of SLs obtained in open water conditions with results obtained from pattern
recognition techniques focussing on the analysis of whistle contour rnethods will be of
interest.
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L ABSTRACT

As part of a pelagic trawl fishery study investigating the causes of small cetacean bycatch a simplified ray
path model was developed to simulate various sound source and single hydrophone receiver geometry's
to predict a vocal target's range and depth. The computed differences in the arrival time of first order
multi-path signals (surface and seabed reflections) were compared with those measured from a recorded
data set obtained during sea trials. A number of assumptions were made in the initial model, which
included: limited range and water depth. a constant sound velocity-depth profile and tile treatment of the
surface and seabed as a simple parallel reflecting surfaces. Initial results provided examples with
reasonable correlation betlveen the estimated range of submerged vocalising cetaceans and the
associated surface sightings. In addi:ion, cetacean behaviour within the water column very close to the
pelagic trawl could be detected. Some examples of ambiguous solutions were noted which may result
from incorrect identification of the surface 'and bottom returns, inaccurate hydrophone or water depth data
and/or resolution limitations in the multi-path timing measurement method. The use of correlation signal
processing techniques and stand·alone depth measurement devices is proposed for future studies. Within
constraints, this relatively simple ranging'" technique provides valuable additional information regarding
cetacean behaviour in the wild and can be applied off·line to recorded data sets to validate obseNer
records. The method allows cetacean detection and localisation in both range and depth to obtained at
night or in increasing seastate conditions when visual sighting methods become impracticable. The
introduction of more precise time measurement techniques and better ray path modelling should provide greater accuracy and this technique may be developed for on-line application.

2. INTRODUCTION
As part of the European Commission's DGXIV CETASEL project a study of small cetaceans was made
along the edge of the continental shelf between SW Eire, Biscay and Northern Spain. A main objective
being to investigate the behaviour of small cetaceans interacting with pelagic trawls and to look for
technical means which might reduce the incidental catch of these mammals in the commercial fishery. A
large mid·water trawl was operated by Dutch fisheries research vessel (FRV Tridens), typically in water
depths in excess of 100m near the shelfbreak. Study techniques included the use of suriace obseNers,
various passive acoustic listening devices, and the use of a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) equipped
with scanning sonar and low light TV cameras.
A multiple hydrophone system has been developed in order to track echolocating cetaceans at short
range, Connelly [11- Comparison of the arrival times of high frequency echolocation 'clicks' received on a
sparse hydrophone array attached to a fishing traWl, allow the spatial position of a cetacean to be localised
as it interacts with fish herded in the open mouth of the net. This tracking array was formed using 5
hydrophones, 4 contained in two oil filled streamers, which were directly attached to the head rope of the'
pelagic trawl which was deployed at distances up to BOOm behind the vessel and at depths around 100m,
fig .1. Signal processing to extract the 'c/ic/( timing data was carried out underwater on all 5 hydrophone .
channels. This timing data was then coded and modulated before transmission to the ship via a 1.B km
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long coaxial 'Netsonde' cable. Analysis of the difference in arrival time for signals received on the different
hydrophone channels was carried out using a data set spanning over 14 weeks of sea trials. This short
range system was developed to compute the positions and track echolocating animals interacting with the
fishing trawl in three·dimensional space.
Additional low frequency (4-20 kHz) recordings were made of cetacean 'communication' calls
vocalisations as these could be detected at much longer ranges (typically > 1km) using the fifth
hydrophone of the sparse array tracking system which was positioned a few metres above and forward of
the plane of the two streamers. This hydrophone comprised a preamplilied single Benthos AQ4 element
contained within a small oil filled pod. The masking effect of the fishing vessel's self-noise was reduced by
the use of a high·pass filter, which desensitised the system to noise below 4 kHz. The signals were then
'band· split' and separately processed into HF 'clicl< data and LF 'whistle' or 'vocalisation' signals. Both low
and high frequency data were then transmitted to the surface via the Netsonde cable.
TRIDENS

Netsonde
cable
Hydrophone Depth
Water
depth
(50·300m)

Trawl
cables

450 m

.

.-<.----~--~~~--------~..

Figure .1.

Hydrophone position on the pelagic trawl.

During several encounters of cetaceans during a trial held in October 1996 both 'clicl< and 'whistle' signals
were observed from animals in the vicinity of the ship. A number of examples of the lower frequency
'whislle' signals « 20 kHz) were found during analysis to include strong multi-path echoes, i.e. delayed
echoes resulting from the longer propagation paths formed by reflections via the sea bed and the sea
surface. With knowledge of the hydrophone position and the water depth, comparison of the arrival time of
lIie direct and multi-path components of a signal has allowed the estimation of both the range to, and the
depth of, the signal source from the receiver.
Although intended to supplement and validate the visual observer's records of events this off-line tool has
proved useful as it provides underwater behavioural data in conditions where surface visual observation is
range limited by sea state or by darkness. This paper concerns the exploitation of a digitally recorded data
set obtained using the single hydrophone receiver.

3. MULTI-PATH SIGNALS
Acoustic signals arriving at a receiver are joined by acoustic radiation outside the main path of the direct
signal after reflection at either the surface or the seabed. Multi'path phenomena of this type are
characteristic of acoustic propagation underwater. The study of the problem of image interference in man
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m.ade acoustic systems due to mulli-path echoes. dates back to the early developments in underwater
te'lemetry and communication s·Ystems. Caruthers[2J. The increased path length's resulting in a delayed
arrival time and interference with the direct signal.
Many authors have also studied reflection and scattering effects at both the surface and seabed. A
perfectly smooth sea-surface would form a near perfect reflector. more realistic situations however
resulting in reflection losses of around 3dB at frequencies of 25 - 30kHz. Urick and Saxton [3J and
Liebermann [4J. The degree of scattering at the surface in relation to reflection can be described in terms
of the Rayleigh parameter R ~ kHsinG where k is the wave number (2r./A). H the rms 'wave height and e
is the grazing angle. Urick [5J. For R « 1 the surface acts as primarily as a reflector and R » 1 as a
scatter. The degree of coherent reflection on an identical reflection and incident angle is therefore
increased at lower frequencies and under smother conditions. In the case of a to kHz signal and a t m
wave height both scattering and reflection take place. sufficient acoustic radiation may however be
reflected at a similar incident to reflected angle to allow the detection of simple reflected multi-path signals.
Reflection. scattering and transmission losses must be considered in the case of incident sound radiation
arriving at the seabed. The predictions of reflection losses are however more complex than the surface
due to a greater variety of seabed materials and multi-layering of the seabed itself. Additional reflected
signal level may lost due to transmission of sound into the seabed. This radiation may then be re-retrected
from a sub-bottom layer of differing material. The study of sound propagation at and in the seabed has
also had considerable attention. Gran and Schumacher [6J. I~ackenzie [7J. Eyring. Christenson and Raitt
[8J.
Refraction effects due to variations in sound velocity with depth may also cause a bending of the
propagation path seen by an acoustic signal. In the case of source and receiver placed close to the
seabed in deep water. ranges may are limited to several km. Variations in sound velocity with depth and
the travelling of curved paths results in a varialion in propagation times for signals travelling different
routes. Cestone [9J. The application of Snells law to refraction effects. Mackenzie [10J. when applied to
sound propagation in water of varying' sound velocities has become one the most important features of ray
path models. Models for sound velocity prediction in terms of temperature. salinity and pressure have
been developed over several I'ears. reviewed Mackenzie [t 1J and later refined by Ross [12J.
Although exact prediction of sound behaviour at the surface and seabed is complex. the treatment of both
the surtace and seabed as parallel plane reflectors was felt valid in the conditions considered as relative
time of arrival. rather than amplitude. forms the basis of the ray path model in this study. Additional effects
such as phase shifting. frequency sm'earing (due to the frequency of the wave movement. Roderik and
Gran [13]) and refraction were ignored for this application as the resultant variations in received signals at
the relatively short ranges of interest. <1 km. were not believed to be significant.

4. METHOD
The higher frequency component (typically =120 kHz) of echolocation signals observed in bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) exhibit a high degree of directivity. Typical -3dS beam- widths in the order of
10° have been measured in both the horizontal and vertical plane at these frequencies. Au [14J. Lower
frequency vocalisation signals. typically less than 22 kHz. are often observed during interactions with
cetaceans. These social calls are projected with a much lower directivity (han that of the high frequency
echolocation emissions. The probability of the simultaneous generation of multi-path echoes reflected
froin the sea surface and sea bed is increased for these low frequency vocalisations.
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a) Source posilion near mid-water
b) Source position closer to surface
Rolling map FFT of vocalisation signals of cetaceans including multi-path signals.
Figure .2.
Note - Signals filtered below 2 kHz to reduce self-noise of observation platform. Broadband transients are
derived from the pelagic trawl gear
Off-line analysis of possibie multi-path signals obtained during the October 1996 trial was carried out in
both time and frequency domains. A rolling map spectrograph - Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) frequency
analysis - was used to display the signals, fig .2., and peak signal levels for both the direct and each multi·
path for a given frequency modulated 'whist/e' were Observed. A single frequency point, with a steep
frequency gradient and good signal to noise ratio, for both the direct and multi-path signals was selected
and expanded on the display. Arrival time differences of these peaks at a specific frequency could then be
measured with the analyser's measurement cursors.
Simple ray path models were developed in software for known depths and hydrophone positions assuming
reflections of the signal at the surface and seabed. The peak signal observed for the multi-paths were
as'sumed to have identical angles cif incidence and reflection and a constant sound velocity profile with
depths. Comparisons of the measured and modelled arrival time differences was then made to measure
the echo delays.

Dolphin'D'

Figure 3a. Surface and seabed multi-palh
simulation.
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Although used initially while exploring the methodology, manual adjustment of the geometry to match
measured timings was time consuming and prone to error. Scanning software was therefore developed,
fig .3a. to evaluate all possible permuta.tions of
the ray geometry in discrete resolution steps.
Allthe geometric paths within defined ranges
\~ere
therelore evaluated' and prioritised for
SURFACE
the closest matches to the observed timings .
..,
Several·· exampleS were also seen which
includea second order delays resulting from a
~
path which included both surlacelbottom and
11
1.
bottom/surlace reflections. Sources which
CETACEAN
I
vocalised
close to the surface were
G
!~
u
characterised by double echo traces, Fig.2b,

1--l-+'~--~::""',L----B

/'..

SEA· BED

!//'/ 1::+ F
K
Figure.4. Geometry of simple mUlti-path signals.

resulting from the ray geometry modelled in
Fig .3b.
Within this simple geometry, a mathematical
solution for positions can also be found.
Knowledge 01 water depth (H) hydrophone
depth (A)
and mUlti-path propagation
differences (0 and F) allows the derivation 01
angle 9, and range to the source (C), fig .4.

81 = 180 - 82

casei = -caSe2
G=2B=2(H-A)
D
F

= vel x t"vl
= vel x trev2

Using the Cosine rule:

and

.
E~ +C' -(C+D),
Cos e, = ----:=-=-'::'---'-=~

2Ee

Equating these equations gives:

CoslJ, = -CoslJ,

G' +C' -(C+F)'
= ----.:...---'2GC

and:

G'E-F'E+E'G-D'G

C = ----,-----2(GD + EFl
Calculation of both source range and source depth is possible. The algorithm does however require
knowledge of which received echo is associated with which mUlti-path. Reversal of which can yield
alternate solutions. Comparison is possible with solutions found using the scanning technique, covering al(
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possible ray path geometry's. The closest matched solutions from the scanning technique were then
compared to similar geometry's applied to, th<l above algorithm as validation.

5. RESULTS
A large number of multi·patl1 signals similar to those shown in fig .2. were subsequently analysed using
the, scanning technique, Kaschner (15, 16] .. In most cases a single unambiguous solution was produced
and thes" range circles were compared with the surfacing pOSitions recorded in the observer's log. In
most cases the computed range to the vocalising animal could be interpolated between the observed
surfacing positions. Where the calculated range clearly did not match the observed animal's position a
careful analysis of all the signals in the same time period demonstrated that the sound sources would
usually cluster at two different ranges indicating that a second group of animals was also being detected.
Establishing the precision 01 this ranging technique at longer ranges is a little difficult. However, accurate
ranging was possible whenever animals crossed ahead of the ship and passed very close to the bow. In
these conditions the distance between the surfacing animal and the hydrophone attached to the trawl was
determined by the length of the ship and by the trawl warps. By taking the ship's speed and its course into
account, relative to the typical swimming speed of the cetaceans, permits a track plot to be constructed
which can frequently be extended well beyond the observers Sighting range. During the CETASEL study
this non-intrusive methodology was able to confirm that some dolphins had an affinity for the pelagic
fishing gear and would deviate from their course and stay in close proximity to the trawl for extended
periods lasting many minules before moving on. It was also noted that dolphins appeared to dive
repeatedly to a similar deplh, at which they were very vocal. This behaviour, which may suggest the
presence of prey at this depth, requires further study Kaschner (15].
Example:
Water depth = 200 m;
Trawl mounted hydrophone
70 m depth;
1st Surface reflected path delayed echo
arrives 3.59 ms after the direct path signal;
1st Bottom reflection arrives after 99.8 ms.
A = 70m; B = 130m; E = HO m; G = 260m
D = 1500 • 3.59 ms = 5.385 m;
F = 1500 • 99.32 ms = 148.98 m

=

·:.Horizontal Range = 250m and y =60m,
Receiver Depth (A) = 70
... Source Depth = (A • y) = 70 . 60 = 10m

Water Surface

1 ...,.-...............................................
.

Source

A

j
Receiver

c

y

,8 1

: ................................................ t
f---

Horizontal Range - - - +

Several examples of multiple solutions, with two 'good fits' to the measured arrival time differences were
found. This ambiguity becomes problematic when both the source position and the hydrophone approach
mid-water depth and relative echo intensity cues make discrimination between the surface and bottom
echo paths more difficult. As the vocalisations made by individual animals are frequently stereotyped,
plotting the results ol.several sequential range estimates usually resolves such ambiguities. In future such
multiple solutions could be eliminated through the use of a second hydrophone placed in the vicinity of the
first. Only a single matching solution for both receivers should then exist. Small variations in the water and
receiver depth measurements of just a few metres can cause relatively large variations in the target
range/depth solution obtained and may also result in the generation of ambiguous or multiple solutions.
Improvements in the· 'accuracy of the measurements will minimise both the ranging errors and the
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generation of ambiguous results, In future the use of a stand alone depth measurement system, placed
near the hydrophone, which can be synchronised to an automatic log of the echosounder depth recorded
on board the vessel will provide greater accuracy.
Errors may also be introduced due to inaccuracies in the measurement of arrival times. Better accuracy is
achieved when a suitable part of the signal spectrum can be selected where the signal frequency is
changing rapidly and where an adequate signal to noise ratio exists for both the direct and multi-path
signals, Rosenberger [17J. Difficulties may also arise if the arrival times of both surface and bottom multipath echoes coincide. There is a particular problem when both the source and receiver approach midwater. Correlation signal processing techniques are now being developed in order to remove the
limitations of the manual cursor measurement. This approach exploits the time/bandwidth product of the
signal and can achieve much better echo timing and relative amplitude measurement accuracy. Other
errors can be introduced by local variations in sound velocity within the water column which may cause
refractive deviations from the predicted ray path The inclusion of ray path correction's within models is
feasible if the sound velocity profile is known, Mackenzie [llJ. However, the measurement of sound
velocity profiles from the moving fishing vessel was not possible at the time these recordings were made.
The application of standard profite models, Ross [12J, is proposed to allow comparison with. the straightline models presented here in 'order to assess the magnitude of such errors.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Although a simptistic approach to sound propagation underwater has been applied in the models
developed, this technique has been used to provide some valuable information concerning cetacean
behaviour around a pelagic fishing vessel operating at the continental shelf edge in 100-200 m water
depth. The archive of acoustic data examined was recorded between 1995 and 1997 in a series of sea
trials mainly carried out to the SW of Ireland, through Biscay and along the N Spanish coast as part of the
European Commission DGXIV project CETASEl. A large part of this data set contained vocalisations with
significant multi-path echo components. Refraction effects due to temperature and salinity variations in the
water column have been ignored as at shorter ranges in these depths the reflection angles tend to
become acute. Sound velocity variations may be expected to introduce increasingly significant errors at
longer ranges and shallower reflection angles. Within the data set examined, such errors are believed to
be quite small when compared with the simple visual range estimates made by observers. Also, within the
limited observation time window created by the moving vessel, the accuracy of relative range estimates
. made from the ship to the different vocalising animals can be expected to remain consistent. This
technique has successfully allowed calls from individual animals to be assigned to different range groups
and indicate probable celacean pod associations. tn addition the spectrum and the envelope shape of the
individual calls detected has been analysed separately and this data used when determining the number
of vocalising animals present in these groups. Multi-path range estimates can be used to validate, and in
some cases correct, t~e visual observer record of events. The use of more sophisticated ray path
prediction methods la improve the absolute accuracy will probably require a ve/ocime/er which can be
dipped at intervals to explore the sound velocity characteristics of the water column. Alternatively,
accurate temperature and salinity measurements in the water column will need to be obtained to predict
the sound velocity variations. In either case such measurements are difficult to obtain from a moving
pelagic fishing trawler and the information was not available with this recorded data se\. This simple nonintrusive ranging technique nas shown good corretation with observed surtacing behaviour and, together
with the associated depth estimates, should assist in the study of cetacean behaviour in situations
wheneVer clear multi-path signals are obtained. With better knowledge of waler column conditions and the
use of correlation signal processing techniques some improvement in the accuracy of this ranging method
appears likely and on-line processing at sea should be possible.
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